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The cavity magnetron is generally accepted as the standard for compactness and high
microwave power with applications in industry, science, and defense, with the latter in-
cluding counter-electronics. In this application, magnetrons are limited because they are
narrow-band devices. To expand the range of frequencies that can be produced using a
single magnetron, a novel multi-frequency variant of the Recirculating Planar Magnetron
(RPM) was designed, fabricated, and experimentally demonstrated. This multi-frequency
RPM (MFRPM) was the first high-power magnetron capable of generating multiple mi-
crowave frequencies simultaneously and demonstrated the first known instance of harmonic
frequency-locking in a magnetron.
The MFRPM design consisted of two planar cavity arrays coupled by cylindrical elec-
tron recirculation bends. The two arrays formed a 1 GHz L-Band Oscillator (LBO) and
a 2 GHz S-Band Oscillator (SBO). Experiments were conducted using a 0.1–0.3 T axial
magnetic field produced using a pulsed pair of Helmholtz coils and a -300 kV, 200–400 ns,
1–5 kA pulse applied to a Mode-Control Cathode (MCC) using the MELBA-C Marx gen-
erator. Six experimental configurations were tested using three anodes (the isolated LBO,
the isolated SBO, and the MFRPM), two microwave loads (a standard, matched load, and
a waveguide taper load used to characterize the LBO frequency harmonics), and two axial
magnetic fields (uniform and nonuniform). Using these configurations, an in-depth charac-
terization of MFRPM operation determined: 1) the identity of the observed electromagnetic
modes, and the degree of mode competition, 2) the frequencies, powers, and other electrical
characteristics associated with those modes and the LBO frequency harmonics, 3) the mag-
netic fields corresponding to optimal operation, 4) the operational impact of a nonuniform
axial magnetic field, and 5) the origin and performance characteristics of a novel harmonic
frequency-locked state observed in the MFRPM.
The uniform magnetic field consistently yielded better performance relative to the nonuni-
form magnetic field. In the harmonic frequency-locked state at 0.17 T with the uniform
magnetic field, the MFRPM LBO produced 32 ± 3 MW at 0.984 ± 0.001 GHz, and the
SBO produced 13 ± 2 MW at 1.970 ± 0.002 GHz. Relative to the other operating states,
the locked state was remarkably consistent. In B = 0.16–0.17 T, the phase drift during a
xix
typical locked shot was 8 ± 4 ◦, and the lock duration was 14 ± 3 ns. The average phase
difference between the oscillators was 93 ± 17 ◦. The locking appeared to be Adler-like,
where the LBO was the driving oscillator and the SBO was the driven oscillator. Changes
in the relative phase difference between the oscillators correlated with changes in the mag-
netic field, suggesting the coupling occurred through the second harmonic content of the
LBO-modulated electron beam as it propagated from the LBO to the SBO. A comparison
of the experimental results for this locked state with a new theory for harmonic locking was
inconclusive.
Using the uniform magnetic field at 0.17 T, the LBO second harmonic power was 178±
60 kW at 1.962± 0.013 GHz. The LBO fourth harmonic power was 5± 1 kW at 3.916±
0.018 GHz. In general, LBO harmonic powers increased when the fundamental circuit
modes were operating at reduced power with considerable mode competition. Harmonic
powers were also as much as 150% higher using the nonuniform magnetic field relative to




High-Power Microwaves (HPM) have a number of applications in the fields of industry,
science, and defense. Industrial examples include bulk cooking of foods, product testing
for electromagnetic compatibility and vulnerability, and Radio Frequency (RF) sources for
medical accelerators [1–3]. Scientific applications include RF sources for particle acceler-
ators and fusion plasma heating [4]. Defensive applications include military radar systems,
defeating improvised explosive devices, and counter-electronics [5, 6]. This dissertation
focused on the development of a variant of the cavity magnetron [7], which addresses some
challenges in the field of counter-electronics. The cavity magnetron is generally accepted
as the standard for compactness and high microwave power [8], and recent developments
in magnetron sources have the potential to generate microwave powers of hundreds of MW
at efficiencies near 70% [9, 10], with some experimental success [11]. At lower efficien-
cies, the magnetron is a proven HPM source capable of generating GW microwave power
levels [12, 13]. However, the cavity magnetron has some limitations in counter-electronics
applications because it is a narrow-band device. Considerable research has therefore been
devoted to improving the range of accessible frequencies that can be produced using a sin-
gle magnetron. The following methods discussed in this introduction were summarized
in [14].
One method of producing different frequencies involves operating the magnetron in
different resonant electromagnetic modes by adjusting the magnetron operating voltage
and axial magnetic field [15]. This approach requires flexibility in the range of voltages
and/or magnetic fields that can be applied to the magnetron, which introduces complexity
to the power supply and/or electromagnet, and many magnetrons use permanent magnets
instead of electromagnets. The method is also predicated on a Slow-Wave Structure (SWS)
(an integral component in magnetron design) having: 1) very different frequencies with 2)
similar phase velocities that are all 3) well-matched to the microwave extractor. The second
condition is particularly difficult to achieve in magnetron design, and is typically infeasible
at relativistic voltages due to the incorporation of features prone to arcing, such as anode
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straps [16]. Operating the magnetron at very different frequencies (and therefore very dif-
ferent phase velocities) demands that the electron ~E× ~B drift velocity be very different for
the two modes, which usually compromises efficiency (due to having a fast phase velocity)
or output power (due to having an excessively slow phase velocity). Mode-hopping in rela-
tivistic devices is possible due to cathode plasma expansion [17], although this is generally
undesirable due to the lack of temporal control, and does not produce simultaneous emis-
sion at the two frequencies. In addition, the neighboring modes (between which hopping
has been observed) tend to be relatively close in frequency and phase velocity, although
this depends on the dispersion relation of a given SWS.
Another approach used to produce different frequencies involves the use of mechanical
plungers to modify the resonant frequency of a given mode [6, 7, 18]. While this method
is effective, it is complicated due to the mechanical-vacuum interface, ultimately limited in
the range of available tunability (e.g., the aforementioned reference quotes 33% tunability),
and cannot produce different frequencies simultaneously.
The last approach involves the incorporation of two different SWSs in a single HPM
source. Such a concept has been presented in the literature for other devices, but a dual-
frequency magnetron has not yet been investigated. Some examples of dual-frequency con-
cepts include magnetically-insulated line oscillators [19, 20], klystron-like concepts [21],
backward-wave oscillators [22], and traveling-wave tubes [23].
In this dissertation, the dual SWS approach is employed using the novel Recirculating
Planar Magnetron (RPM) [24] geometry to design, fabricate, and experimentally demon-
strate a prototype Multi-Frequency Recirculating Planar Magnetron (MFRPM) composed
of an L-Band Oscillator (LBO) and an S-Band Oscillator (SBO) [14]. Figure 1.1 shows
examples of a conventional cylindrical cavity magnetron, RPM, and MFRPM. The RPM
has several potential advantages over conventional cylindrical cavity magnetrons, and has
considerable flexibility in its design [25]. Most notable is the large cathode area. In or-
der to generate HPM, magnetron cathodes operate using explosive electron emission in a
space charge limited regime [26–29], so the currents available to conventional cylindri-
cal magnetrons are limited by the comparatively small cathode area. The large cathode
area therefore makes the RPM an especially promising HPM source. The inverted cylin-
drical magnetron variant (where the cathode resides on the outside, and the anode on the
inside) solves the small-area cathode problem with the added advantage of enhanced elec-
tron bunching in the circular bends because of the negative mass instability [30–32], but
suffers from heat dissipation issues from the smaller anode area, and introduces consider-
able practical challenges for microwave extraction from the anode [33–35]. Other RPM
advantages include a favorable scaling of the magnetic field volume with cavity number
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Figure 1.1: Comparison between a conventional cylindrical cavity magnetron (top center),
a recirculating planar magnetron (lower left), and a multi-frequency recirculating planar
magnetron (lower right).
(as N ), a large anode volume that facilitates heat dissipation, and a decoupled relation be-
tween the cavity number and Anode-Cathode Gap (AK gap) spacing. The power generated
by an RPM scales linearly with cavity number if power is extracted from all cavities [36],
whereas the scaling in cylindrical devices is more complicated. The RPM combines these
favorable features of a planar magnetron with the high efficiency afforded by full electron
beam recirculation.
Different geometric variations of the magnetron have been the focus of research at the
University of Michigan (UM) for several years. For example, the effect of conventional,
planar, and inverted magnetron configurations on start-up has been theoretically investi-
gated [32, 37, 38]. Experimental research at UM has largely focused on the first RPM
prototype, termed the RPM-12A [10, 39, 40]. The RPM-12A consisted of two planar cav-
ity arrays of six cavities, and demonstrated 150 MW microwave powers near 1 GHz. In
addition to the aluminum RPM-12A, additively-manufactured variants (the RPM-12B and
RPM-12C) have also been experimentally demonstrated [41]. These variants were geomet-
rically identical to the RPM-12A, and experiments yielded comparable operation to the
RPM-12A. The RPM-12B was fabricated using a copper electroplating process applied to
3D-printed plastic anodes coated in conducting epoxy, and the RPM-12C was fabricated
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using a thermal-sprayed process applied to a similar plastic anode. For this dissertation,
the most relevant prior work includes the development of a cathode design to passively
promote locked operation of the individual planar cavity arrays in the RPM-12A [10, 42],
which was successfully demonstrated experimentally [40]. Locking between the structures
occurred through a slotted cathode that allowed feedthrough of the electromagnetic fields
(and currents) between the oscillators to improve the coupling between them. The MFRPM
was designed to investigate whether similar locking would occur between frequency har-
monics.
Along with the design, fabrication, and demonstration of the MFRPM prototype, the
scope of this dissertation also includes an in-depth characterization of operation using six
experimental configurations. The configurations tested three anodes (the isolated LBO, the
isolated SBO, and the MFRPM), two microwave loads (the standard load and the wave-
guide taper load), and two axial magnetic fields (uniform and nonuniform). The character-
ization determined: 1) the identity of the observed fundamental operating electromagnetic
modes, and the degree of mode competition, 2) the frequencies, powers, and other electri-
cal characteristics associated with those modes and the LBO frequency harmonics, 3) the
magnetic fields corresponding to optimal operation, 4) the operational impact of a nonuni-
form axial magnetic field, and 5) the origin and performance characteristics of a novel har-
monic frequency-locked operating state observed in the MFRPM. A related study was also
performed to image plasma-related pulse-shortening in the MFRPM oscillators. While pre-
liminary, the imaging results appeared to provide valuable insight that might explain some
of the MFRPM operation described herein.
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to
the theory of planar cavity arrays and beam dynamics needed to design the MFRPM, as well
as a theory recently proposed by Y. Y. Lau on harmonic frequency-locked operation [43].
Chapter 3 covers the design of the MFRPM by describing the necessary criteria, practical
constraints, application of the theory, and simulations conducted using two commercial
codes. Chapter 4 describes the experimental hardware and configurations. Chapters 5 and
6 report the results obtained using the standard load and waveguide taper load, respectively.
Both results chapters begin with a summary of the most important findings followed by an
in-depth analysis and discussion of the data. The dissertation concludes with Chapter 7,




This chapter provides an introduction to the theory and analytic models used to design
the Multi-Frequency Recirculating Planar Magnetron (MFRPM) and interpret the experi-
mental results. The discussion is organized into three sections. The first covers the theory
of planar cavity arrays, which form the oscillators that interact with the electron beam to
generate microwaves. The planar cavity array theory provides a powerful tool for under-
standing magnetron operation, and the interpretation is discussed in detail. The second
section describes the electron dynamics, which includes the condition for synchronism be-
tween the electrons and the microwaves, as well as the intrinsically efficient crossed-field
interaction. The chapter concludes with a new theory to predict the conditions under which
frequency-locked operation may occur between two oscillators having frequencies f1 and
f2 = 2× f1.
2.1 Planar Cavity Arrays
The MFRPM generates microwaves by exciting a resonant mode on a Slow-Wave Struc-
ture (SWS), which is a circuit on which an electromagnetic wave propagates at a speed less
than the speed of light in vacuum. The MFRPM resonant circuit is a planar cavity array,
which is a set of coupled unit cells like the one illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Each cell includes the
cathode, anode, and anode-cathode gap (AK gap), and the figure shows the labeling con-
ventions used for the dimensions of each part. In a magnetron, the cavities also function as
the anode, which collects the electron current from the cathode.
Each unit cell is a resonant microwave cavity, and can be imagined as a simple Li-C
oscillator with some additional capacitance between the SWS vanes and the cathode [7].
Here, Li refers to an inductance, which should not be confused with the circuit pitch L in
Fig. 2.1a. Figure 2.1b shows the lossless equivalent circuit imposed on the unit cell struc-
ture. Thus, at their simplest, the planar cavity arrays are a set of coupled Li-C oscillators.
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(a) Dimensions of a unit cell. (b) Equivalent circuit of a unit cell.
Figure 2.1: A unit cell of a planar cavity array.
The circuit model in Fig. 2.1b also provides an intuitive explanation of the beam-
loading phenomenon observed in magnetrons, which is also called frequency-pushing [6].
Beam-loading refers to a reduction in the resonant frequency as the current is increased.
The explanation lies in the frequency dependence of the cell, which is approximately given
by 1/
√
LiC. The Beam Dynamics section will show that the presence of the electron beam
in the AK gap usually makes the AK gap distance b look electrically smaller, although
there are exceptions. Since capacitance scales inversely with distance, the presence of the
electron beam increases the capacitance of the circuit and therefore lowers the resonant
frequency.
The basic structure of the electric and magnetic fields in a single microwave cav-
ity is shown in Fig. 2.2, which was generated with High Frequency Structural Simula-
tor (HFSS) [44] (a commercial simulation code) using a methodology described in Ap-
pendix A. In the fundamental circuit mode, an oscillating voltage potential exists across
the cavity, which leads to the horizontal electric field varying from zero in the back of the
cavity to a maximum between the vane tips. The cavity depth h is therefore approximately
a quarter of the wavelength. Note that the horizontal component of the fringing cavity
electric field decays in magnitude across the AK gap from the maximum at the vane tips
to zero at the cathode surface, and that wider cavities (having larger w) have electric fields
that decay more slowly with distance from the cavity compared to narrower cavities. In the
fundamental mode, the current flows from one vane tip, around the cavity, to the other vane
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(a) Electric field in the fundamental mode. (b) Magnetic field in the fundamental mode
(orthogonal to the paper).
(c) Electric field in the higher order mode. (d) Magnetic field in the higher order mode
(orthogonal to the paper).
Figure 2.2: Electromagnetic field in the unit cell for a 180◦ phase advance.
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(a) π/4-mode electric field. (b) π/2-mode electric field..
(c) 3π/4-mode electric field. (d) π-mode electric field.
Figure 2.3: Different electromagnetic modes for an 8-cavity cylindrical magnetron. Dif-
ferent modes are identified by their respective phase advance per vane. Image sourced
from [7] with corrections applied to (d).
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tip, as illustrated by the magnetic field in Fig. 2.2b.
The microwave cavities also support additional electromagnetic field geometries at
higher frequencies, which are called the higher-order circuit modes. Figures 2.2c and 2.2d
show the electric and magnetic fields for the next circuit mode. These higher modes can be
imagined as squeezing additional field half-wavelengths in the cavity along with the origi-
nal quarter-wavelength. In all modes, the electric field magnitude is always zero at the back
of the cavity, and maximized between the vane tips. Nearly all magnetrons are designed
to operate solely in the fundamental circuit mode. However, because the MFRPM was de-
signed to operate at f1 and f2 = 2×f1, the low-frequency structure (the L-Band Oscillator,
or LBO) was theoretically susceptible to interference from the high-frequency structure
(the S-Band Oscillator, or SBO), which could promote LBO operation in a higher-order
circuit mode.
In addition to the higher-order circuit modes, other modes of operation are possible
when the individual microwave oscillators are coupled together as an array of cavities.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the electric fields for different electromagnetic modes in an 8-cavity
cylindrical magnetron [7]. When multiple cavities are coupled together, the different modes
correspond to different RF phase advances per vane, and are named accordingly (e.g., a
mode having a phase advance of π radians per vane is called the π-mode). For cylindrical
magnetrons, which are re-entrant because the SWS is cylindrically continuous and uninter-
rupted, the number of fundamental resonant modes n is related to the number of cavities
N by n = N/2 (ignoring the distinction between forward- and backward-wave modes,
which are explained shortly). In a planar structure, which is not re-entrant, the number of
fundamental resonant modes is equal to the number of cavities (again, ignoring the afore-
mentioned distinction).
For the desired crossed-field interaction to occur, magnetrons must be designed to syn-
chronize the phase velocity of electromagnetic waves propagating on the SWS circuit with
the mean velocity of the electron beam, which is roughly the ~E× ~B drift velocity. Thus, to
design the MFRPM, the dimensions of a planar cavity array must be adjusted to achieve a
specified wave propagation velocity and frequency. The phase velocity of the RF is given
by vp = ω/β, where ω is the angular velocity, and β is the propagation constant in the
direction of the ~E × ~B drift velocity. The wavelength of the RF wave on the SWS is called
the guide wavelength λg, which is related to the propagation constant by β = 2π/λg. From
Fig. 2.3, different modes clearly have different guide wavelengths. The design of the SWS
therefore requires knowledge of the relation between the geometric dimensions, the angular
frequency ω, and the propagation constant β for the different electromagnetic modes.
Plots of ω vs. β are called dispersion diagrams because they illustrate the dispersion
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relation ω(β), where the angular frequency ω is a function of the propagation constant β.
Points on the diagram falling on the dispersion relation curve for a SWS correspond to
values of ω and β that can propagate on the circuit. If an electron beam has a given velocity
v projected in the direction of the circuit phase velocity, the zero-intercept line having a
slope equal to v is called the beam mode, represented by the straight line ω = βv in the ω-β
plane. Since the RF phase velocity of the circuit mode is vp = ω/β, an interception between
the cold circuit dispersion relation curve and the beam mode therefore represents some ω
and β corresponding to a mode that: 1) can exist on the SWS, and 2) propagates with the
same phase velocity as the velocity of the electron beam. At these intercept locations, the
synchronous crossed-field interaction can occur, which is described later in the Electron
Dynamics section.
A dispersion relation can be analytically derived for an infinitely long, two-dimensional
array of planar unit cells like the one illustrated by Fig. 2.1a on page 6, which approximates
the structures in the MFRPM (see Fig. 1.1). The derivation applies Floquet’s theorem to the
periodic structure and makes some assumptions about the form of the electric and magnetic
fields in the cavities [45]. Notably, in the derivation, the electric and magnetic field for a
propagating mode on the SWS are expanded as a summation of space harmonics, as shown
by Eq. 2.1 for the electric field. Each harmonic has a different propagation constant βn and
phase velocity vpn, which are shown by Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3.
~E (x, y, z, t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
~En (x, y) e
jωt−jβnz, (2.1)
βn = β0 +
2πn
L





The propagation constant β0, which corresponds to n = 0, is called the fundamental
mode, and all other values of n are called the nth space harmonic. This leads to a crucial,
nuanced interpretation of SWS electromagnetic modes: each individual electromagnetic
mode is the superposition of an infinite number of space harmonics, and each space har-
monic is characterized by a unique phase velocity. Therefore, of all the space harmonics
that constitute any single electromagnetic mode, only one harmonic can be synchronous
with an electron beam characterized by a single, constant velocity. An infinite number of
terms in Eq. 2.1 is necessary to represent a discontinuous function (e.g., the electric field at
a vane tip) in a Fourier representation.
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Figure 2.4: Dispersion diagram showing a beam mode and the dispersion relation for the
LBO, which includes the fundamental and higher-order circuit mode with space harmonics.
After applying the boundary conditions on the electric and magnetic fields, one ob-
tains an expression D(ω, β0) = 0, which is the dispersion relation. An excellent, detailed
derivation is written in full in [45] for infinitely thin vane widths, and the interpretations
and explanations in this chapter are largely from that work. An analysis of these cavity
arrays, also called vane type lines, has also been the subject of many other works [46–50].
The model in [45] was modified by Franzi et al. to account for nonzero vane widths and
the slotted cathode used in the single-frequency RPM-12A magnetron, which is derived
in detail in [10, 42], and will not be repeated here. For infinitely long, two-dimensional,
planar cavity arrays having nonzero vane widths (see Fig. 2.7 on page 19 for a drawing),
















Equation 2.4 uses the geometric parameters from Fig. 2.1a on page 6, where h is the
cavity depth, w is the cavity width, L is the circuit pitch, b is the AK gap spacing, ω is the
angular frequency, c is the speed of light, βn = β0 + 2nπ/L and γn =
√
β2n − (ω/c)2 for
n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , and β0 is the propagation constant of an electromagnetic mode.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a dispersion relation generated from Eq. 2.4 using the
dimensions of the LBO (h = 6.3 cm, w = 1.92 cm, L = 3.84 cm, b = 2.6 cm). The dis-
persion diagram is a very powerful tool for understanding MFRPM operation, and several
important features of the plot are noteworthy and will be explained in detail. The horizon-
tal axis corresponds to the space harmonic propagation constant βn, which is customarily
labeled as β [45]. For convenience, the vertical axis is in Hz, and the horizontal axis is
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in βL/π so that the π-mode corresponds to βL/π = 1. The fundamental space harmonic
(n = 0 in Eq. 2.2) corresponds to 0 < βL/π < 2 in Fig. 2.4. As will be described in
the Beam Dynamics section, the π-mode is typically the desired mode of operation, and
corresponds to a phase advance of 180◦, or π radians, per vane (or, equivalently, per circuit
pitch).
Figure 2.4 includes the fundamental circuit mode having fields like those of Figs. 2.2a
and 2.2b (see page 7), the first higher-order circuit mode having fields like those of Figs. 2.2c
and 2.2d, and a line representing the beam mode characterized by a single, constant ve-
locity. Each point on the horizontal axis corresponds to a different space harmonic of a
resonant electromagnetic mode. Recall that each resonant mode is described as having a
different phase advance per vane, which was illustrated by Fig. 2.3 on page 8. The ter-
minology identifying the modes in those figures refers to the phase advance between one
cavity and its neighbor, which equals the value of β0L in radians. For example, β0L = π
for the π-mode. Thus, βn = β0 in the region βL/π ∈ [0, 2], which is the region of the dis-
persion diagram illustrating the dispersion relation for the fundamental space harmonics.
The periodicity of this region arises because each electromagnetic mode is described by the
superposition of the different space harmonics, each of which is plotted on the dispersion
diagram. For example, the π-mode consists of the superposition of the space harmonics
residing at points (1,1), (3,1), (5,1), . . . in Fig. 2.4.
The space harmonics are important because they explain why a magnetron can oper-
ate at a much slower beam velocity than would be expected based only on the synchronism
condition (discussed in the next section) for the fundamental space harmonic. For example,
an electron beam that is synchronous with the βL/π = 3 mode is said to be synchronous
with the 3π-mode, even though the electromagnetic fields are the same as the π-mode. The
fields are the same because, as previously stated, the electromagnetic mode of interest (the
π-mode) is the superposition of all the space harmonics. An electron beam that is syn-
chronous with the 3π-mode is simply another way of stating that the beam is synchronous
with the first higher space harmonic of the π-mode. Physically, the electron beam tran-
sits from one cavity to the next at one-third of the normal π-mode velocity, thereby arriving
when the cavity has the same RF phase as if it were traveling at the normal π-mode velocity,
meaning synchronous operation is possible despite the slower electron beam velocity [6].
This could be important because, in the Brillouin flow that prevails in crossed-field devices,
the electron velocity may range from zero on the cathode to some peak value at the top of
the Brillouin flow. In Fig. 2.4, the plotted beam mode is synchronous with only one space
harmonic of the π-mode of the fundamental circuit mode (namely, the fundamental π-mode
space harmonic corresponding to n = 0, where βn = β0). Visually, the synchronism con-
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dition is satisfied because of the interception between the dispersion relation and the beam
mode at the point (1,1).
Nearly all crossed-field devices are designed to operate assuming an electron beam
that is synchronous with a fundamental space harmonic of the fundamental circuit mode.
The fundamental space harmonics, which reside in βL/π ∈ [0, 2], are symmetric about
βL/π = 1. This symmetry corresponds to frequency-degenerate pairs of modes, where
the same frequency corresponds to two propagation constants identifying two modes with
different phase and group velocities. The portion of the curve having positive slope (and
therefore positive group velocity) corresponds to forward-wave modes, whereas the portion
of the curve having a negative slope (and therefore negative group velocity) corresponds to
backward-wave modes. Most magnetrons are designed to operate in the π-mode, which has
zero group velocity and exists on the structure as a standing wave, whereas amplifiers are
designed to operate near a π/2 or 3π/2 phase advance per vane corresponding to a forward-
or backward-wave mode, respectively [49, 51]. Amplifiers are designed to operate away
from the band edges, where group velocities are zero, in order to avoid excitation of band
edge oscillations [52]. These principles also apply to other microwave vacuum electronic
devices; backward-wave oscillations are important in the design of traveling-wave tubes,
for instance [45,53]. Near the π-mode, the fundamental circuit mode is nearly flat, so vane
type lines are considered very dispersive. A dispersive structure is problematic because it is
highly susceptible to mode competition, which arises due to the small frequency separation
between adjacent modes. This can lead to simultaneous excitation of the adjacent modes
and extreme subsequent beating in the generated microwave signal.
Since the analytic curves were derived under the assumption of an infinitely long planar
cavity array, the curves are continuous. However, because a physical magnetron has a
finite number of cavities, the dispersion relation would have individual points on the plot
corresponding to the resonances. The reason for the discrete values stems from the need
to satisfy the boundary conditions of a non-infinite structure [7]. As an example, for a
6-cavity planar structure like the LBO, the forward-wave fundamental space harmonic of
the fundamental circuit mode has resonances that reside at points (1/6, 0.42), (2/6, 0.74),
(3/6, 0.90), (4/6, 0.98), (5/6, 1.01), and (6/6, 1.01) on Fig. 2.4 (page 11).
The last noteworthy point illustrated by Fig. 2.4 is that, in addition to the fundamen-
tal circuit mode, the beam mode also intercepts the higher-order circuit mode at a point
(f, βL/π) = (1.67, 1.7). Thus, the electron beam having a velocity that is synchronous
with the 1 GHz π-mode fundamental space harmonic is theoretically able to also excite
the 1.7 GHz resonance on the higher-order circuit mode via a backward-wave interaction.




Electron motion in crossed-field devices is a complicated subject. Prior to the advent
of computer modeling, several analytic models were developed using a variety of approxi-
mations to study magnetron operation [7, 47–49]. These models are cumbersome and very
complicated, or are based on many ad-hoc assumptions. Due to advances in numerical
modeling and computational power, computer simulation tools have largely replaced these
models in modern magnetron design. However, analytic descriptions of electron dynam-
ics in smoothbore structures endures as an excellent illustration of electron behavior in
crossed-field devices, and some of the comparatively simple analytic expressions remain
indispensable for generating candidate magnetron designs prior to refinement and opti-
mization using computer simulations. The most notable are the Hull cutoff assumption and
the Buneman-Hartree condition, which are addressed in this section.
The resonant structures for the MFRPM are planar, so some understanding of electron
behavior can be gained by studying a smoothbore planar magnetron diode like that shown
in Fig. 2.5. Simon [38] has explicitly shown that the smoothbore magnetron was an ad-
equate description for the equilibrium state. Still, two models dominate the literature: a
(a) Electric and magnetic field configuration
with a single electron orbit at Hull cutoff. Vec-
tor quantities are represented by boldface let-
ters.
(b) Illustration of the sheath formed from many
cycloidal single-particle orbits.
(c) The Brillouin flow model.
Figure 2.5: Particle orbits and analytic models for a planar magnetron diode.
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multistream model based on individual cycloidal particle orbits, and the Brillouin model
that idealizes the electron motion as a laminar flow [54]. Full derivations of the following
equations in planar and cylindrical smoothbore magnetrons have been published in many
textbooks [6, 45, 47, 54] and theses [10, 38, 55, 56], and will not be repeated here. The fol-
lowing discussion instead focuses on the relevance of the results as they apply to the design
of the MFRPM and the interpretation of the experimental results.
In Fig. 2.5, the cathode is the electron source, and is held at zero electric potential
Φ (y = 0) = 0 with respect to the anode potential Φ(y = b) = V , which produces the
constant electric field ~Edc. An axial magnetic field ~B (into the page) is also imposed on the
structure. Crossed-field devices are named for this orthogonality between the electric and
magnetic field.
An electron emitted from the cathode is accelerated by the DC electric field and de-
flected by the magnetic field. If the magnetic field is sufficiently high, the electron will
graze the anode before its inertia carries it back to the cathode, as illustrated by Fig. 2.5a.
This magnetic field is called the Hull cutoff (BHC), and it represents the critical field for
magnetic insulation. Provided that B > BHC, no current will flow across the diode (in













For a fixed magnetic field, there exists a critical voltage for magnetic insulation below
which no current will flow. The non-relativistic expression for the Hull cutoff voltage VHC is
shown by Eq. 2.6. In these expressions, m0 is the electron mass, e is the elementary charge,
and the other quantities remain consistent with their previous definitions. Equations 2.5 and
2.6 are valid even when a DC space charge is present in the gap (see, e.g., [57]).
Figure 2.5b illustrates the cycloidal orbits of several electrons at a magnetic field B >
BHC. The drift velocity is given by |vD| = | ~Edc × ~B|/B2 = Edc/B ∝ V/B [58]. With
a large electron population, an electron sheath takes shape. In the Brillouin flow model
depicted in Fig. 2.5c, the sheath is treated as a shear flow, and is also commonly called
the Brillouin hub. Electrons in the hub undergo rectilinear motion with a velocity equal
to the ~E × ~B drift, where ~E now includes both the DC electric field and the self electric
field of the hub electrons. Thus, describing the electron “beam” as having a single velocity
is a significant simplification, and should be kept in mind when discussing virtually any
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aspect of crossed-field device operation. Between the cycloidal flow model (Fig. 2.5b) and
the Brillouin flow model (Fig. 2.5c), the Brillouin flow is the preferred state according to
extensive simulations [38, 59–61].
Equation 2.7 gives the expression for the Brillouin hub height, which depends on both
the voltage and the magnetic field. When the operating voltage V is small relative to VHC,
the hub height increases linearly with voltage and decreases as 1/B2 asB is increased [54].
Thus, lower magnetic fields bring the edge of the electron hub closer to the anode and









If an RF wave is traveling on the anode, electrons must match its phase velocity to un-
dergo the desired crossed-field interaction, which will be described shortly. This require-
ment is called the synchronism condition, and it provides the critical relation between the
voltage, magnetic field, AK gap size, and RF phase velocity. This synchronism condition is
known as the Buneman-Hartree condition [7,57]. While the synchronism condition can be
derived using both a single-particle formulation and the Brillouin model, a recent study sug-
gested the latter model showed better agreement with experiments [57]. Another reinforced
this result by showing improved agreement for inverted magnetrons [38]. Nonetheless, the
synchronism condition derived using the single-particle formulation, which is called the
Buneman-Hartree condition, continues to endure in the magnetron literature due to its con-
venience and simplicity. In the planar geometry of interest in this dissertation, the syn-
chronism condition is the same for both the single-particle and Brillouin flow models [57].
Equation 2.8 shows this expression, which also gives the theoretical minimum voltage re-
quired for interaction between the electron beam and the RF wave on a SWS. It should be
noted that, in the Brillouin flow formulation, the shear flow layer that is synchronous with
the RF is the top layer of the electron hub, which lies closest to the SWS.




Most derivations of the synchronism condition in a planar geometry do not account
for relativistic effects. If these are taken into account, the modified Hull cutoff voltage,
Hull cutoff magnetic field, Buneman-Hartree voltage, and Buneman-Hartree magnetic field
become Eqs. 2.9–2.12, where βp is the c-normalized RF phase velocity (βp = vp/c =
ω/βc), where c is the speed of light, and the other parameters are the same as previously
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Equations 2.9–2.12 are derived from the single-particle orbit theory, and are valid for
cylindrical geometry as well, in which case b is replaced by (r2a − r2c )/2ra, where ra is the
anode radius and rc is the cathode radius [57]. For this dissertation, the operating voltage of
the magnetron is approximately constant, so Eq. 2.12 is the most relevant for comparison
with experimental results. The experimental parameters (described in Chapter 4) are: b =
2.6 cm, βp = 0.26 for the π-mode, and V = 300 kV. From Eq. 2.12, the Buneman-Hartree
condition for synchronism predicts a magnetic fieldBBH = 0.16 T. Thus, near this magnetic
field, both MFRPM oscillators should operate in the π-mode.
Figure 2.6 shows a Hartree diagram (which customarily includes the Hull cutoff), which
shows the threshold voltages for various modes. In the plot, the LBO threshold voltages
for the 5π/6-mode and π-mode are shown. The theory predicts that operation in a given
mode can only occur if the voltage V ≥ VBH, so the region above a given threshold volt-
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age curve is theoretically capable of oscillation in the mode corresponding to the curve.
The region above the Hull cutoff curve is purely conducting because the magnetic field
is too low to maintain insulation, so magnetrons must operate below the Hull cutoff and
theoretically above the Hartree threshold. Since these curves were produced using several
approximations, exact quantitative agreement with experiments is rare, but the qualitative
predictions are usually accurate. Using the LBO operating at 300 kV as an example, the
5π/6-mode should be observed at lower magnetic fields than the π-mode because the 5π/6-
mode threshold magnetic field (B = 0.13 T) is lower than the π-mode threshold magnetic
field (B = 0.16 T). Similar reasoning applies to the SBO as well, where the threshold mag-
netic field for the 6π/8-mode is lower than the 7π/8-mode, which is lower than the π-mode
threshold. This interpretation assumes the most synchronous mode will be the dominant
mode of oscillation, although theoretically, any mode for which V ≥ VBH is satisfied is
capable of oscillation. For instance, at B = 0.12 T and V = 300 kV, both the 5π/6-mode
and π-mode are possible modes of operation, but the beam velocity is closer to the 5π/6-
mode threshold than the π-mode threshold; the 5π/6-mode would be the expected mode of
operation.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the crossed-field interaction that leads to the phase focusing of
the electrons, which is an effect that is intrinsic to crossed-field devices [54, 62]. It is the
phase focusing effect that leads to the very high efficiencies of magnetrons and crossed-
field amplifiers. Figure 2.7a shows the RF electric field of a planar cavity array operating
in the π-mode. In the moving frame of the electrons, which propagate to the right due
to the ~EDC × ~B drift velocity from the voltage imposed between the anode and cathode,
the RF electric fields appear to be approximately constant because the electron velocity
is matched to the RF phase velocity. In this moving frame, the effect of the RF fields on
electron motion can be understood by determining how the single-particle drift velocity is
modified from the usual ~EDC × ~B drift velocity in the Brillouin hub. Since the RF electric
field is superposed on the DC electric field, the drift velocity component due to the RF can
be determined by finding ~ERF × ~B. Figure 2.7b shows these drift velocity components in
different locations at the same snapshot in time as Fig. 2.7a. The net effect on electron
motion is shown in Fig. 2.7c. As the electrons propagate rightward in the figures due to the
DC electric field drift component, the RF drift component draws only those electrons that
are in a favorable phase to the anode. Electrons in an unfavorable phase are returned to the
cathode or migrated to the favorable phase regions, thus producing a void of electrons in
the unfavorable phase. The result is the formation of electron spokes, which are a form of
beam modulation. One notable consequence of the moving space charge of the modulated
electron beam is the induction of currents on the anode having harmonic frequency content.
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(a) Cavity π-mode RF electric field. (b) RF ~E × ~B electron drift velocity vectors.
(c) RF ~E × ~B drift velocities and phase focusing of the electrons
leading to spoke formation.
Figure 2.7: The π-mode crossed-field interaction leading to phase focusing of the electrons.
Later in the chapter, § 2.3 explores whether the second harmonic of the LBO, which has a
frequency near 2 GHz, can injection-lock the SBO, which also has a frequency near 2 GHz.
The harmonic content of electron beams has been the focus of study in many microwave
vacuum electron devices, such as klystrons [63] and TWTAs [64,65]. Another consequence
is the gradual reduction in magnetron efficiency as the current density is increased due to
the energy invested in focusing the electrons by overcoming their electrostatic repulsion.
This is part of the reason that relativistic magnetrons, which operate at extremely high
currents, have lower efficiencies than conventional magnetrons [66].
Due to phase focusing, in-phase electrons migrating to the anode propagate with a drift
velocity that is approximately constant and equal to the RF phase velocity (neglecting the
drift velocity contribution of the RF electric field to the overall speed). From an energy
standpoint, the kinetic energy invested in the electrons to maintain synchronism with the
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(a) Electron motion toward the anode.
(b) Electric field and guiding center velocity vec-
tors and components.
(c) Comparison of vector components.
Figure 2.8: Qualitative illustration of the fundamental energy transfer mechanism in
crossed-field devices.
RF wave is unavailable for transfer to microwave energy, so some fraction of the AK gap
potential is intrinsically lost in the crossed-field interaction. This potential is called the syn-
chronous voltage V0, and is found from Eq. 2.13. Thus, the remaining potential represents
the theoretical maximum efficiency of the magnetron, which is given by ηe = 1 − V0/V ,
where V is the AK gap voltage [6, 48]. For many magnetrons, the theoretical maximum
efficiency exceeds 95%. In actuality, electrons typically impact the anode with far greater








Fundamentally, for the crossed-field interaction to transfer energy to the RF electric
field, the electrons must do work on the field by undergoing motion against it, where some
component of the RF electric force on the electrons must oppose their velocity. Figure 2.8a
shows the net electric field vector and net electron drift velocity vector for the favorable
phase. Vector lengths assume the RF electric field amplitude is half that of the DC electric
field amplitude, which is consistent with most simulation results for the MFRPM. These
vectors are broken into vertical and horizontal components. Figure 2.8c shows that, in the
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favorable phase, the vertical drift velocity direction is opposite that of the vertical elec-
tric field component. Because the vertical electric field component arises from the voltage
across the diode, the DC voltage does work on the electron as it moves toward the anode.
The horizontal drift velocity direction is the same as RF electric field, so the electron does
work on the RF as it moves toward the anode, which is the fundamental origin of the en-
ergy transfer to the microwaves. However, as previously described, the average electron
velocity remains approximately constant. Thus, it is the guiding center motion arising from
the single-particle cycloidal drifts in the favorable phase that leads to the transfer of energy
from the DC voltage potential to the RF field, which is an energy transfer mechanism that
is unique to crossed-field devices. This explanation provides a qualitative description; how-
ever, a rigorous theory for energy transfer between the RF electric field and the kinetic and
potential energy of the electrons remains an open problem for crossed-field devices. In all
other microwave vacuum electronic devices, electrons are first accelerated to high velocity
before doing work on microwave fields, thereby converting kinetic energy to microwave
energy [54].
2.3 Locking of Harmonic Frequencies
As described in Chapter 3, the MFRPM was designed using two planar cavity arrays
having operating frequencies near 1 GHz (the LBO) and 2 GHz (the SBO). However, due
to differences in their coupling to the microwave extractor and the variable effects of beam-
loading, it was unlikely that their operating frequencies would be related exactly by a factor
of 2. However, the spoke current in the LBO may contain a second harmonic component
near 2 GHz. The spoke transits the cylindrical bend and enters the SBO, where the 2 GHz
harmonic content of the current might be sufficient to frequency-lock the 2 GHz SBO. In
an attempt to understand the conditions under which such a locking might occur between
the oscillators, this section presents a new theory adapted by Y. Y. Lau [43] from a previous
magnetron injection-locking model developed by Pengvanich et al. for magnetrons of the
same frequency, which has been experimentally verified under various conditions [67–71].
The new model treats the 2 GHz SBO as an oscillator driven at a frequency harmonic
of the LBO. This assumption was based on many experimental observations discussed at
length in Chapter 5. Briefly, the key experimental results leading to this model include
1) the substantially higher powers observed from the LBO relative to the SBO, and 2) the
relatively minor change in the LBO operating frequency between the unlocked and locked
states, whereas the SBO operating frequency changed considerably. Because this behavior
appears to be analogous to Adler master-slave injection locking [72], the second harmonic
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Figure 2.9: Circuit model for the SBO subject to an external driver, which models the
second harmonic content of the LBO.
of the LBO is treated as the master oscillator and the SBO as the slave oscillator.
Figure 2.9 shows the basic circuit model used to represent the SBO, which consists of
three components. The first is the R-L-C oscillator, which adds a parallel loss element to
the lossless circuit equivalent for a microwave cavity shown in Fig. 2.1b (page 6) earlier in
the chapter. In that figure, resistive losses would naturally be incorporated using a series
resistance. However, it is desirable to transform the series resistance to a parallel shunt
resistance because 1) it is analytically more convenient, and 2) using the shunt resistance
R, the ratio R/Q, also called the characteristic impedance, can be used to describe the
microwave cavity independent of losses because the ratio is a figure of merit that depends
only on the cavity geometry [6, 73]. Thus, the parallel R-L-C circuit can be used to repre-
sent the single-mode cold-tube magnetron characteristics, and is a standard approximation
for magnetrons in circuit models [74]. Because the model only includes a single R-L-C
component, the theory focuses on only one mode of oscillation and ignores much of the
multi-mode complexity described earlier.
The second component is the beam-loaded admittance YB2. This quantity accounts
for the hot-tube magnetron characteristics, which includes the magnetron gain mechanism,
the DC- and RF-electron interactions, and the effects of beam-loading [48, 67, 69, 74, 75].
Empirical expressions for the conductance and susceptance are used to define the beam-
loaded admittance [74].
The third model component is the driving signal from the LBO. In most experimen-
tal applications of this model, the driving signal was injected to the magnetron oscillator
via the magnetron’s power extractor, which provides direct coupling to the oscillator cav-
ities. However, in the MFRPM, the coupling between the oscillators occurs within the
magnetron, and is thought to occur through a combination of the modulated electron beam
recirculating between the oscillators and feedthrough of the electromagnetic fields through
a slotted cathode. The simple driving term in the circuit model therefore represents perhaps
the most significant simplification of the experimental configuration.
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Referring to Fig. 2.9, current conservation on the circuit yields Eq. 2.14, where the






+ jωC2V2 + YB2V2 = I1, (2.14)
where I1 represents the second harmonic current from the LBO. When the external LBO
driver is removed (I1 = 0) and no SBO electron beam is present (YB2 = 0), the cold-tube
characteristics for the R-L-C oscillator model are related by Eq. 2.15, where ω02 is the
natural, free-running angular frequency of the SBO mode, Q02 is the cold quality factor,

















When the external LBO driver is removed and the beam-loaded admittance YB2 is added
(Fig. 2.9), the hot-tube SBO characteristics become the hot free-running frequency ω2,







(1 +R2YB2) (jω)V2 +
1
L2C2
V2 = jωI1. (2.16)
Equation 2.16 is then rewritten using the time-domain representation. The relations
1/R2C2 = ω2/Q2 and ω22 = 1/L2C2 are used for substitutions, and the beam-loaded
admittance is replaced through simplifications of the empirical conductance and suscep-
tance [69]. If ω1 is the free-running frequency of the LBO, and V01 is the free-running
complex amplitude, the second harmonic complex amplitude and phase must be propor-
tional to V 201e
j2ω1t. In a frequency-locked state, the SBO locks to twice the frequency of
the LBO, so ω2 ' 2ω1 and the driving term on the right-hand side is assumed to be pro-
portional to the LBO second harmonic. Collecting constants using a complex constant k,
Eq. 2.16 becomes Eq. 2.17, which is the governing equation for master-slave oscillators
















Equation 2.17 explicitly models the locking of the free-running SBO (V2) by the second
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harmonic current of the LBO [43].
Under zero-drive conditions, where the right-hand side of Eq. 2.17 is zero, a solution is
V2(t) = V02e
jω2t, as should be the case for the free-running SBO. As in Adler’s theory of
locking between oscillators in a master-slave configuration, a solution should take the form
of Eq. 2.18, where |A| and φ are real constants.
V2(t) = |A| ej(2ω1t)+jφ (2.18)
Equation 2.18 is constructed so the SBO voltage V2(t) oscillates exactly at a frequency
2ω1 and has a constant phase φ with respect to the LBO second harmonic drive, which is
represented by the right-hand side of Eq. 2.17. Without a loss of generality, the quantity
































(cosφ− j sinφ) . (2.20)
Equating the real parts of Eq. 2.20,




⇒ (ω2 − 2ω1) =
kV 201






since ω2 ' 2ω1 and |A| ' V02. Equation 2.21 has a real solution for φ if and only if




The locking condition in Eq. 2.22 is similar in form to Adler’s condition for injection
locking [72]. Since V 201 ∝ P1, where P1 is the power of the free-running LBO at frequency
ω1/2π, and V 202 ∝ P2, where P2 is the power of the free-running SBO at frequency ω2/2π,
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the locking condition may be rewritten as [43]
|ω2 − 2ω1| < C
P1√
P2




= κ < C. (2.23)
Equation 2.23 says that the left-hand side of the inequality, denoted by κ, must be
less than some critical constant for locking to occur. Thus, for a range of experimental
conditions, the locking parameter κ can be evaluated for comparison to this analytic model.
By varying the value of the locking parameter using the powers and/or frequencies, an
experiment would be expected to identify a specific value for κ above which locking was
not observed, and below which locking was observed. This value represents the threshold
constant C in the theory.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the MFRPM
This chapter describes the design of the Multi-Frequency Recirculating Planar Mag-
netron (MFRPM), and is organized into three sections. The first section provides an
overview of the design criteria and practical constraints introduced by the laboratory equip-
ment and the use of existing components. The second section explains the application of
the theory from Chapter 2 to produce anode geometries meeting the aforementioned crite-
ria. The third section discusses cold-tube and hot-tube simulations of the MFRPM, which
were used to refine the theory-based design and provided a framework to interpret and
understand the experimental results reported in Chapters 5 and 6.
3.1 Design Criteria and Constraints
The MFRPM project sought to fabricate a magnetron that demonstrated simultaneous
HPM generation at two different frequencies [14]. The first Recirculating Planar Mag-
netron (RPM) prototype, termed the RPM-12A, was designed for operation at a single
frequency near 1 GHz [10]. Based on the understanding gained from RPM-12A exper-
iments and simulations [39, 40, 42], the decision was made to reuse the existing 1 GHz
planar cavity array as one of the two oscillators in the MFRPM. A schematic drawing
of the MFRPM is shown in Fig. 3.1. The cylindrical electron recirculation bends, which
coupled the two planar cavity arrays, were also slated for reuse in the MFRPM. Moti-
vated by the frequency-locked operation in the RPM-12A [40] promoted by the Mode-
Control Cathode (MCC) [42], and by extensive previous research into magnetron phase-
locking [13,67–70,75,76], the frequency of the second oscillator was chosen to be 2 GHz,
which is the second harmonic of the repurposed RPM-12A structure. By choosing a har-
monic of the 1 GHz structure, it was hoped that a similar locking phenomenon would be
observed in the MFRPM. Thus, the MFRPM design consisted of a planar cavity array at
1 GHz, termed the L-Band Oscillator (LBO), and another planar cavity array at 2 GHz,
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Figure 3.1: Basic components of the MFRPM.
termed the S-Band Oscillator (SBO), which are connected by two cylindrical recirculation
bends (Fig. 3.1).
A full discussion of the anode dimensions and photographs of the hardware (Fig. 4.2)
can be found on page 41 of Chapter 4. The axial length of the RPM-12A anode was 11 cm,
which was less than half the 30 cm free-space 1 GHz wavelength in order to impede axial
mode formation. However, in order to reuse the RPM-12A components in the MFRPM,
the SBO also needed to be 11 cm long. Magnetron design typically calls for anode lengths
that are less than a full free-space wavelength to avoid mode competition [3]; the origi-
nal RPM-12A design was therefore very conservative. For the SBO, the 11 cm length
remains less than the 15 cm 2 GHz free-space wavelength, so axial mode formation was
not expected. Simulations (discussed later in this chapter) also suggested the risk of axial
mode competition was minimal. Thus, the original anode length was preserved to avoid
modifying the existing hardware.
As described in greater detail in Chapter 4, the pulsed-power source used to drive the
magnetron had a fixed output voltage approximately equal to -300 kV, and operates well
using 100–150 Ω loads. In order to achieve approximately uniform electron emission from
both sides of the cathode, and to avoid having one oscillator pulse-shorten faster than the
other due to diode plasma closure, a uniform Anode-Cathode Gap (AK gap) distance was
chosen for both planar cavity arrays (Fig. 3.1). The magnetic field is the same for both
structures, so identical AK gaps produce identical electron beam drift velocities past the
oscillators. This fixed electron beam velocity therefore constrained the RF phase velocity
of the SBO to be the same as the LBO, which was 0.26c. Like the LBO, the SBO was also
designed to operate in the π-mode.
The previous success of the second MCC variant, which was termed the MCC-2 and
used with the RPM-12A, motivated its reuse with the MFRPM. However, several modi-
fications were made to control the amount of emitted current and meet the pulsed-power
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source specifications. These modifications are described later in Chapter 4. The MCC-2
design constrained the AK gap to 2.6 cm, which was approximately 1.35 and 2.7 times the
cavity widths of the LBO and SBO, respectively. The fixed operating voltage, RF phase
velocity, and AK gap constrained the axial magnetic field to approximately 0.16 T based
on the relativistic Buneman-Hartree condition discussed in Chapter 2.
The theory chapter remarked that the decay of the cavity fringing fields in the AK gap
depended on the cavity widths. The strength of the interaction between the cavity fields
and the electron beam depends on the AK gap size relative to the cavity width, among
other factors. Simulations suggested that the SBO operated well despite the narrower SBO
cavities. The MCC-2 was therefore suitable for use with the MFRPM.
As outlined in the previous theory chapter, the risk of mode competition in the highly
dispersive planar cavity arrays increases with the number of cavities. Thus, the number of
SBO cavities was kept to a minimum. If the SBO locks to the LBO via a similar mech-
anism as was observed in the RPM-12A, the SBO circuit length should be equal to the
cathode width to allow feedthrough of the RF fields between the oscillators. By choos-
ing the MCC-2 as the cathode, the number of cavities was functionally fixed because the
choice of frequency and phase velocity fixed the circuit pitch. If the pitch and circuit length
are fixed, the number of cavities is therefore also fixed. Figure 3.1 illustrates this idea.
The eight SBO cavities are just long enough to span all the slots of the MCC-2. While
additional cavities could be added to the SBO, there would likely be no benefit due to the
greater susceptibility to mode competition and the absence of all-cavity power extraction.
To constrain the investigated parameter space (and to remain consistent with the original
RPM-12A design), the SBO vane widths and cavity widths were equal.
In addition to the LBO and RPM-12A recirculation bends, several other experimental
components were reused for the MFRPM experiment. Most notable were the electromag-
net coils and the vacuum chamber, which placed significant constraints on the feasibility
of any microwave power extraction assembly. The geometry of an RPM makes it favorable
for a coaxial, all-cavity extraction technique [10] based on an all-cavity extractor used in
cylindrical magnetrons [77, 78]. However, due to the vacuum chamber and electromag-
net coils, this promising extraction approach was impossible given the choice of operating
frequencies and the reuse of existing RPM components. Thus, a simple axial extraction
technique, which was used for the RPM-12A [40], was modified for use with the MFRPM.
The approach was motivated by the same method used in household microwave oven mag-
netrons, which uses an antenna connected directly to a vane to couple microwaves into a
coaxial transmission line [79].
Figure 3.2 shows a top sectional view of the MFRPM, the extraction antennas, and the
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Figure 3.2: Top sectional view of the microwave extractor showing the distance between
the outer conductor of the coaxial transmission lines and the cathode endcap.
coaxial transmission lines. In the 1 GHz RPM-12A, the separation length between the
outer conductor of the coaxial lines and the oscillators was optimized using the commer-
cial simulation code HFSS to provide strong coupling of the π-mode to the extractor. The
design converged on a distance approximately equal to λ/2, where λ is the wavelength.
The optimization was effective as evidenced by the powers and efficiencies demonstrated
in experiment [40]. Obtaining similarly good coupling between the SBO and the extractor
would require lengthening the outer conductor of the coaxial line to reduce the distance
from the SBO. However, Fig. 3.2 shows that this would bring the outer conductor unac-
ceptably close to the cathode endcap by reducing the original 5.6 cm separation, which
would substantially increase the risk of an arc forming between the components during the
voltage pulse. Thus, the separation was kept the same, which approximately corresponds
to a full wavelength at the 2 GHz SBO frequency. This greater distance resulted in weaker
coupling between the SBO and the extractor, and therefore the microwave power extracted
from the SBO was expected to be lower than the extracted LBO power.
3.2 Analytical Basis
Design of the SBO cavities was straightforward based on the constraints outlined in
the previous section and the theory presented in Chapter 2. To summarize, the constrained
design parameters were an operating voltage V = 300 kV, an RF phase velocity vp = 0.26c
in the π-mode, an AK gap distance b = 2.6 cm, vane widths equal to the cavity widths w,
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and an operating frequency of 2 GHz in the π-mode.
The RF phase velocity is related to the guide wavelength by vp = ω/β = fλg. In the
π-mode, the phase advance per vane corresponds to 180◦, so the π-mode guide wavelength
λg = 2L, where L is the circuit pitch, and is related to the cavity width by L = 2w. Hence,
L = vp/2f and w = vp/4f .
Using ω = 2π × 2 GHz, w = 0.96 cm, and L = 1.92 cm, the dispersion relation given
by Eq. 2.4 in § 2.1 of Chapter 2 (page 11) can be solved to determine the cavity depth h.
For the SBO, h was determined to be 3.18 cm after further refinement using simulations.
The cavity depth was the final geometric parameter needed to fabricate the anode block.
Figure I.1 in the appendix on page 221 shows the hardware production drawing used for
fabrication.
To determine the threshold magnetic field for π-mode operation, the AK gap b =
2.6 cm, c-normalized phase velocity βp = 0.26, and operating voltage V = 300 kV
were used with Eq. 2.12 for the Buneman-Hartree condition in § 2.2 of the theory chapter
(page 17). For both the LBO and SBO, the threshold magnetic field was B = 0.16 T. This
concludes the determination of all the geometric and electrical parameters needed to create
the MFRPM prototype.
3.3 Simulation
To understand the complex operation of the MFRPM, two types of simulations were
used to model hot- and cold-tube operation, which refers to the presence or absence of
the electron beam. Cold-tube operation was modeled using the High Frequency Structural
Simulator (HFSS) finite-element, frequency-domain code [44], and hot-tube operation was
modeled using the MAGIC finite-difference, time-domain, Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code [80].
3.3.1 Cold Tube Modeling
The purpose of the cold-tube simulations was to identify the frequencies of the fun-
damental anode modes and their respective field geometries, and to understand how they
coupled to the microwave extractor. The details regarding simulation implementation can
be found in Appendix A. Table 3.1 summarizes the findings.
Figure 3.3 shows the geometry used to model the MFRPM experimental configura-
tion. Several assumptions and simplifications were used in the simulation, although the
geometry of the anode, cathode, and microwave extractor were nearly identical to the com-
ponents used in the experiment. Microwaves coupled into the coaxial transmission lines
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Table 3.1: Summarized cold-tube simulation results obtained using HFSS for the modes of
interest in the MFRPM.
ANODE MODE HFSS [GHz]
LBO 5π/6-Mode 0.977
LBO π-Mode 0.996




were assumed to be completely absorbed, which was implemented in the simulations using
a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) absorber. In reality, some power is reflected back to
the coaxial transmission line from the coax-to-waveguide mode converters and the wave-
guide loads. From the earlier work reported in [10], the frequencies of interest for both
oscillators were well within the pass-band of the couplers. The Voltage Standing-Wave
Ratio (VSWR) was < 1.5 in all cases. As shown by the waveguide load calibrations in
Appendix D.2.2, the waveguide load match for both oscillators corresponded to a VSWR
< 2, which was sufficient for the experiment, but higher than the typical 1.2 VSWR stan-
dard for many magnetrons. Thus, while the simulated termination of the coax lines did not
exactly match the experiment, the assumption was nonetheless reasonably representative
of the configuration. Similarly, the MELBA-C side of the simulation was also modeled as
perfectly absorbing using PML. This simplification may be significant because the coaxial
transmission line leading to the Marx generator is complicated by a series of stepped volt-
age rings insulated by a ceramic. The line is terminated by a metal plate. However, despite
these complications, the line was assumed to be perfectly absorbing.
Several features of the electric field geometries are notable. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
electric fields for the different modes using a zoomed view of the anode to emphasize the
different phase advances per vane and the relative field amplitudes in the different locations
of the planar cavity arrays. Broadly, there are two mode types, termed even and odd modes.
The odd modes, such as the LBO 5π/6-mode and SBO 7π/8-mode, have field nulls lo-
cated in the center of the planar cavity array. For example, the LBO 5π/6-mode in Fig. 3.4a
has an average phase advance per vane of 5π/6 radians. In the structure, the mode has π-
mode-like fields on the ends and a segment of zero phase advance in the center, which can
be seen by the electric fields pointing in the same direction in the cavities adjacent to the
center vane. A similar mode pattern is observed for the SBO 7π/8-mode in Fig. 3.4d. For
the odd modes, the power density is highest away from the center vane. The combination
of zero phase advance and low field amplitudes at the center vane leads to very weak cou-
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Figure 3.3: HFSS model of the experimental MFRPM configuration.
pling of these modes to the microwave extractor. Thus, magnetron operation in the odd
modes was not expected to yield high microwave powers in the extraction waveguide. The
different locations of the electric field amplitude maxima were also useful for mode iden-
tification using the results of the plasma-related pulse-shortening imaging study discussed
in Chapter 5.
By contrast, the π-mode for both the LBO and SBO have field maxima at the cen-
ter vane, which is shown by Figs. 3.4b and 3.4e. These modes couple effectively to the
microwave extractor. The SBO 6π/8-mode in Fig. 3.4c also couples to the microwave
extractor, although the mode has field amplitude maxima near the ends of the cavity ar-
ray. Note that the 6π/8-mode has a phase advance per vane of 6π/8 on average, and that
the mode has π-mode-like fields in the center and ends, and has segments of zero phase
advance at the vanes adjacent to the center vane.
HFSS also identified an unexpected mode at 1.058 GHz that could couple to the elec-
tron beam. The field structure is similar to a cylindrical TE01 mode in the front of the
vacuum chamber between the MFRPM anode and the front vacuum flange, as shown by
Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b. The spacing between the anode and flange approximately corresponds
to a half-wavelength at the solved frequency. The mode may be capable of coupling to the
electron beam because the electric field geometry is π-mode-like on the ends of the LBO,
as shown by Fig. 3.5c. Furthermore, the fields are strong in these locations. However, a







Figure 3.4: Electric field geometry for various anode modes of interest in the MFRPM.
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(a) Top sectional view of the parasitic chamber mode. The front chamber length approximately corresponds
to a half-wavelength.
(b) Front sectional view showing the TE01-like electric field. The section resides approximately halfway
between the anode and the front vacuum chamber flange.
(c) Anode electric field vectors for the parasitic chamber mode.
Figure 3.5: Electric field geometry for the parasitic chamber mode.
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parasitic chamber mode was not expected to couple strongly to the microwave extractor.
3.3.2 Hot Tube Modeling
The purpose of the hot-tube simulations was to: 1) identify the beam-loaded frequen-
cies of the fundamental anode modes, 2) estimate the extracted microwave powers for the
different modes, 3) assess how the presence of the electron beam affects the fields on the an-
odes, 4) assess the proclivity for mode competition, and 5) assess how the aforementioned
parameters were affected by changes in the axial magnetic field. Implementation of PIC
simulations required careful consideration of many factors, eight of which are described in
detail in Appendix B.
Three geometries were modeled: 1) the MFRPM, 2) the isolated LBO, and 3) the iso-
lated SBO. Figure 3.6 illustrates the geometry for the MFRPM configuration. Like the
HFSS simulation configuration, the MFRPM MAGIC model reproduced the experimental
geometry as accurately as possible within the limits of computational feasibility. The same
assumptions regarding absorbing boundaries discussed in the previous HFSS section also
(a) Top sectional view.
(b) Side sectional view. (c) Anode sectional view.
Figure 3.6: MAGIC simulation geometry for the MFRPM.
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(a) Top sectional view of the MAGIC isolated LBO
configuration.
(b) Anode sectional view of the MAGIC isolated
LBO configuration.
(c) Top sectional view of the MAGIC isolated SBO
configuration.
(d) Anode sectional view of the MAGIC isolated
SBO configuration.
Figure 3.7: MAGIC isolated oscillator configurations.
apply to the MAGIC model. Both the microwave extraction ports and the MELBA-C coax-
ial transmission line were modeled as absorbing ports, as shown by Fig. 3.6a. In order to
estimate the endloss current that might occur in the experiment, the cathode endcaps were
not enlarged in the simulation, which is sometimes done to ease computational require-
ments by achieving faster magnetron start-up and by reducing the particle population. A
comparison of Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b with photographs of the cathode in Chapter 4 shows that
the MAGIC model is a reasonably close approximation to the experimental hardware.
Figure 3.7 shows the models for the isolated anode configurations. Like the MFRPM
model, these configurations mirror those described in the experimental configuration chap-
ter. Note the inclusion of the outer conductor of the coaxial transmission line corresponding
to the removed oscillator. As with the experiment, the outer conductors were not removed
in order to minimize changes to the geometry when testing the oscillators in their isolated
configurations.
While Appendix B describes the details of simulation implementation, several impor-
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Table 3.2: Summary of the MAGIC simulation sets of magnetic field parameter scans.






tant factors should be mentioned. A total of five simulation sets were performed, where
each set was composed of 10 simulations conducted at magnetic fields ranging from ap-
proximately 0.12 T to 0.21 T. For all simulations, the axial magnetic field was assumed to
be uniform. Two DC voltage excitation models were used: a Constant Voltage (CV) model,
and a Dynamic Voltage (DV) model. The CV model maintained a constant diode voltage
despite changes in the magnetron impedance, and the DV model attempted to accurately
model the changes in the diode voltage resulting from changes in the load impedance. Ad-
ditionally, two electron emission models were used: Limited Emission (LE), which emitted
from 10% of the cathode area (which was consistent with the experiment), and Full Emis-
sion (FE), which used 100% of the cathode area. The five simulation sets are summarized
by Table 3.2.
Due to computational limitations, the simulation sets were not fully converged because
the mesh was too coarse. However, as described in the appendix, the effects of unconverged
simulations were determined and factored into the interpretation of the results. The most
significant effect was an overestimation of the degree of beam-loading on the operating
frequencies.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of some results from a simulation of the MFRPM us-
ing the CV and FE models. The voltage, Entrance Current (ENTC) and Endloss Cur-
rent (ENDL), and the extracted microwave powers are shown by Fig. 3.8a. The voltage
rise-time was approximately equal to the 150 ns MELBA-C rise-time, and the simulation
was run until steady-state was achieved. Notably, the endloss current was approximately
50% of the total current. Figure 3.8d indicates that the loss occurs from the cylindrical
recirculation bends due to the short cathode endcaps, which do not cover the bends.
The coupling of the electric fields to the coaxial transmission lines is shown by Fig. 3.8b,
which reinforces the earlier discussion of the full, 2 GHz wavelength separation between
the outer conductor of the coaxial transmission line and the SBO, and the half, 1 GHz
wavelength separation between the coaxial outer conductor and the LBO. Even when op-
erating well in the π-mode, the SBO does not generate comparable extracted microwave
powers relative to the LBO. For both oscillators, the odd modes were barely detectable at
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(a) Simulation voltage, currents, and extracted mi-
crowave powers.
(b) Illustration of electric fields and the coupling
from the anode to the microwave extractor. Left
(right) oscillator is the SBO (LBO).
(c) Anode sectional view showing electron spoke
formation and preservation of some beam modu-
lation around the cylindrical recirculation bends.
(d) Chamber sectional side view showing electron
endloss current due to absence of endcaps cover-
ing the cylindrical recirculation bends.
Figure 3.8: MAGIC simulation illustrating particles and fields during π-mode operation by
the LBO and SBO. The simulation used full emission and voltage correction.
the extractor output, even when the modes were extremely dominant. Thus, under condi-
tions where the even and odd modes are competing, the experiment was expected to detect
the even modes as the dominant frequencies. At no time did the LBO operate purely in the
parasitic chamber mode, although the extracted microwave signal sometimes contained a
minor frequency component corresponding to the mode.
Perfect π-mode operation is shown by Fig. 3.8c, which illustrates the 180◦ phase ad-
vance per vane in both oscillators and the formation of electron spokes. Also notable is the
preservation of some beam modulation around the cylindrical recirculation bends. Finally,
while the effect is less pronounced in this particular simulation, it was very common to
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observe the first few cavities on each oscillator seen by the electron beam (in Fig. 3.8c,
the upper right LBO cavities and lower left SBO cavities) oscillating at very low ampli-
tude, suggesting those cavities are partially disrupted by the recirculated, modulated elec-
tron beam. This observation may be supported by the pulse-shortening study discussed in
Chapter 5. Finally, due in part to the coarse mesh (which affected the frequencies) and the
high Q-factor of the SBO, no evidence of harmonic frequency-locked operation between
the LBO and SBO was found in these simulations.
A full discussion of these simulation results is left to §§ 5.3.3, 5.4.3, and 5.6.4 in the
experimental results chapters, where they are compared to the experimental observations




This chapter describes the experimental configuration components used for this disser-
tation: the magnetron hardware, the electromagnet, the pulsed power driver, the triggering
sequence, and the experiment diagnostics. Figure 4.1 illustrates the main components of
the experimental configuration. Diagnostics are addressed with details concerning the post-
processing methods used to obtain the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6. This chapter
concludes with a description of the pulse-shortening imaging configuration, which was no-
tably different from the configuration used to collect the majority of the results presented
in this dissertation.
Figure 4.1: Top sectional diagram of the MELBA-C vacuum chamber and MFRPM com-
ponents. The anode support structure is not shown.
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4.1 Magnetron Hardware
Discussion of the magnetron hardware is separated into the three primary components
involved in magnetron design: the anode, the cathode, and the microwave extractor.
4.1.1 Anode
(a) Photograph of the LBO. (b) Photograph of the SBO.
(c) Photograph of a cylindrical bend. (d) Photograph of the assembled MFRPM anode.
Ruler is in inches.
Figure 4.2: Photographs of MFRPM components.
The Multi-Frequency Recirculating Planar Magnetron (MFRPM) anode consists of
two Slow-Wave Structures (SWSs) coupled by two cylindrical electron beam recircula-
tion bends. Photographs of the anode sections are shown in Fig. 4.2. All components were
fabricated from blocks of 6061 aluminum alloy and had a uniform axial length of 11 cm.
The recirculation bends, which are shown in Fig. 4.2c, were originally designed for the
RPM-12A, and were suitable for use in the MFRPM.
Two SWSs were used: the L-Band Oscillator (LBO) and the S-Band Oscillator (SBO).
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(a) Photograph of the isolated SBO configuration
in the MELBA-C vacuum chamber.
(b) Photograph of the MFRPM configuration in
the MELBA-C vacuum chamber.
Figure 4.3: Photographs of two magnetron anode configurations.
The LBO, shown in Fig. 4.2a, was originally designed for the RPM-12A, and detailed
hardware drawings can be found in [10]. The LBO consisted of six uniform cavities having
a cavity depth and width equal to 6.3 cm and 1.92 cm, respectively. Vane widths were also
1.92 cm. These dimensions produced resonators having an unloaded π-mode frequency
and guide wavelength of 1.01 GHz and 7.68 cm, respectively, which corresponded to an
RF phase velocity of 0.26c.
The SBO is shown in Fig. 4.2b, and consisted of eight uniform cavities having a cavity
depth and width equal to 3.18 cm and 0.96 cm, respectively. Vane widths were equal to
the 0.96 cm cavity width. The resonators were designed to have an unloaded π-mode of
2.02 GHz and a guide wavelength of 3.84 cm, which also corresponded to an RF phase
velocity of 0.26c. Chapter 3 described the SBO design process in greater detail. The fully
assembled MFRPM anode is shown in Fig. 4.2d.
Three anode configurations were used in this dissertation: the isolated LBO, the isolated
SBO, and the MFRPM. In the isolated configurations, one of the SWSs was replaced with
a smooth electron drift section. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3a, which shows the smooth
drift region in place of the LBO. The full MFRPM configuration is shown for comparison
in Fig. 4.3b. For all anode configurations, a cylindrical support structure was used to fix
the anode in place within the vacuum chamber. A good electrical connection between the
support structure and the vacuum chamber was established using copper finger stock. The
support structure can be seen in both photographs shown by Fig. 4.3.
Evidence of arc damage between the support plate for the outer conductor of the mi-
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(a) Arc damage between the coaxial outer conduc-
tor support plate and vacuum chamber endplate.
(b) Bal-Seal coil in a waveguide flange.
(c) Conducting braid on the MFRPM support
structure.
Figure 4.4: Photographs of RF and DC gaskets used to improve electrical contacts.
crowave extractor coaxial transmission lines and the vacuum chamber end plate was found
during earlier RPM-12A experiments. Figure 4.4a shows a photograph of some of the
arc marks. Additional damage was noted between the RPM-12A anode and the support
structure. To address these issues, Bal Seal RF gaskets were used between critical RF com-
ponents to improve their electrical connection and reduce contact resistance [81, 82]. Poor
RF and DC contacts are a known source of disruption in vacuum electronics [83]. Fig-
ure 4.4b shows an example of Bal Seal coil on a waveguide flange. Ground braid was used
in an attempt to improve the electrical connection between the magnetron anode and the
grounded support structure. The braid and support structure are shown in Fig. 4.4c.
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4.1.2 Cathode
(a) Photograph of the MCC-2 cathode. The ruler
is in inches.
(b) Photograph of the heat-treated edge of the
velvet electron emitter.
Figure 4.5: The MCC-2 cathode.
The cathode used for this dissertation was a periodically slotted structure termed a
Mode-Control Cathode (MCC), which was originally developed for the RPM-12A to pro-
mote phase-locked operation [40]. The material was 6061 aluminum alloy. While geomet-
rically similar to a transparent cathode [84], an MCC is unique in that it functions as an
EM coupler [42], an emission-primed electron source [56,85,86], and introduces beneficial
perturbations to the DC electric field [87]. Since the cathode was the second MCC proto-
type developed for use with an RPM, the cathode was termed the MCC-2. A photograph is
shown by Fig. 4.5a. The cathode featured endcaps to reduce endloss currents [88–90], al-
though the endcap design was conservative to reduce the risk of arcing between the endcaps
and microwave extraction antennas.
The cathode consisted of five rectangular bars that were 1.92 cm wide and 3.8 cm thick,
which resulted in a 2.6 cm AK gap in the magnetron. The separation between the bars was
1.92 cm, which resulted in an overall width of approximately 17 cm. The bar widths and
gaps were designed to be the same as the vane and cavity widths of the LBO. The axial
length of the MCC-2 was 23 cm, which was 12 cm longer than the 11 cm axial length of
the magnetron anode.
Five coats of Glyptal insulating enamel were necessary to reduce excessive current
emission from the bare aluminum surface. Aggressive electron emission control was criti-
cal to match the electrical impedance of the magnetron to the specifications for the MELBA-C
Marx generator. The electron emitter was velvet fabric provided by Frank Hegeler at the
Naval Research Laboratory. Velvet has been extensively studied as an electron emitter for
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explosive-emission cathodes operating in a space-charge-limited regime [91–95]. The vel-
vet was attached to the bare aluminum surface using conducting silver epoxy adhesive. In
order to reduce excessive current emission from the velvet edges, the fibers were heated
to 220◦C to produce a smooth edge free of protruding material. To reduce the likelihood
of undesirable emission from the triple point between the velvet, metal, and vacuum, the
interface edges were hidden beneath the velvet by overlapping approximately 3 mm of vel-
vet over the Glyptal-painted surface [55]. A previous study confirmed that velvet functions
well as an electron emitter only if a good electrical interface exists between the velvet and
metal [96]. Figure 4.5b shows a close-up photograph of an emitter.
4.1.3 Microwave Extractor
The microwave power extractor was motivated by the same technique used in com-
mon household microwave oven magnetrons [79]. A diagram of the extractor components
was shown earlier in this chapter in Fig. 4.1 on page 40, and photographs of extraction
assembly components are shown by Fig. 4.6. Microwave power was coupled from the cen-
termost vane on each SWS to a simple rod antenna (Fig. 4.6a). At a distance from the mag-
netron that was approximately equal to half of a 1 GHz wavelength (or a full 2 GHz wave-
length), the antennas entered copper tubes to form coaxial transmission lines (Fig. 4.6b).
Microwaves propagated down the lines in the TEM mode toward the coax-to-waveguide
adapters for the LBO and SBO shown in Figs. 4.6c and 4.6d, respectively. The adapters
then converted the coaxial TEM mode to the waveguide TE10 mode, which continued to
propagate down the output waveguides shown in Fig. 4.6e. The output waveguides were
vacuum-sealed using microwave-transparent Lexan windows that formed the barrier be-
tween air and vacuum. The components beyond the microwave windows vary depending
on the configuration, and are discussed in greater detail in the Microwave Diagnostics sec-
tion later in this chapter. Hardware production drawings for the fabricated components can
be found in Appendix I.
To improve the RF electrical contact between the antenna components, copper wool was
compressed between the joints and trimmed using a razor blade to eliminate any protrud-
ing metal. The distance between the magnetron and the copper tubes forming the coaxial
transmission lines was originally optimized for use with the RPM-12A, which resulted in
acceptable coupling between the LBO and the extractor. However, for similar coupling
between the SBO and the extractor, the distance between the tubes and the SBO would
need to be approximately half the original distance used for the LBO, which would bring
the copper tube edges unacceptably close to the cathode endcaps, thereby introducing a
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(a) MFRPM with attached microwave antennas. (b) Microwave antenna transition to coaxial
transmission lines.
(c) LBO coax-to-waveguide adapter. (d) SBO coax-to-waveguide adapter.
(e) Output waveguides attached to the vacuum
chamber flange.
Figure 4.6: Photographs of the microwave power extraction assembly.
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(a) Cold test results for the LBO.












(b) Cold test results for the SBO.













(c) Cold test results for the LBO second harmonic.












(d) Cold test results for the LBO fourth harmonic.
Figure 4.7: Cold test results obtained using a network analyzer.
significant arc risk. As a consequence of this extraction design, the coupling between the
SBO and the extractor was expected to be weaker relative to the LBO. A more thorough
discussion can be found in Chapter 3.
Cold tests are shown in Fig. 4.7. The results were obtained using an HP 8722D vector
network analyzer. Since the resonant frequencies of the modes are reduced by as much
as a few percent during hot operation due to beam-loading and the magnetic field profile,
the “hot” quality factors of the resonances cannot be reliably estimated from the cold tests
alone. However, cold tests can confirm the presence of expected resonances, as well as
reveal the existence of undesired modes.
Figure 4.7a shows the results for the LBO. There were five apparent frequencies of
interest: 0.978 GHz, 0.989 GHz, 0.996 GHz, 1.003 GHz, and 1.043 GHz. Comparison
with the HFSS results from § 3.3.1 in the design chapter suggested the 0.978 GHz and
0.996 GHz frequencies corresponded to the 5π/6-mode and π-mode, respectively, and that
the 0.989 GHz and 1.003 GHz frequencies corresponded to modes that were supported by
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Table 4.1: Summarized cold test results for the LBO and SBO.
ANODE MODE HFSS [GHz] EXPERIMENT [GHz]
LBO 5π/6-Mode 0.977 0.978
LBO π-Mode 0.996 0.996
LBO Chamber Mode 1.058 1.043
SBO 6π/8-Mode 1.965 1.971
SBO 7π/8-Mode 1.996 2.007
SBO π-Mode 2.017 2.030
the anode, but were unlikely to couple to the electron beam through the crossed-field inter-
action due to the geometry of the fields. The 1.043 GHz mode corresponded to a parasitic
chamber mode previously discussed in Chapter 3, which may be capable of coupling to the
electron beam.
Figure 4.7b shows the results for the SBO. Comparison with HFSS suggested the three
modes of interest at 1.970 GHz, 2.007 GHz, and 2.030 GHz corresponded to the 6π/8-
mode, 7π/8-mode, and π-mode, respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes the comparison be-
tween HFSS and experimental cold tests.
Figures 4.7c and 4.7d show the cold test results for the LBO frequency harmonics using
the waveguide taper configuration described later in this chapter. Both figures revealed the
existence of numerous resonances, a finding that was consistent with HFSS eigenmode
solver results. However, precisely which modes could couple to the electron beam was not
known because the quantitative agreement with HFSS was insufficiently strong, and the
degree of beam loading on the resonances was unknown. The relations between the hot test
LBO harmonic and fundamental frequencies are determined in Chapter 6.
4.2 Electromagnet
The axial magnetic field was produced using two pulsed electromagnets in a pseudo-
Helmholtz configuration. An ideal Helmholtz configuration calls for the coil separation to
be equal to the radii of identical coils. In the experiment, the coil radii were 22 cm, and the
coil separation was 27 cm. The non-ideal separation was a consequence of a legacy config-
uration used for the A6 magnetron, which needed the greater distance to fit the extraction
waveguide between the coils. Since the configuration was not modified for use with the
RPM-12A, the non-ideal separation was maintained for this dissertation in order to com-
pare the performance of the MFRPM directly to the results from RPM-12A experiments.
As discussed in the following sections, direct measurement of the magnetic field confirmed
that the most important consideration affecting the magnetic field was the diffusion time
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through the vacuum chamber and anode structures.
The coils were provided by the Air Force Research Laboratory, and consisted of 115
turns of 0.0381 cm × 7.62 cm copper sheet [56]. The inductance per coil was approxi-
mately 200 µH. The driving configuration used seven capacitors rated at 200 µF, and were
charged to a maximum of 5 kV to produce magnetic fields as high as 0.27 T in the MFRPM
AK gap.
Determination of the magnetic field involved the application of a calibration relating the
electromagnet current to measurements obtained using a Hall probe. The calibration details
can be found in Appendix D.5. The electromagnet current was measured using a Model
301X Pearson current transformer terminated at 50 Ω at a Textronix 3052 oscilloscope.
The signal was digitally processed to remove any DC voltage offset and a small moving-
window average filter was applied to reduce noise. The peak voltage was then fed to the
calibration function to determine the representative magnetic field in the MFRPM AK gap
at the time of the MELBA-C voltage pulse. Changes in the Marx trigger delay time or the
components in the vacuum chamber, such as the anode or cathode, require the generation
of a new calibration function using the procedure in Appendix D.5.
Some control can be exerted over the magnetic field profile in the magnetron AK gap
by varying the trigger delay between the electromagnet and the MELBA-C Marx generator.
For this dissertation, two magnetic field profiles were used: a nonuniform magnetic field,
and a field that was optimized for uniformity throughout the MFRPM.
4.2.1 The Nonuniform Magnetic Field
The nonuniform magnetic field was produced using a 9.7 ms Marx trigger delay after
the triggering of the electromagnet. The 9.7 ms delay was originally used for the A6 mag-
netron and the RPM-12A. As a legacy delay, initial MFRPM experiments preserved the
9.7 ms timing for performance comparisons. Further study of the magnetic field led to an
investigation of the impact of different magnetic field profiles on MFRPM operation that
are addressed in Chapters 5 and 6.
The axial magnetic field profile along the planar cavity arrays was measured using a
Hall probe and the calibration procedure outlined in Appendix D.5. Figure 4.8a shows the
probed locations, which correspond to the horizontal axis values in Figs. 4.8b and 4.8c.
The variation in the magnitude of the nonuniform axial magnetic field along the planar
cavity arrays was 40%, with the maximum falling in the center of the cavity arrays, and the
minimum falling in the cylindrical bends. Plotted magnetic field values for configurations
using the nonuniform magnetic field used a calibration that averaged the field values along
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(a) Hall probe sampling positions used to measure
the MFRPM magnetic field profile.


















(b) The nonuniform magnetic field profile. Plotted
values are from a 5 kV capacitor bank charge.


















(c) The uniform magnetic field profile. Plotted
values are from a 5 kV capacitor bank charge.
Figure 4.8: Magnetic field profiles within the MFRPM.
the array. Despite the asymmetry introduced by the different planar cavity arrays, the
magnetic field variation along the LBO and SBO was nearly identical.
Additional measurements of the axial variation of the field found minor variation rela-
tive to the middle of the magnetron due to differences in the magnetic field diffusion time,
depending on the location. In all cases, the magnetic field was higher axially outside of the
magnetron, and lower in the middle. The variation was less than 5%, and was highest in
the cylindrical bends.
4.2.2 The Uniform Magnetic Field
The uniform magnetic field was produced using a 13.7 ms Marx trigger delay. The
procedure to determine the optimal Marx trigger delay time is described in detail in Ap-
pendix E. Figure 4.8c confirms that the field optimization dramatically improved the uni-
formity relative to the original nonuniform magnetic field. No discernible differences in
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the field profile along the cavity arrays were found between the LBO and SBO, and unlike
the nonuniform magnetic field, nearly zero axial variation was observed.
4.3 MELBA-C Pulsed Power Driver
The Michigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator with Ceramic Insulator (MELBA-C)
is a pulsed Marx generator composed of a main Marx circuit and an Abramyan voltage
compensation circuit [97–99]. It consists of 16 capacitors rated for ±100 kV and 1 µF, and
is capable of delivering a -1 MV, 150 ns rise-time, flat-top pulse at 10 kA for 1 µs to a load
with collapsing impedance. The main Marx circuit comprises seven stages, with 2 capaci-
tors per stage, and the Abramyan circuit comprises a single stage consisting of 2 capacitors.
With the ceramic insulator, the MELBA-C vacuum chamber can achieve vacuum pressures
in the range 10−7–10−6 torr. With a pulse repetition rate functionally limited to 0.5 shots
per minute, MELBA-C is not considered a rep-rated pulsed-power source. Figure 4.9 shows
photographs of the Marx generator.
Operation of the Marx generator involves charging the capacitors in parallel, followed
by rapidly and simultaneously closing the set of spark-gap switches to discharge the ca-
pacitors in series so their voltages add. To protect the load from complete diode closure,
the remaining Marx charge is quickly and safely shunted to ground after a preset time by
closing an additional switch on a crowbar circuit.
Without a voltage compensation circuit, the draining charge from the capacitors and
the collapsing impedance of the load would lead to unacceptable voltage droop during the
pulse. The Abramyan circuit addresses this issue by superposing a low-frequency oscilla-
tion on the Marx output voltage. During the first half-period of the oscillation, the ringing
Abramyan circuit subtracts from the output voltage, and during the second half-period, it
adds to the output voltage. The MELBA-C design has a tuned Abramyan circuit frequency
that is suitable for achieving 1 µs pulses within flat-top voltage specifications. In general,
optimal pulse shapes are achieved using 100–150 Ω load impedances. Figures C.1-C.3 in
Appendix C on page 185 show a detailed MELBA-C circuit diagram created using LTspice.
For this dissertation, MELBA-C was configured to output approximately -300 kV. Opti-
mally matched loads should therefore be designed to draw 2-3 kA. By operating the Marx
generator at a reduced voltage, the lifetime of the components has been substantially pro-
longed. MELBA-C has surpassed its 10,000 shot specification, with the current shot total
exceeding 15,000. Conversion to the lower operating voltage necessitated modification of
the crowbar switch, which is described in Appendix H. In general, due to the rapid onset of
magnetron microwave generation and severe microwave pulse-shortening, MELBA-C volt-
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(a) MELBA-C side view showing switches and
CuSO4 resistors.
(b) MELBA-C ceramic insulator, filter ca-
pacitors, and CuSO4 resistors.
(c) Top view of MELBA-C suspended over the oil tank and ceramic insulator.
Figure 4.9: Photographs of the MELBA-C Marx generator.
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age pulse durations in this dissertation were typically limited to 200–400 ns. Appendix C
contains extensive additional discussion of MELBA-C LTspice simulations, new switch
diagnostics, and comparisons with experimental results.
4.4 Triggering Sequence
Figure 4.10 shows a diagram illustrating the trigger sequence used for this dissertation.
The trigger sequence was controlled using a BNC 575 pulse generator. At the beginning of
a shot, the first trigger pulse is sent to close the electromagnet ignitron switches, causing
current to begin flowing in the electromagnet coils. The first pulse also initiates data col-
lection on a Tektronix 3052 oscilloscope used to monitor the electromagnet current. The
magnetic field diffuses into the magnetron in approximately 10 ms (the time depends on the
choice of anode). At 500 ns prior to achieving the desired magnetic field profile (whether
uniform or nonuniform), another trigger pulse is sent to initiate a MELBA-C pulse. This
trigger pulse also initiates data collection on two Tektronix 3054, one Agilent 54855A, and
two Tektronix TDS 2014 oscilloscopes used to monitor the performance of the Marx gen-
erator and the magnetron. The 500 ns offset accounts for the time between the MELBA-C
trigger pulse and the time at which a rise in MELBA-C voltage is first observed. The early
scope trigger time relative to the start of the MELBA-C pulse was necessary to record a
portion of noise-free data on each channel to determine and remove any DC offset during
digital post-processing. The time to reach peak voltage is approximately 150 ns, and the
Figure 4.10: Diagram illustrating the trigger sequence times and approximate timescales
during a shot. In the diagram, M is the trigger delay between the electromagnet and
MELBA-C, and Cd is the command crowbar time.
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magnetron typically begins producing microwaves during the voltage rise. Thus, the be-
ginning of MELBA-C high voltage coincides with the desired magnetic field obtained at a
time M after triggering the electromagnet. Since both the MELBA-C rise-time and typical
microwave pulse widths (' 40 ns) are short relative to M , the magnetic field during mag-
netron operation is functionally unchanged. The Marx generator crowbar switch is then
closed at a time Cd after the Marx erects. The crowbar trigger is sent early because it also
takes approximately 500 ns until the voltage is observed to fall. The crowbar delay time Cd
therefore represents the desired voltage pulse duration, and was typically 300–400 ns.
4.5 Diagnostics
Several diagnostics were used for this series of experiments. These broadly fall in two
categories: pulsed power diagnostics, and microwave diagnostics.
4.5.1 Pulsed Power Diagnostics
The pulsed power diagnostics monitored the performance of the pulsed power systems,
which include the electromagnet and the MELBA-C Marx generator.
4.5.1.1 Current Measurement
As previously discussed in the electromagnet section, knowledge of the peak electro-
magnet current was required to determine the magnetic field in the magnetron using a
calibration function. A Pearson current transformer (model 301X, 0.01 V/A, with 50 Ω
termination) was used to measure the current. This diagnostic did not require calibration
because it is considered a standard in the pulsed power and microwave component commu-
nity [100].
Measurement of the MELBA-C Marx generator current was accomplished using a Ro-
gowski coil. Multiple coils were installed axially upstream from the magnetron. Relative to
Fig. 4.1 on page 40 at the beginning of this chapter, the coils were located on the far-right
side beyond the figure border. All coils were calibrated using a Pearson current transformer,
as documented in Appendix D.4. However, only one coil was determined to be reliable dur-
ing magnetron operation, which is termed the Entrance Current (ENTC). The ENTC coil
is embedded in the MELBA-C flange in the oil tank, and is therefore completely shielded
from the electron beam.
A detailed and thorough description of Rogowski coil operation can be found in [101].
Briefly, a Rogowski coil consists of a series of wire loops, and each loop describes a small
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area bordered by the loop. From Faraday’s law, a time-changing magnetic flux through the
loop area will produce a voltage between the terminals of the loop, so it follows that the
loop voltage Vloop is proportional to the time rate of change in the magnetic flux dΦ/dt.
Using Kirchoff’s voltage law, and accounting for the resistance of the load between the
terminals of a Rogowski coil and the inductance of the series of loops, it follows that the








To eliminate cable reflections, the Rogowski coil load was 50 Ω. Omitting the de-
tails, the coil response is well-approximated by the relation Vc = IcR = dΦt/dt provided
that dIc/dt  Ic/(L/R), meaning a coil with a sufficiently small inductance will gener-
ate a voltage that is directly proportional to the time-changing magnetic flux. From the
Ampère-Maxwell law, a current flowing down the MELBA-C cathode stalk will generate
an azimuthal magnetic field. It therefore follows that a suitable Rogowski coil, which has a
sufficiently small inductance and loops oriented to respond to the time-changing azimuthal
magnetic field, will produce a voltage directly proportional to the time rate of change of
the MELBA-C current. Time integration of the Rogowski coil voltage therefore provides
a means of current measurement. In addition to the calibration, Appendix D.4 also docu-
ments the design of the ENTC Rogowski coil, which needed replacement during the course
of the project.
To determine the MELBA-C current, any DC voltage offset was first removed from the
ENTC signal. Due to the presence of substantial noise, the signal was also filtered using
a moving-window average. Integration was performed numerically using a cumulative
trapezoidal approximation. The integrated signal was then corrected using the calibration
described in the appendix.
4.5.1.2 Voltage Measurement
The magnetron diode voltage was monitored using a CuSO4 resistive voltage divider
located in the MELBA-C oil tank. Because of the relatively low inductance between the
MELBA-C tank and the magnetron, as well as the relatively long MELBA-C voltage rise-
time, no inductive voltage correction was required. Design specifics for the diagnostic can
be found in [102]. Appendix D.3 describes the calibration of the voltage monitor, which
is occasionally abbreviated as VOLM. Digital processing involved the removal of any DC
voltage offset and the application of a moving-window average to remove the small amount
of noise present on the signal.
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4.5.1.3 Marx Switch Diagnostic
MELBA-C switch closure times were monitored using fiber optic lines and Photomultiplier
Tubes (PMTs). The switch housing was made of a clear plastic, which enabled light to be
easily collected by carefully aligning the fibers. The PMT signals were captured using
two Tektronix 2014 scopes using MΩ termination. Appendix C shows many examples of
MELBA-C voltage pulses and how they relate to the results from the switch diagnostic.
4.5.2 Microwave Diagnostics
Two microwave diagnostics were used to measure the performance of the magnetron.
The first measured the frequency spectrum produced by the oscillators, and the second
measured the microwave powers. Figure 4.11 shows the different configurations used for
the microwave diagnostics.
Two microwave loads were used, which are designated the standard load and the taper
load. The standard load, shown in Fig. 4.11b, was used to evaluate magnetron operation
using normal, matched microwave loads. The waveguide taper load, shown in Fig. 4.11d,
was used to measure the frequencies and powers of the LBO frequency harmonics. The
taper configuration was necessary to isolate the individual frequency components to ensure
accurate power measurements and to determine which closely-spaced frequencies were
dominant or competing. Figure 4.11c shows a block diagram illustrating the isolation of the
different frequencies, and Appendix D.2.2 documents the characteristics of the microwave
loads.
4.5.2.1 Spectral Measurement
Figure 4.11a shows a block diagram illustrating the general configuration used to de-
termine the frequency spectrum of a microwave signal, which was sampled using a wave-
guide directional coupler. In the standard load configuration, microwave signals were sam-
pled from the LBO (SBO) using WR-650 (WR-340) waveguide loop directional couplers.
Coaxial cables were used to propagate the microwave signals to the screen room, where a
series of frequency-insensitive in-line attenuators were used to bring the RF voltage am-
plitudes down to < 5 V. The signal was split, with one line terminating at a fast Agilent
54855A oscilloscope. The Agilent scope enabled direct measurement of the RF voltage up
to 5 GHz. By recording the unfiltered RF voltage, all spectral components sampled by the
directional coupler could be measured. In the waveguide taper load configuration, the sec-
ond and fourth LBO frequency harmonics were isolated for measurement using WR-340
and WR-187 waveguides and bandpass filters.
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(a) Block diagram illustrating the general configuration used for microwave measurements sampled from
a waveguide directional coupler. All oscilloscope connections terminate at 50 Ω.
(b) Photograph of the waveguide standard load
configuration.
(c) Block diagram illustrating the LBO waveguide
taper load configuration used to isolate individual
frequency components for power measurements.
(d) Photograph of the LBO waveguide taper load configuration. The SBO load was not modified.
Figure 4.11: Microwave diagnostic configurations.
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Digital processing involved first removing any DC voltage offset, followed by appli-
cation of an FFT to obtain the time-integrated Fourier transform. The frequency window
was then restricted to a range appropriate for the diagnostic and SWS of interest (e.g.,
0.9–1.1 GHz for the LBO, 1.9–2.1 GHz for the SBO, etc.). Within the window, the am-
plitudes were normalized to the largest peak, slightly smoothed to reduce excessive noise,
and passed to a peak-finder function to determine and record the frequencies correspond-
ing to the first- and second-highest peaks. These peaks were treated as the dominant and
competing frequencies in the frequency window of interest. This process was applied to all
channels sampled in each configuration (LBO WR-650 and SBO WR-340 for the standard
load, and LBO WR-650, WR-340, and WR-187, and the SBO WR-340 for the waveguide
taper load).
4.5.2.2 Power Measurement
Microwave power measurements were obtained by passing the remaining split signal
from Fig. 4.11a through a series of band-pass filters to calibrated Low-Barrier Schottky
Diodes (LBSDs), also called microwave detectors or crystal diodes. The calibration pro-
cedure for the diodes is described in Appendix D.1. In all cases, the configuration was
designed to pass an isolated frequency to each diode. This was necessary to accurately es-
timate the waveguide microwave power using attenuation measurements obtained for each
component (directional coupler, cable, in-line attenuators, filters, and splitter) at a single
frequency (1, 2, or 4 GHz). If a broad frequency range was passed to the diodes, the pro-
cedure would be unreliable because many of the attenuations (e.g. cables) are frequency-
dependant, meaning a single representative attenuation number would be inaccurate. Thus,
using the spectrum measurements as confirmation, only a narrow range of frequencies were
fed to each diode. The frequency range for each channel was confirmed by the calibrations
to be sufficiently well-described by a single attenuation number for each component in the
diagnostic chain. Calibration details can be found in Appendix D.2.
Digital signal processing of the microwave diode signals involved first removing any
DC voltage offset. Due to the noise on the signal, any negative voltages (which would
imply negative powers) were replaced with zeros. This replacement was also necessary
due to the mathematical form of the calibration function. The diode calibration was then
applied to determine the microwave power fed to the diode. Once the diode input power
was known, the waveguide power could be estimated by accounting for the attenuation of
each component in the configuration chain in Fig. 4.11a. For clarity, these attenuations
were determined at the frequency of the input signal.
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4.6 Pulse-Shortening Imaging Configuration
Two imaging studies were conducted to observe plasma-related microwave pulse-shortening
in each of the isolated oscillator configurations using a uniform magnetic field. The imag-
ing configurations repurposed the MELBA-C vacuum chamber flange from the MFRPM
microwave power extraction assembly to enable direct observation of the anode and cath-
ode. For each anode configuration, the extraction antenna, coaxial outer conductor, and
waveguide were removed from the microwave power extraction assembly. The MELBA-C
vacuum flange was rotated such that the extraction port normally used exclusively by the
LBO was aligned with the oscillator being imaged, and the extraction port was sealed using
the transparent Lexan LBO microwave window. The window was then covered with wire
mesh and metal tape to create an electrical seal that shielded the imaging cameras from any
high-power microwaves. Figure 4.12a shows a photograph of the shielded observation port.
To correlate the images with the microwave pulse-shortening, a small antenna was placed
in the chamber to detect microwave oscillations. Since no microwave load was used, the
anode configurations had highQ-factors and slightly upshifted frequencies for the different
electromagnetic modes.
To assess the safety of using an expensive fast framing camera in front of the anode
structures, and to assess the amount of light produced by the plasma, a Canon EOS Digital
Rebel Xsi SLR camera was used for initial imaging. The camera settings used an F 5.6
aperture, 2.5 s exposure triggered 500 ms before the electromagnet trigger, and an ISO
speed that was typically 400. Figure 4.12b shows the SLR camera positioned in front of
the imaging port. After determining that the risk to the framing camera was low, and after
verifying that shots produced a sufficiently high light yield, the configuration was modified
to use the fast framing camera.
Figure 4.12c shows the fast framing camera positioned in front of the observation port.
The camera was an Invisible Vision UHSi-12 fast framing camera capable of capturing 12
frames with exposure times as low as 5 ns. Due to the relatively low plasma light yield,
exposure times were 25 ns at minimum. The camera trigger and exposure times were
adjusted to ensure the microwave pulse was captured.
Before imaging was performed for either oscillator, the results of the isolated LBO
and SBO configurations were processed (as presented in Chapter 5) to identify different
magnetic field regions of interest. These regions were then investigated using both the SLR
and fast framing camera. The results are presented and discussed in § 5.8 of Chapter 5.
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(a) Shielded LBO microwave extraction port
used for direct plasma observation.
(b) SLR camera positioned in front of observation
port.
(c) Fast framing camera positioned in front of observation port.
Figure 4.12: Photographs of the pulse-shortening imaging configuration.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Results for the Standard Load
This chapter details the results and analysis of shots conducted using the standard load
described in § 4.5.2. Four experimental configurations were tested. The first two con-
figurations ran each oscillator in isolation, wherein the omitted oscillator was replaced
with the smooth drift region described in § 4.1.1. The last two configurations tested the
MFRPM with two different magnetic field profiles: a nonuniform axial magnetic field,
and an axial magnetic field that was optimized to be approximately uniform throughout
the Multi-Frequency Recirculating Planar Magnetron (MFRPM). The different magnetic
field configurations were described in §§ 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Note that the isolated oscillator
configurations used the uniform magnetic field.
The chapter begins with a Summary of Findings section, which contains all the result
tables that summarize the notable aspects of operation. Brief comments accompany each
table to provide context and condense the table results into the most important points. The
next section is the Operation Metrics section, which addresses the choice of plotted param-
eters, method of visualization, and structure of result discussion. The following sections
present and discuss the experimental results in detail for the aforementioned configurations.
The effects of optimizing the magnetic field for axial uniformity are then summarized and
discussed. The chapter concludes with some preliminary results from the pulse-shortening
imaging configuration described in § 4.6.
5.1 Summary of Findings
In the following tables, the powers, impedances, and efficiencies were determined at
the instant of peak total power. For the MFRPM anode, the total power was the summed
power from both oscillators. The peak power |∆t| was defined as |∆t| = |t2 − t1|, where
t1 was the time at which peak power was observed from the LBO, and t2 was the time at
which peak power was observed from the SBO.
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5.1.1 Isolated LBO with Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the isolated LBO configuration produced three tables corresponding to three
regions of operation. Table 5.1 (the first region) shows the performance near 0.16 T, which
was the intended magnetic field for operation. As expected, the π-mode was the dominant
mode. Shots in this region exhibited low variability in frequency and power. Table 5.2 (the
second region) operated in the 5π/6-mode, which exhibited lower microwave power than
the π-mode (as expected based on simulations). Table 5.3 (the third region) shows the per-
formance near 0.23 T, also in the π-mode, where the highest microwave powers (32 MW)
were observed. The optimal operating magnetic field for the isolated LBO was therefore
0.23 T. Shots in this region exhibited low variability in frequency and power. The π-mode
operation at this unusually high magnetic field (relative to the Buneman-Hartree threshold
of 0.16 T, see Fig. 2.6) may be due to synchronism with a π-mode space harmonic.
Table 5.1: Isolated LBO: Summarized performance metrics near 0.16 T.
π-Mode Power: 25 ± 2 MW
π-Mode Frequency: 0.986 ± 0.003 GHz
Impedance: 124 ± 8 Ω
Efficiency: 5 ± 1 %
Table 5.2: Isolated LBO: Summarized performance metrics for the 5π/6 mode near B =
0.19 T.
5π/6-Mode Power: 17 ± 2 MW
5π/6-Mode Frequency: 0.972 ± 0.005 GHz
Impedance: 154 ± 21 Ω
Efficiency: 4 ± 1 %
Table 5.3: Isolated LBO: Summarized performance metrics for the region of optimal oper-
ation in B = 0.22–0.25 T.
π-Mode Power: 32 ± 4 MW
π-Mode Frequency: 0.985 ± 0.003 GHz
Impedance: 200 ± 30 Ω
Efficiency: 8 ± 2 %
5.1.2 Isolated SBO with Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the isolated SBO configuration produced one table corresponding to the
region of optimal operation (Table 5.4). The optimal magnetic field was 0.17 T, which was
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in good agreement with the intended magnetic field for operation (0.16 T). As expected, the
π-mode was the dominant mode, which produced 18 MW. Shots in this region exhibited
low variability in frequency and power. The other identified modes from the analysis were
the 6π/8-mode (1.94 GHz) and the 7π/8-mode (2 GHz).
Table 5.4: Isolated SBO: Summarized performance metrics for the region of optimal oper-
ation near B = 0.16 T.
π-Mode Power: 18 ± 2 MW
π-Mode Frequency: 2.022 ± 0.004 GHz
Impedance: 236 ± 21 Ω
Efficiency: 7 ± 2 %
5.1.3 MFRPM with Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the MFRPM with the standard load and nonuniform magnetic field pro-
duced three tables corresponding to two regions of operation and a separate analysis of the
parasitic chamber mode. Table 5.5 (the first region) shows the performance in B = 0.21–
0.23 T, where the highest microwave powers were observed. Both oscillators operated in
the π-mode. The optimal magnetic field was B = 0.23 T. Shots exhibited high variability
in frequency and power. Table 5.6 (the second region) shows the performance inB = 0.14–
0.17 T, where the SBO consistently operated in the 7π/8-mode. This region characterized
the 7π/8-mode with high confidence, and confirmed that the 7π/8-mode produces lower
power than the π-mode. The parasitic chamber mode (Table 5.7) was observed at all tested
magnetic fields, and was evidently capable of producing powers near 15 MW, which con-
tradicted the results from simulations. This experimental configuration provided valuable
evidence supporting the conclusion that harmonic frequency-locking could occur between
the LBO π-mode and the SBO 6π/8-mode, although the locked state never dominated in
this configuration. The free-running SBO 6π/8-mode frequency was observed at 1.94 GHz.
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Table 5.5: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance met-
rics for the region of optimal operation in B = 0.21–0.23 T.
LBO π-Mode Power: 21 ± 9 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.980 ± 0.021 GHz
SBO π-Mode Power: 12 ± 4 MW
SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.012 ± 0.013 GHz
Total Power: 27 ± 10 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 25 ± 19 ns
Impedance: 94 ± 15 Ω
Efficiency: 4 ± 1 %
Table 5.6: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance met-
rics in B = 0.14–0.17 T, wherein the SBO operated in the 7π/8-mode.
LBO π-Mode Power: 10 ± 3 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.988 ± 0.021 GHz
SBO 7π/8-Mode Power: 3 ± 1 MW
SBO 7π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.999 ± 0.003 GHz
Total Power: 12 ± 3 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 18 ± 14 ns
Impedance: 50 ± 4 Ω
Efficiency: 1 ± 1 %
Table 5.7: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance met-
rics for the LBO parasitic chamber mode.
LBO Chamber Mode Power: 15 ± 5 MW
LBO Chamber Mode Frequency: 1.040 ± 0.001 GHz
5.1.4 MFRPM with Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the MFRPM with the standard load and uniform magnetic field produced
two tables. Table 5.8 shows the performance of the MFRPM in the region of optimal
performance inB = 0.16–0.18 T. The optimal magnetic field was 0.17 T. A novel harmonic
frequency-locked state was observed wherein the SBO 6π/8-mode frequency-locked to the
second harmonic frequency of the LBO. The locked state was characterized by remarkably
low variability in powers and frequencies. The results of a phase analysis are shown in
Table 5.9. The shot-to-shot variability in the phase difference between the LBO and SBO
was too great to be considered phase-locking. However, the phase difference did correlate
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with changes in the magnetic field, which suggested the coupling between the LBO and
SBO was related to the electron beam kinetics.
Table 5.8: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
in B = 0.16–0.18 T wherein consistent frequency-locking occurred.
LBO π-Mode Power: 32 ± 3 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.984 ± 0.001 GHz
SBO 6π/8-Mode Power: 13 ± 2 MW
SBO 6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.970 ± 0.002 GHz
Total Power: 40 ± 4 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 4 ± 3 ns
Impedance: 139 ± 7 Ω
Efficiency: 10 ± 1 %
Table 5.9: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Phase metrics in B = 0.16–0.17 T
encompassing peak power production, wherein consistent frequency-locking and preferen-
tial selection of a relative phase difference occurred.
Phase Difference: 93 ± 17 ◦
Phase Variation: 8 ± 4 ◦
Duration: 14 ± 3 ns
5.1.5 Comparison of Metrics
Two tables compare the operation of the isolated oscillators with the MFRPM and sum-
marize the impact of the magnetic field optimization. All metrics were taken from the
regions of optimal operation for each respective configuration.
Table 5.10 compares the performance metrics for the individual oscillators. The LBO
operated similarly in both the isolated configuration and in the MFRPM using the uniform
magnetic field, whereas the SBO generated 28% less power (13 MW) in a different mode
(the harmonic frequency-locked 1.970 GHz 6π/8-mode) relative to the isolated config-
uration (18 MW in the 2.022 GHz π-mode). In the harmonic frequency-locked state, the
variability of the powers and frequencies was the lowest of any tested configuration. Across
all tested metrics, the individual oscillators performed better using the uniform magnetic
field compared to the nonuniform magnetic field. The nonuniform magnetic field yielded
lower microwave powers with higher variability, and the shot-to-shot frequency variability
was also higher.
Table 5.11 compares the performance metrics for the MFRPM as a whole. Here again,
the MFRPM performance was improved by the uniform magnetic field. Notably, in the
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harmonic frequency-locked state, the time difference between peak powers from the two
oscillators (Peak Power |∆t|) was very small, which indicates the MFRPM operated as a
single unit rather than two independent oscillators.
Table 5.10: Standard Load: Comparison of metrics for individual oscillators.
CONFIGURATION METRIC VALUE STD. DEV. UNITS
Unif. B, Iso. LBO LBO π-Mode Power: 32 ± 4 MW
Nonunif. B, MFRPM LBO π-Mode Power: 21 ± 9 MW
Unif. B, MFRPM LBO π-Mode Power: 32 ± 3 MW
Unif. B, Iso. LBO LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.985 ± 0.003 GHz
Nonunif. B, MFRPM LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.980 ± 0.021 GHz
Unif. B, MFRPM LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.984 ± 0.001 GHz
Unif. B, Iso. SBO SBO π-Mode Power: 18 ± 2 MW
Nonunif. B, MFRPM SBO π-Mode Power: 12 ± 4 MW
Unif. B, MFRPM SBO 6π/8-Mode Power: 13 ± 2 MW
Unif. B, Iso. SBO SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.022 ± 0.004 GHz
Nonunif. B, MFRPM SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.012 ± 0.013 GHz
Unif. B, MFRPM SBO 6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.970 ± 0.002 GHz
Table 5.11: Standard Load: Comparison of MFRPM metrics.
CONFIGURATION METRIC VALUE STD. DEV. UNITS
Nonunif. B Total Power: 27 ± 10 MW
Unif. B Total Power: 40 ± 4 MW
Nonunif. B Peak Power |∆t|: 25 ± 19 ns
Unif. B Peak Power |∆t|: 4 ± 3 ns
Nonunif. B Impedance: 94 ± 15 Ω
Unif. B Impedance: 139 ± 7 Ω
Nonunif. B Efficiency: 4 ± 1 %
Unif. B Efficiency: 10 ± 1 %
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5.2 Operation Metrics
The results for each experimental configuration are divided into two sections: Standard
Metrics and Additional Analysis. The standard metrics were shared diagnostics that were
applied to all experimental configurations for later comparison. The Additional Analysis
sections include plots and metrics specific to the configuration and discussion of operating
behavior that was unique to the shot series.
5.2.1 Standard Metrics
The standard metrics were those parameters common to all experiments conducted in
this chapter. The selection of plotted quantities and method of visualization used for each
plot were chosen to elucidate the physics of operation. A description of each follows, along
with examples of interpretation. The standard metrics include the following plots: 1) Power
vs. Magnetic Field, 2) Frequency vs. Magnetic Field, 3) Frequency Histograms, 4) Power
vs. Frequency, 5) Current vs. Magnetic Field, 6) Impedance vs. Magnetic Field, 7) Start and
Peak Power Voltages vs. Magnetic Field, 8) Efficiency vs. Magnetic Field, 9) Energy vs.
Magnetic Field, 10) Start and Peak Power Times vs. Magnetic Field, and 11) Peak Power
|∆t| vs. Magnetic Field.
The first four plots establish the relation between the magnetic field, the different op-
erating electromagnetic modes, and the modes’ respective frequencies and powers. The
Power vs. Magnetic Field plot is the most important metric because the objective of the
project was to develop a dual-frequency, high-power microwave source. From this plot
(and, in part, the Power vs. Frequency plot), different regions of operation were identified
wherein consistent and distinct operation was observed. These regions of operation were
used to obtain the summary of parameters tabulated in the standard metric tables, which
were presented in the Summary of Findings in § 5.1. The Frequency vs. Magnetic Field
plot shows both the dominant and competing frequencies observed from each oscillator for
each shot vs. magnetic field, where the dominant and competing frequencies are defined
as the highest and second highest peaks observed in the time-integrated Fourier transform
of the RF voltage signal. This illustrates the stability of an electromagnetic mode’s fre-
quency, the consistency and degree of mode competition, and regions of transition from
one operating mode to another. When compared with the Current vs. Magnetic Field plot,
the degree of beam-loading on the frequency can also be determined. Described earlier in
§ 2.1, frequency-pushing or beam-loading is a phenomenon where the resonant frequency
changes with current [6]. The Frequency Histogram essentially collapses the Frequency
vs. Magnetic Field plot onto the vertical axis. It provides a visually convenient method of
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determining which frequencies exist and how they distribute, thereby aiding the identifica-
tion of the different electromagnetic modes. In isolation, the histogram can be misleading
if a single electromagnetic mode’s frequency changes substantially with magnetic field due
to beam-loading or other effects, so comparison with the Frequency vs. Magnetic Field
plot is essential. The last plot of this group is the Power vs. Frequency plot, which relates
the extracted microwave power to the dominant operating electromagnetic mode. This plot
quickly identifies frequencies that do and do not couple effectively to the microwave ex-
tractor, which suggests an even- or odd-mode electric field geometry for that frequency.
Field geometries were previously discussed in § 3.3.1. Other factors, such as the electronic
efficiency and impedance of the electromagnetic mode, can also affect the power. This plot
can also be misleading if a single electromagnetic mode’s frequency changes substantially
with magnetic field, so comparison with the Frequency vs. Magnetic Field plot is necessary.
The next three plots show the basic electrical characteristics vs. magnetic field: current,
impedance, and voltage. Currents and impedances were determined at the time of peak to-
tal output power. As previously stated, the Current vs. Magnetic Field plot can be compared
with the Frequency vs. Magnetic Field plot to determine the degree of beam-loading. The
Impedance vs. Magnetic Field plot diagnoses whether the operating impedance at a given
magnetic field was matched to the design impedance of the MELBA-C pulser. As described
in § 4.3, the pulsed-power source was designed for 100–150 Ω [98]. Low impedance can
be particularly detrimental to voltage pulse rise-times, as shown by Figs. C.6a vs. C.6b on
page 188 in the appendix. Poor impedance matching can lead to poor voltage pulse shapes
during the rise-time, which can have a detrimental effect on magnetron start-up, mode
stability, and microwave pulselengths [103]. Finally, the plot of Start and Peak Power
Voltages vs. Magnetic Field provides information about beam synchronism and offers in-
sight into the operation of the different electromagnetic modes. For instance, linear scal-
ing of voltage at peak power with magnetic field may indicate a favorable beam velocity
that is well-synchronized with a given mode. This is due to the electron beam velocity
v ' E/B ∝ V/B, so plots of voltage vs. magnetic field having a linear distribution
of points suggest a constant beam velocity v was favored for start-up or peak microwave
power generation. Low start-up voltages at low magnetic fields might be due to the larger
electron hub height. When the magnetic field is low, the hub edge is closer to the anode
(see Eq. 2.7 on page 16), which may increase beam coupling to the anode fields, thereby re-
ducing start times. If the magnetron starts at a very different voltage compared to the peak
power voltage, it may indicate a region of mode competition where the start-up mode is
different from the high-power mode. The start voltage was defined as the voltage at which
10% of peak power was first observed. Shot series using the MFRPM use the same voltage
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scales for both the LBO and SBO plots for easy comparison.
The next two plots show the energy conversion metrics. The Efficiency vs. Magnetic
Field plot illustrates the peak total efficiency, where the total efficiency is derived from
the total output power (defined as the summed powers from each output waveguide) and
total current entering the magnetron. The total efficiency is defined differently from the
electronic efficiency, which is derived using only the current collected by the anode [66].
The differences in current are largely due to endloss, and because the experimental con-
figuration was not conducive to measurement of forward- and backstreaming-endloss cur-
rents, only the total efficiency could be calculated. The Energy vs. Magnetic Field plot
shows the total microwave energy produced over the duration of a shot. The output en-
ergy offers some insight into the electron emission physics, microwave pulse-shortening
mechanisms, and the consistency of operation. It has been postulated in the literature that
cathode plasma expansion from explosive-emission cathodes leads to a constant-energy
limit [89, 104], though more compelling models show scaling of pulse energy limits with
pulselength [17,105]. If the MFRPM results disagreed with these models, it would suggest
a different pulse-shortening mechanism was responsible for the observed behavior.
The last standard plots illustrate the temporal metrics. The first of these is the Start and
Peak Power Times vs. Magnetic Field plot. Like the start voltage, the start time of an oscil-
lator was defined as the time at which 10% of peak power was first observed. This provides
insight into the oscillators’ different degrees of beam coupling. As discussed in § 2.1, the
analytic model of the planar cavity arrays shows that the LBO has stronger fringing cavity
fields in the AK gap relative to the SBO, which may lead to stronger LBO beam coupling
and faster start-up (although the effects of stronger coupling on start-up may be diminished
or negated by the stronger LBO coupling to the extractor relative to the SBO). The times
at which peak powers were observed factor into the evaluation of operational consistency,
and can indirectly provide evidence for the degree of coupling between the oscillators by
determining the peak power |∆t| described below. As discussed at length in Appendix C,
the MELBA-C pulser has significant jitter in its start time (typically <100 ns). To com-
pensate for this fact, all plotted traces were shifted such that a bank voltage V = 100 kV
always corresponded to time t = 100 ns. Figure 5.1 illustrates several overlaid shots with
the applied time shifts. Shot series using the MFRPM use the same time scales for both
the LBO and SBO plots for easy comparison. The second temporal plot shows the Peak
Power |∆t| vs. Magnetic Field, which measures how well the two oscillators operated as a
single unit. The peak power |∆t| was defined as |∆t| = |t2 − t1|, where t1 was the time at
which peak power was observed from the LBO, and t2 was the time at which peak power
was observed from the SBO. Pulselengths were not chosen as a metric because the rel-
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Figure 5.1: Overlay of multiple time-shifted shots compensating for jitter in the MELBA-C
start time.
atively high-Q configuration of the experiment means the best shots experience excessive
pulse-shortening due to abnormally high electric fields that would be lower in a design with
an optimized extractor. These shots therefore exhibit the shortest pulselengths, making the
pulselength metric a poor one for this dissertation. Pulse-shortening will be discussed in
§ 5.8.
For clarity, the inclusion or omission of error bars in plots was based on whether the
plot was intended to show a pattern facilitated by averaging, and whether the averaging
would conceal a significant and noteworthy spread in the data (e.g. in the case of competing
frequencies) or discontinuities (e.g. mode hops in frequency). The points on plots that have
error bars were generated using a fixed number of shots per point. The number of shots
per point was chosen to produce 10–12 points on the plots, provided that the number of
shots per point was at least five. The error bars indicate the standard deviation for that
group of shots represented by each point. A range of magnetic fields that was investigated
more closely than others will therefore have closer spacing between points with error bars.
The limited number of shots that can be practicably obtained using non-rep-rated pulsed
power drivers leads to small data sets with poor statistics relative to many other fields of
study. Despite this fact, visualizing the results using the aforementioned process conveys
the presence or absence of shot-to-shot consistency.
Finally, the most important metrics were summarized in tables for each region of op-
eration, which were presented in the Summary of Findings section at the beginning of the
chapter. These tables include the power and frequency for each observed mode for each
oscillator, as well as the impedance and efficiency. For shot series using the MFRPM, the
total power and peak power |∆t| is also tabulated.
The identified regions of operation include regions of optimal operation and regions in
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which unusual behavior was observed. The regions of optimal operation are identified in
the Standard Metrics sections based on analysis of the various plots, and the results are
compared to determine the operational impact of the different magnetic field configura-
tions in § 5.7. The regions of operation in which unusual behavior was observed, such
as operation in a mode other than the π-mode, are identified in the Additional Analysis
sections.
5.2.2 Additional Analysis
The Additional Analysis sections present the analysis of performance specific to a shot
series and they identify the observed operating modes. A few interesting shots may be
discussed using shot plots, Fourier transforms, or Time-Frequency Analysis (TFA) plots
(discussed below). Shot plots show the MELBA-C voltage, current, and microwave powers,
and the Fourier transform plots show the time-integrated Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
the RF voltage signal from the oscillators.
5.2.2.1 Time-Frequency Analysis
Shots exhibiting particularly interesting behavior, such as mode competition or genera-
tion of high microwave powers at very different cathode voltages, were also examined using
a TFA [106]. A TFA is the Fourier transform of the local autocorrelation function with a
Reduced Interference Kernel (RIK) applied to the signal, which can be either the original
RF voltage or the analytic representation of the signal [107, 108]. A window function is
then applied to the autocorrelation function prior to application of the Fourier transform. A
detailed explanation of the underlying mathematics and implementation of the TFA can be
found in [109]. Unless otherwise specified, all TFA plots in this dissertation were generated
using either the Zhao-Atlas-Marks or Born-Jordan distribution as the RIK, and a Hanning
window function applied to the analytic representation of the original RF voltage signal.
Examples of different RIKs and resolutions are shown in Fig 5.2. The need for a RIK
is apparent from Fig. 5.2a, which shows clear contamination from cross terms leading to
artificial frequencies at 1.5, 2.5, and 3 GHz. The Wigner distribution has a kernel function
equal to one, meaning it functionally has no RIK. Using the same resolution settings,
Figs.5.2b–5.2d were generated using other RIKs. Under these conditions, some RIKs are
more effective than others at reducing the contamination due to cross terms.
In TFA plots, the ability to resolve the frequencies is closely related to the width of the
temporal processing window in the discretized representation of the mathematics. High
frequency resolution can only be realized at the expense of temporal resolution, and vice-
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(a) TFA with high time resolution and the Wigner
RIK.
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(b) TFA with high time resolution and the bino-
mial RIK.
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(c) TFA with high time resolution and the Born-
Jordan RIK.
Zhao-Atlas-Marks RIK















(d) TFA with high time resolution and the Zhao-
Atlas-Marks RIK.
Born-Jordan RIK















(e) TFA with high frequency resolution and the
Born-Jordan RIK.
Zhao-Atlas-Marks RIK















(f) TFA with high frequency resolution and the
Zhao-Atlas-Marks RIK.
Figure 5.2: TFA plots of the RF voltage from the LBO on shot 13597 using different
resolutions and RIKs.
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versa. In shot 13597, the LBO initially oscillates in both the π-mode (0.98 GHz) and the
parasitic chamber mode (1.04 GHz). This causes beating in the signal amplitude, which can
be seen in Figs. 5.2c and 5.2d. However, this high time resolution results in low frequency
resolution, and it is not clear that two frequencies are present. Processing using a wider
temporal window results in Figs. 5.2e and 5.2f, which clearly show the two frequencies, but
the beating is considerably less obvious (the beating visible in Fig. 5.2e is easily interpreted
as a cross term). Generally, for time-resolved plots, the Born-Jordan RIK yielded better re-
sults, whereas the Zhao-Atlas-Marks RIK was more effective for frequency-resolved plots,
though obtaining the best visualization required generating plots using both RIKs with dif-
ferent temporal resolutions.
5.2.2.2 Phase Analysis
For shots exhibiting harmonic frequency-locked operation between the dominant fre-
quencies produced by the two oscillators, a phase analysis was performed to determine
whether the relative phase difference between the oscillators was consistent on a shot-to-
shot basis. This property is termed phase-locking, which is a more stringent criterion than
frequency-locking [13].
Determination of the relative phase difference between the two oscillators required sev-
eral processing steps. First, the unprocessed RF voltage signals from each oscillator were
digitally filtered using a low-pass filter with a threshold frequency slightly higher than the
dominant frequency. This was particularly important for the LBO signal, which typically
suffered heavy contamination due to overcoupling of frequency harmonics by the WR-650
loop directional coupler. Next, a polynomial spline was fit to further filter the signal and
increase the number of samples per unit time to produce more continuous traces [110].
Finally, a 5 ns moving window average was applied. An example is shown by Fig. 5.3,
which shows the raw signal and the processed signal. Despite the significant filtering and
digital processing, the processed signal remains representative of the original signal. After
processing, the signal contains more samples per unit time and has a significant reduction
in high-frequency contamination.
The phases of the signals were then extracted from their analytic representation ob-
tained using the Hilbert transform [107,108]. The phases were then converted from radians
to degrees. However, a subtle point of comparison between the two oscillators lies in de-
termining a reference point of 0◦ for one cycle of the LBO and two cycles of the SBO,
since the SBO frequency is twice that of the LBO. Ordinarily, to compare the phases of
two signals, the modulo operation is applied after subtracting the phases to obtain the phase
difference modulo 360◦, which produces a set of values between 0–360◦. A phase differ-
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Figure 5.3: Sample of the RF voltage signal from the LBO on shot 14610 before and after
splining and filtering.
ence having a slipping value near zero would be problematic because it wraps to a number
slightly less than 360, which produces artificially large phase jumps despite small changes
in the actual phase difference, so the final step involves reflecting values about 180◦, where
any phase difference ∆φ > 180 is mapped to ∆φ→ 360−∆φ [40].
The problem of comparing the phases of two signals having different frequencies be-
comes apparent when considering that two sets of phases between 0–360◦ exist for the
SBO per LBO cycle. Simply dividing the phase of the SBO by two prior to performing
both subtraction and the modulo operation fails to produce a unique set of phase differ-
ences because, intuitively, two identical phase points in the SBO signal per LBO cycle can
produce two different answers for the phase difference relative to the LBO. This is incor-
rect because a 360◦ shift of the SBO signal should produce an identical phase difference
relative to the LBO. The procedure chosen to uniquely compare the phases was to multiply
the LBO phase by two prior to applying the modulo operation, which establishes a unique
phase difference between the LBO and SBO per single LBO cycle (or, equivalently, per
two SBO cycles). The phase difference was then determined by subtracting the LBO phase
from the SBO phase, applying the modulo 360 operation, and wrapping the phase to a set
of values between 0–180◦.
To determine whether a shot demonstrated harmonic frequency- or phase-locking, the
mean and standard deviation of the phase difference were extracted over a specified time
window. The time window was determined by choosing the time during which both oscil-
lators were operating at high power. The threshold for “high power” was set at 67% of the
oscillators’ respective peak power, and the window was determined by the latest start time
and earliest end time of the two oscillators. If no window existed satisfying these criteria,
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the shot was obviously unlocked because the oscillators turned on and off at very different
times, and the MFRPM failed to operate as a single unit. Locked cases have small standard
deviations in the phase difference, and unlocked cases have large standard deviations in the
phase difference. The section where a phase analysis was performed discusses an example
in depth to further clarify the phase analysis process.
5.3 Isolated LBO with Standard Load and Uniform Mag-
netic Field
This shot series tested the LBO in isolation to characterize operation of the planar cavity
array without interference from the SBO or a mismatched microwave load. The SBO was
replaced with the smooth drift region previously described in § 4.1.1, and all shots were
conducted using the uniform magnetic field discussed in § 4.2.2. A total of 54 shots were
obtained with no MELBA-C self-triggers, magnet triggering failures, or failed crowbars.
The range of magnetic fields spanned 0.12–0.27 T, and the base pressure was 0.7 µtorr.
While no antenna was connected to the omitted SBO, the copper outer conductor of the
microwave extractor coaxial transmission line was left in place, as was the WR-340 output
waveguide and absorbing load.
5.3.1 Standard Metrics
Figure 5.4 shows the peak microwave output power from the LBO vs. magnetic field.
Immediately apparent was the surprising double peak appearing over the range of tested
magnetic fields. As expected, the first peak at 24 MW occurred near the Buneman-Hartree



















Figure 5.4: Isolated LBO: Peak microwave output powers near 1 GHz vs. magnetic field.
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threshold magnetic field BBH ' 0.16 T for π-mode operation. However, the second peak
at 34 MW near B = 0.23 T was unexpected. One explanation for this behavior is synchro-
nism with the next space harmonic of the π-mode, also termed the 3π-mode. However,
the expected magnetic field for 3π-mode operation based on theory would be approxi-
mately three times that of the Buneman-Hartree magnetic field BBH = 0.16 T. While the
experimental geometry does deviate from the assumptions made by the theory, the substan-
tial discrepancy between the theory and the experiment at high magnetic fields makes the
explanation of synchronism with a higher π-mode space harmonic unlikely. The precise
origin of the second power peak is therefore unknown. Across the range of tested magnetic
fields, output powers were notably lower than the power per oscillator in the dual-LBO
RPM-12A, which typically produced 50 MW per oscillator [40, 41]. The LBO therefore
appears to benefit from the dual-structure configuration of the RPM-12A when paired with


















(a) Dominant and competing frequencies vs. mag-
netic field.



















(b) Peak LBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
(c) Dominant and competing frequency his-
togram.
Figure 5.5: Isolated LBO: Frequency metrics.
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the MCC-2 cathode.
Frequency metrics are shown in Fig. 5.5. Another surprising result appears in Fig. 5.5a,
where a single, relatively stable operating frequency near 0.985 GHz was observed at mag-
netic fields other than B ' 0.19 T. Near this magnetic field, the dominant frequency sta-
bilized at a minimum of approximately 0.970 GHz. A few shots in the vicinity of 0.19 T
showed competition with the higher frequency (or the higher frequency competing with the
lower frequency), but on first inspection, the transition between frequencies appears to be
smooth, rather than abrupt as might be expected for discrete electromagnetic modes. The
small number of competing frequencies near 1.04 GHz corresponded to the chamber mode.
The expectation based on analytic theory was that two frequencies would be observed
corresponding to the π-mode and 5π/6-mode, with the former, higher-frequency mode
appearing at higher magnetic fields than the latter, lower-frequency mode. Contrary to
this expectation, simulations (the results of which are compared with the experiment in a
later section on page 82) qualitatively replicate the experimental behavior, so the results are














(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.















(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.







































(c) Voltage at time of LBO start and peak power.
Figure 5.6: Isolated LBO: Electrical characteristics vs. magnetic field.
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possibly a consequence of the complicated geometry of the experiment, which was omitted
from the analytic treatment to make the problem tractable. Features that were omitted from
the analytic model, such as the MCC, and the fact that the 5π/6-mode actually manifests
as a standing wave with π-mode-like fields on the ends of the planar cavity array and a null
in the center, might explain the deviation from analytic expectations.
The frequency distribution in Fig. 5.5c confirms the existence of two discrete modes
with some spread between them. In the figure, the darker, brown shade represents overlap
between the dominant and competing frequencies. In other words, that frequency bin had
shots that were competing, and shots that were dominant. The bars were overlaid because
the use of separate bars at the same frequency led to plots that were visually more chal-
lenging to interpret. The higher-frequency mode was 0.985 GHz, and the lower-frequency
mode was 0.970 GHz. Comparison with Fig. 5.5b suggests the 0.985 GHz mode produced,
on average, higher powers relative to the 0.970 GHz mode. Based on the good agree-
ment with the simulations, the high- and low-frequency modes appear to be the π-mode
and 5π/6-mode, respectively. The region of designed operation was the range of magnetic
fields slightly less than B = BBH, where the electron beam velocity was sufficient to syn-
chronize with the π-mode, stable frequencies of 0.985 GHz were observed, and power was
locally maximized. Though not the magnetic field for which the device was designed, the
region of optimal performance was near B = 0.23 T.
Electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.6. Comparison of Fig. 5.6a with Fig. 5.5a
shows a very minor reduction in the π-mode frequency as current was increased, but the
effect is not pronounced, and the opposite was true at the highest magnetic fields tested.
Impedances in Fig. 5.6b confirm that the structure was consistently well-matched to the
100–150 Ω range for MELBA-C at B < BBH, which corresponds to electron beam ve-
















(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.













(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.7: Isolated LBO: Energy conversion metrics vs. magnetic field.
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locities equal to or greater than that required for π-mode operation. At B ? 0.19 T,
higher impedances near 200 Ω with greater variance were observed. Peak power volt-
ages in Fig. 5.6c appear to fall along a reasonably well-defined line for shots that exhibited
a dominant frequency of 0.985 GHz, suggesting the π-mode repeatedly operated near the
same favorable beam velocity in B > 0.22 T. In B ? 0.22 T, both the start and peak power
voltages are approximately constant, suggesting operation during the flat-top voltage pulse.
At low magnetic fields, the difference between the start-up voltage and peak power voltage
was greater. This is not surprising considering the larger electron hub, which evidently ex-
cited microwave oscillations earlier during the voltage rise. This is confirmed by the time
metrics shown by Fig. 5.8, which is discussed shortly.
Energy conversion metrics are shown in Fig. 5.7. As expected, higher peak powers cor-
relate with the higher peak total efficiencies in Fig. 5.7a. However, the results of Fig. 5.7b
are somewhat surprising. The dual power peaks of Fig. 5.4, despite having different max-
ima, appear to produce pulses with comparable total energies in Fig. 5.7b. This appears to
be consistent with cathode plasma expansion, as postulated in [104].
Figure 5.8 shows consistent scaling of the onset of microwave oscillations with mag-
netic field, although there was some variability in the time of peak microwave power. The
π-mode in B > 0.17 T produced peak power earlier than the π-mode in B ? 0.21 T,
which is logical given that higher magnetic fields would require higher voltages to reach
the same synchronous beam velocity, and therefore delayed times as the voltage rises. The
greater variation in the times relative to the voltages is likely due to shot-to-shot variability
of the MELBA-C pulse shapes. Tables 5.1 and 5.3, which can be found in the Summary
of Findings section on page 62, summarize the standard metrics observed in the two dis-
tinct π-mode regions of operation near the Buneman-Hartree magnetic field and at higher
magnetic fields.





































Figure 5.8: Microwave start and peak power times.
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5.3.2 Additional Analysis




































Figure 5.9: Isolated LBO: Power and dominant frequency vs. magnetic field.
The previous section noted the appearance of a narrow range of magnetic fields wherein
consistent 5π/6-mode oscillations were observed. This region can be illustrated clearly by
plotting powers and frequencies together vs. magnetic field, which is shown in Fig. 5.9.
Consistent, relatively low powers and frequencies were observed near B = 0.19 T. By
selecting shots in the vicinity of this magnetic field, operating parameters of the 5π/6-
mode could be determined. The results are summarized in Table 5.2 on page 62.
While the transition between π-mode and 5π/6-mode frequencies appears smooth, the
two modes are nonetheless distinct, and the smooth transition may be a misleading by-
product of the time-integrated Fourier transform with overlapping peaks. The distinction
between the modes is illustrated by an analysis of a shot in the transition region shown by
Fig. 5.10.
Figure 5.10a shows the shot plot for shot 14924. Microwave oscillations begin at low
power, then later jump to higher power before microwave pulse-shortening and oscillation
cessation. The time-integrated Fourier transform in Fig. 5.10b reveals the presence of two
distinct modes. A TFA of the shot is shown by Figs. 5.10c and 5.10d, which suggest
the initial, low-power oscillations correspond to the 5π/6-mode, and the later, high-power
oscillations correspond to the π-mode. This result is consistent with simulation predictions,
where the 5π/6-mode coupled poorly to the microwave extractor and therefore produced
low power.
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(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power for shot
14924.



















Shot 14924: LBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the
LBO RF voltage signal from shot 14924.















(c) Time-resolved TFA of the LBO RF voltage
signal from shot 14924 using the Born-Jordan
RIK.















(d) Frequency-resolved TFA of the LBO RF volt-
age signal from shot 14924 using the Zhao-Atlas-
Marks RIK.
Figure 5.10: Isolated LBO: Analysis of shot 14924.
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5.3.3 Comparison with Simulation
Figure 5.11 compares the results of several metrics from simulation and experiment. As
outlined in § 3.3.2, hot tube simulations of the isolated LBO configuration were conducted
using voltage correction and full emission from the cathode. In all plots, the simulated
parameters fell on magnetic field values lower than those observed in the experiment, which
is very reasonable given the long-accepted explanation of cathode plasma formation, which
makes the AK gap appear functionally smaller to the magnetron, thereby requiring higher
magnetic fields [17].
Figure 5.11a compares the powers, which exhibit the greatest discrepancy of any met-
ric. The simulations generated very high powers in B < 0.15 T, which was highly unlikely
in an experimental setting given the intense electron bombardment of the anode and sur-
rounding structures, likely causing significant liberation of adsorbed surface contaminants
and rapid anode plasma formation leading to pulse-shortening [111]. Because these sim-
ulations also used voltage correction, the low impedances at low magnetic fields did not
affect the simulation voltage, whereas the voltage in the experiment would droop signifi-
cantly. In addition, the unexpected double-peak in power output vs. magnetic field was not
reproduced in simulation. However, simulated powers were reasonable at magnetic fields
B ? BBH = 0.16 T.
The most striking agreement is shown in Fig. 5.11b, which shows the dominant operat-
ing frequency vs. magnetic field. Simulations accurately predicted the qualitative behavior
across the range of magnetic fields, including the jump to the 5π/6-mode. Quantitatively,
agreement was also good, with both the π-mode and 5π/6-mode frequencies differing from
experimental observations by approximately 5–10 MHz, or less than 2%. Notably, the jump
in the simulation results to the 5π/6-mode (which had a simulated frequency of approxi-
mately 0.955 GHz) corresponded to a substantial drop in the simulated power, as shown
by Fig. 5.11a. From the previous discussion of the field geometry of the different modes
in Chapter 3, this result is consistent with expectations because the 5π/6-mode was not
expected to couple effectively to the microwave extraction assembly.
With the exception of the efficiency plot in Fig. 5.11e, which was closely related to the
powers, the remaining metrics showed good agreement with the experiment. Figures 5.11c
and 5.11d show the currents and impedances, respectively. In both cases, when accounting
for the previously described shift in magnetic field between simulation and experiment, the
scaling agrees remarkably well, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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(a) Powers vs. magnetic field.

























(b) Frequencies vs. magnetic field.

















(c) Currents vs. magnetic field.

















(d) Impedances vs. magnetic field.


















(e) Efficiencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.11: Isolated LBO: Comparison between simulation and experiment.
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5.4 Isolated SBO with Standard Load and Uniform Mag-
netic Field
This shot series tested the SBO in isolation to characterize operation of the planar cavity
array without interference from the LBO. The LBO was replaced with the smooth drift
region previously described in § 4.1.1, and all shots were conducted using the uniform
magnetic field discussed in § 4.2.2. A total of 55 shots were obtained with no MELBA-C
self-triggers, magnet triggering failures, or failed crowbars. The range of magnetic fields
spanned 0.12–0.27 T, and the base pressure was 1 µtorr. While no antenna was connected
to the omitted LBO, the copper outer conductor of the extractor coaxial transmission line
was left in place, as was the WR-650 output waveguide and absorbing load.
5.4.1 Standard Metrics
Figure 5.12 shows the peak microwave output power from the SBO vs. magnetic field.
For this series of shots, the SBO behaved ideally. Power was maximized at B ' 0.17 T,
which was slightly greater than the Buneman-Hartree magnetic field BBH ' 0.16 T, which
is in very good agreement with analytic expectations. As shown by the error bars, shot-to-
shot consistency was very good nearBBH up to approximately 0.2 T, where powers dropped
and shot-to-shot variability increased.
Frequency metrics are shown in Fig. 5.13. The SBO exhibited remarkably good fre-
quency stability over a very wide range of magnetic fields in Fig. 5.13a, which was likely
due to its high-Q configuration. Inspection of Fig. 5.13c reveals a single dominant mode
and what appears to be two competing modes near approximately 1.94 GHz and 2 GHz.
The frequency distribution of the 1.94 GHz mode was relatively broad, and the number





















Figure 5.12: Isolated SBO: Peak microwave output powers near 2 GHz vs. magnetic field.
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(a) Dominant and competing frequencies vs. mag-
netic field.





















(b) Peak SBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
(c) Dominant and competing frequency his-
togram.
Figure 5.13: Isolated SBO: Frequency metrics.
of instances of both the 1.94 GHz and 2 GHz frequencies was small. However, this inter-
pretation appears reasonable when comparing with Fig. 5.13a. A small number of shots
had a competing mode near 1.94 GHz, and at magnetic fields B ? 0.2 T, two modes at
approximately 2 GHz and 2.02 GHz appear to be consistently in competition with each
other.
Similar to the discussion in the previous section, the expectation based solely on ana-
lytic theory was that two frequencies would appear corresponding to the higher-frequency
π-mode and lower-frequency 7π/8-mode, with the former appearing at higher magnetic
fields than the latter. Figure 5.13a actually shows the opposite trend, with the higher-
frequency mode manifesting at B > 0.2 T, and the lower-frequency mode beginning to
appear at B ? 0.2 T, though a full transition to operation at 2 GHz never occurs. One
possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the observed 2 GHz frequency actually
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(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.















(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.









































(c) Voltage at time of SBO start and peak power.
Figure 5.14: Isolated SBO: Electrical characteristics vs. magnetic field.
corresponds to the 9π/8-mode, which is frequency-degenerate with the 7π/8-mode and
corresponds to a backward-wave interaction instead of a forward-wave interaction in an
infinitely long planar cavity array. An alternative explanation is that the observed 2 GHz
mode is interacting at the next space harmonic, although this should occur at much higher
magnetic fields.
Figure 5.13b shows the powers vs. dominant frequency. With the exception of the
single shot operating near 1.94 GHz, there were a sufficient number of shots near 2.02 GHz
and 2 GHz to conclude that the former mode is certainly higher-power than the latter.
Considering the comparison of these results with simulations (which are discussed later
on page 91), these results support the interpretation that the 2 GHz and 2.02 GHz modes
are the 7π/8-mode and π-mode, respectively. The region of optimal operation was near
B ' 0.17 T, where power was maximized and consistent π-mode operation was observed.
Electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.14. When comparing Fig. 5.13a to the
currents in Fig. 5.14a, the impact of beam-loading appears minimal. In the region of opti-
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mal operation, shot-to-shot variability in the current was relatively low compared to shots
conducted at higher and lower magnetic fields. Scaling of the current with magnetic field
was consistent with expectations up to approximately 0.23 T, where the current at peak
power increases. Inspection of Fig. 5.16 reveals that this is likely due to achieving peak
power generation at later times, when diode closure resulted in greater currents relative to
those observed during peak power at lower magnetic fields. Impedances in Fig. 5.14b were
consistently higher than the optimal 100–150 Ω for MELBA-C, though this does not appear
to have adversely affected operation in the region of optimal operation.
Figure 5.14c shows the voltages at microwave start-up and peak power. As discussed
previously, the linear progression of the peak power voltages with magnetic field in B >
0.2 T supports the existence of a favorable beam velocity for the π-mode, which clearly
dominated in this magnetic field range according to Fig. 5.13a on page 85. However, once
the magnetic field is sufficiently high, the magnetron start time (Fig. 5.16) is late enough
to occur during the flat-top portion of the MELBA-C pulse. In those cases, the peak power
voltage does not change appreciably (see B ? 0.2 T on Fig. 5.14c). For the start voltage,
a similar linear progression is observed in B > 0.2 T. However, at B ? 0.2 T, there is a
shift to a different linear progression of the start voltage. This suggests a different mode
(having a different synchronous beam velocity) is starting first, which is consistent with
the previous analysis suggesting this range of magnetic fields supported oscillation in the
7π/8-mode in addition to the π-mode (see Fig. 5.13a). The earlier start of the 7π/8-mode
relative to the π-mode is shown explicitly during the analysis of a specific shot shown later.
Energy conversion metrics are shown in Fig. 5.15. As expected, both efficiency and
pulse energy shown in Figs. 5.15a and 5.15b are maximized at the point of maximized peak
power generation. Pulse energies were remarkably consistent, with less than 10% variation















(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.













(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.15: Isolated SBO: Energy conversion metrics vs. magnetic field.
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Figure 5.16: Microwave start and peak power times.
across the range of magnetic fields tested. Despite significant variations in peak power, this
consistency hints at a consistent source of pulse-shortening in the SBO, possibly cathode
plasma expansion, as postulated in [104]. The topic will be discussed in a later section.
Figure 5.16 shows the temporal metrics. While variable, there is a clear trend in the
time of peak power production toward increasingly late times. From the previous voltage
analysis, in B > 0.2 T, the magnetron achieved peak power during the voltage rise, and
in B ? 0.2 T, the magnetron reached peak power during the flat-top voltage. Here, higher
magnetic fields led to longer delays before peak power was observed, but synchronism was
still possible despite the fixed voltage at the flat-top of the pulse. This was due to cathode
plasma gap closure, which led to an effectively smaller AK gap. The gap closure increased
the DC electric field with time. Eventually, synchronism was achieved despite the higher
magnetic field [17]. Thus, the peak power times scale linearly with magnetic field. The
most notable feature of the plot is the two distinct linear scalings in the oscillation start
times. If the same mode was starting in all cases, the progression of the trend at B > 0.2 T
might be expected to continue, with microwaves starting at later times corresponding to
higher voltages given the relatively slow MELBA-C rise-time or, due to AK gap closure,
higher gap electric fields facilitating synchronism at higher magnetic fields. Instead, the
different trend (in B ? 0.2 T) suggests the appearance of a new mode starting, which is
consistent with the previous discussion of the 7π/8-mode. Since this region supports the
7π/8-mode (whereas the previous region did not), it may be more synchronous than the
π-mode, which may explain the earlier start times. Table 5.4 on page 63 summarizes the
standard metrics observed in the region of optimal operation.
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5.4.2 Additional Analysis
One of the primary objectives of running the SBO over a wide range of magnetic fields
was to identify the frequencies of the competing modes supported by the SBO anode. Simu-
lations suggested the SBO might support two competing modes (the 6π/8-mode and 7π/8-
mode) in addition to the intended π-mode. The models also suggested that shots exhibiting
pure operation in the 7π/8-mode could be expected to generate considerably lower out-
put powers than the π-mode due to the differences in interaction efficiency and coupling
efficacy to the microwave extractor.
As previously discussed, inspection of Fig. 5.13a on page 85 showed that the SBO
operated primarily in the π-mode, though a small number of shots had some competing
mode frequencies. Shots 14970 and 14971 are representative of these shots with competing
mode frequencies. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate their analysis. In both cases, conditions













































(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power for shot
14970.



















Shot 14970: SBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the
SBO RF voltage signal from shot 14970.















(c) Time-resolved TFA of the SBO RF voltage sig-
nal from shot 14970 using the Born-Jordan RIK.















(d) Frequency-resolved TFA of the SBO RF volt-
age signal from shot 14970 using the Zhao-Atlas-
Marks RIK.
Figure 5.17: Isolated SBO: Analysis of shot 14970.
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were favorable to supporting multiple modes of operation at some point during the shot,
which simplifies the process of positively identifying an operating mode and its respective
frequency.
Figure 5.17a shows that the crowbar occurred during microwave generation, which
led to a sweep of the voltage from high to low during conditions favorable to microwave
generation prior to plasma-related microwave pulse-shortening. Consequently, different
modes are excited that ordinarily would not be observed, as shown by the time-integrated
FFT in Fig. 5.17b. Since the time-integrated FFT provides no information about when
different modes are excited, TFA plots were generated, which are shown in Figs. 5.17c
and 5.18c. Shot 14970 clearly started at a low-frequency mode near 1.94 GHz and jumped
to a higher frequency mode near 2.02 GHz, as shown by the time-resolved TFA plot in
Fig. 5.17c. The frequency-resolved TFA plot in Fig. 5.17d reveals that this is true, but that














































(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power for shot
14971.



















Shot 14971: SBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the
SBO RF voltage signal from shot 14971.















(c) Time-resolved TFA of the SBO RF voltage sig-
nal from shot 14971 using the Born-Jordan RIK.















(d) Frequency-resolved TFA of the SBO RF volt-
age signal from shot 14971 using the Born-Jordan
RIK.
Figure 5.18: Isolated SBO: Analysis of shot 14971.
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there are actually two jumps in quick succession from 1.94 GHz to 2 GHz, and 2 GHz to
2.02 GHz.
For the second shot, Fig. 5.18a shows considerable fluctuations in the output power.
This fact, coupled with the time-integrated FFT in Fig. 5.18b, clearly shows evidence
of either mode competition, wherein two modes exist simultaneously, or mode hopping,
wherein the oscillator jumps from operation in one mode to another. The time-resolved
TFA plot in Fig. 5.18c clearly exhibits beating consistent with the power fluctuation in
Fig. 5.18a, but it does not appear to be a case where the mode jumps from the lower fre-
quency to the higher frequency. The frequency-resolved TFA plot in Fig. 5.18d, which does
retain some temporal resolution, confirms this while resolving the two very closely spaced
2 GHz and 2.02 GHz modes. Furthermore, the 2 GHz mode is considerably weaker than
the 2.02 GHz mode, which is consistent with the interpretation that 2 GHz and 2.02 GHz
correspond to the 7π/8-mode and π-mode, respectively, due to the differences between the
modes in extractor coupling efficacy.
Considering the results of the simulations and shots like 14970 and 14971, the best ex-
planation for these modes is that the 6π/8-mode and 7π/8-mode approximately correspond
to 1.94 GHz and 2 GHz, respectively. These findings reasonably explain the frequency dis-
tribution observed in Fig. 5.13c and the absence of significant dominant operation at 2 GHz,
since the 7π/8-mode couples very poorly to the microwave extractor and therefore would
not manifest as a dominant frequency component of the output signal. Those few shots
having dominant operation near 2 GHz do have lower output powers relative to 2.02 GHz
shots, as shown by Fig. 5.13b on page 85. Due to the absence of a significant number of
shots having dominant operation at either 6π/8-mode or 7π/8-mode, no associated power,
impedance, or efficiency can be determined with confidence for those modes based on this
set of data.
5.4.3 Comparison with Simulation
Figure 5.19 compares several metrics for simulation and experiment. As outlined in
§ 3.3.2, hot tube simulations of the isolated SBO configuration were conducted using volt-
age correction and full emission from the cathode. Agreement was excellent for the pre-
dicted powers shown in Fig. 5.19a. At lower magnetic fields, the SBO operates in the 7π/8-
mode, which couples poorly to the extractor and leads to low extracted powers. As with the
LBO, the experimental results for the SBO appear to be shifted to a higher magnetic field,
a result that is consistent with cathode plasma formation, which leads to a functionally
smaller AK gap, therefore requiring higher magnetic fields [17]. Due to the relation be-
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tween power and efficiency, it is not surprising to see similar efficiency agreement (within
the error bars) between simulation and experiment, as shown by Fig. 5.19e.
A comparison of the operating frequencies is shown in Fig. 5.19b. The simulated 7π/8-
mode and π-mode frequencies were accurate to within 20 MHz, or about 1%. The lower
simulated frequencies are a consequence of the excessively coarse mesh, which leads to
overestimation of the effects of beam-loading on the frequencies (see Appendix B). The
mode transition point observed in the experiment was not reproduced, viz. that the 7π/8-
mode was observed at lower magnetic fields in simulation instead of higher magnetic fields
in the experiment. This is not altogether surprising because achieving the conditions for
the 7π/8-mode in the experiment using the uniform magnetic field was nearly impossible
because it required excessively low magnetic fields, which resulted in low impedances
and very high currents, which led to a reduction in the applied voltage and therefore a
failure to achieve the high beam velocity needed to synchronize with the 7π/8-mode. This
problem was easily overcome in simulations using the applied voltage correction. At B >
0.2 T, simulations failed to start up because most of the current was lost in the form of
endloss current, and the tight electron hub failed to excite any mode on the planar cavity
arrays. In the experiment, expansion of the cathode plasma eventually led to a functionally
smaller AK gap and, consequently, a higher beam velocity capable of exciting microwave
oscillations. It should be noted that a competing mode was occasionally observed in the
simulations at 1.94 GHz, which was the 6π/8-mode.
Simulations roughly reproduced the trends in the SBO currents and impedances shown
by Figs. 5.19c and 5.19d. In the simulations, the dip in drawn current at low magnetic fields
occurred due to the transition between the 7π/8-mode and π-mode. In the transition region,
mode competition prevented well-formed oscillations from stabilizing, and the magnetron
failed to draw as much current as would be the case in pure-mode operation. Across the
range of simulated and experimentally tested magnetic fields, the simulated currents ex-
ceeded those of the experiment by approximately 50% due to the fact that full emission
was specified in simulations, whereas only about 10% of the cathode area was configured
to emit in the experiment. This also illustrates the discrepancy between emission area and
drawn current in simulations compared to the experiment, a disagreement that is reasonable
given the omitted physics in the simulations, such as ion formation, the presence of bipolar
flow, and plasma diode closure [99, 112, 113]. Apart from the increased impedance in the
mode transition region at low magnetic fields, the scaling of impedances in simulations was
in qualitative agreement with the experiment.
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(a) Powers vs. magnetic field.

























(b) Frequencies vs. magnetic field.















(c) Currents vs. magnetic field.

















(d) Impedances vs. magnetic field.

















(e) Efficiencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.19: Isolated SBO: Comparison between simulation and experiment.
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5.5 MFRPM with Standard Load and Nonuniform Mag-
netic Field
This shot series tested the MFRPM using the nonuniform magnetic field described in
§ 4.2.1. The purpose was to obtain the first of two data sets necessary to determine how the
magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays impacted operation of the MFRPM
under ideal operating conditions with well-matched microwave loads. A total of 118 shots
were obtained at a base pressure of 0.8 µtorr. The range of magnetic fields was 0.14–0.24 T.
These shots were conducted before the crowbar and procedural improvements out-
lined in Appendix H. Consequently, several shots caused magnetron damage, including
two MELBA-C pre-triggers and six crowbar failures. Damage manifests as an accelerated
collapse in diode impedance relative to operation before the first damaging shot. Subse-
quent damage tends to exacerbate the effect. Figure 5.20 shows the current at peak power
vs. series shot number for this data set. The set of shots where most of the damage oc-
curred is readily apparent, with the first damage-inducing shot at 37 on the plot. Note that
the jump in current was not due to the nonuniform magnetic field in the cylindrical recir-
culation bends dropping below the Hull cutoff condition for magnetic insulation. The large
fluctuation in current with shot number over the entire data set is due to variation of the
magnetic field over a wide range during acquisition. Data interpretation for this shot series
therefore must be made with the caveat that damage leads to the magnetron drawing more
current than might otherwise have been the case.















Figure 5.20: Current at peak power vs. series shot number.
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Figure 5.21: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak microwave output pow-
ers for both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
5.5.1 Standard Metrics
As illustrated in § 4.2.1, the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays
was considerable, with the ratio of the field maximum (located in the center of the planar
cavity arrays) to the field minimum (located in the cylindrical recirculation bends) equal
to 1.4. This 40% difference leads to a large variation in both the electron hub height and
~E× ~B drift velocity, making prediction of the optimal magnetic field for π-mode operation
difficult. Rather, the spread in velocities can be interpreted as having some population
of electrons that are always synchronous with the π-mode, with the hope that a possibly
dominant π-mode would be preferentially selected regardless of magnetic field due to the
velocity spread along the planar cavity arrays.
Figure 5.21 shows the peak microwave output powers from both oscillators vs. magnetic
field. Optimal operation was observed at the limits of electromagnet operation, although
even at these high magnetic fields, considerable shot-to-shot variation was observed. These
data are not consistent with the theoretical predictions because neither consistent nor high
power operation was observed near the Buneman-Hartree threshold magnetic field for π-
mode operation at BBH = 0.16 T. The region of optimal operation lay instead in B = 0.21–
0.23 T.
Frequency metrics for both oscillators are shown in Fig. 5.22, with the results for the
LBO shown in Fig. 5.22a. The LBO displayed surprising operation because it exhibited
a smooth reduction in frequency as the magnetic field was increased (thereby decreasing
the current) up to approximately 0.21 T. This behavior contradicts the predictions of § 2.1,
which explains the physical basis for the beam-loading effect observed in traditional mag-
netrons in which an increase in current leads to a reduction in frequency [6]. Comparing
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the plot to Fig. 5.25a on page 99 clearly shows that the opposite trend occurred here. No
theoretical basis exists for this behavior, but it is very plausible that the variation in the hub
height across the planar cavity array affected the resonant frequency. Unlike the case of
a uniform magnetic field, the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity array leads
to larger electron hub heights on the ends, and a smaller hub in the center (see Eq. 2.7
on page 16). To the cavities, this functionally looks like a peanut-shaped cathode with a
smaller AK gap on the ends relative to the center. While the effect of such a cathode shape
on cold-tube frequencies was not investigated, it is conceivable that it would lead to an
increase in the resonant frequency, as changes in the geometry of the complicated MFRPM
structure frequently produced counter-intuitive simulation results during the design pro-
cess. This smooth frequency reduction transitions to bifurcation at B ? 0.22 T, where two
distinct modes appear with different frequencies. This will be discussed in greater detail in
the Additional Analysis section.
Given the results of the isolated LBO in § 5.3 and the relatively smooth scaling of ap-
preciable LBO powers with magnetic field in Fig. 5.21, the π-mode was likely the dominant
mode observed in nearly all shots. If the magnetron operated primarily in the 5π/6-mode,
it is unlikely that the output powers would be higher than those observed with the uni-
form magnetic field in the isolated configuration. Furthermore, the frequency bifurcation
at higher magnetic fields is more consistent with both expectations and observed opera-
tion in the isolated LBO configuration (since two modes were observed). It is therefore
conceivable that the effect of the previously discussed hub height variation on the resonant
frequency of the π-mode diminishes below a threshold near B = 0.21 T leading to π-mode
and 5π/6-mode frequencies that were similar to those observed in the isolated LBO shots.





















(a) LBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















(b) SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.22: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing
frequencies of both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO frequency histogram. (b) SBO frequency histogram.
Figure 5.23: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing
frequency histograms for both oscillators.
This interpretation is reasonable because the electron hub height at high magnetic fields is
smaller and the impact of the variation would be less pronounced. In nearly all shots, the
LBO experienced mode competition with the 1.04 GHz parasitic chamber mode described
in § 3.3.1.
Figure 5.22b shows the SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field. SBO operation was more
consistent with both theoretical expectations and the experimentally observed operation in
the isolated configuration. Operation near 2.02 GHz was observed at higher magnetic fields
with a gradual transition to a 2 GHz mode at lower magnetic fields. Most mode competition
occurred near 1.94 GHz at magnetic fields above approximately 0.21 T. Below this mag-
netic field, a smooth frequency increase occurred with decreasing magnetic field, which
was similar to the behavior observed in the LBO. The possible relation between the oscil-
lators and origin of this trend is explored in the Additional Analysis section below. From
the agreement between the observed frequencies and the results of both simulations and
the experimental isolated SBO configuration, it is likely that the 1.94, 2.00, and 2.02 GHz
frequencies correspond to the 6π/8-mode, 7π/8-mode, and π-mode, respectively.
The corresponding LBO and SBO frequency histograms are shown in Fig. 5.23. The
results for the LBO shown in Fig. 5.23a show that any distinct identification of the 5π/6-
mode and π-mode based on the frequency distribution is impossible. However, the SBO
shows clearly defined, distinct peaks at the expected frequencies for the 6π/8-mode, 7π/8-
mode, and π-mode, although the previously described smooth frequency scaling of the
6π/8-mode with magnetic field led to considerable spread in its frequency distribution.
Figure 5.24 shows the microwave output powers vs. dominant frequency for the oscil-
lators. For the LBO results shown in Fig. 5.24a, the parasitic chamber mode was evidently
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(a) Peak LBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.





















(b) Peak SBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
Figure 5.24: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak oscillator powers vs.
dominant operating frequencies.
capable of producing significant microwave power at 1.04 GHz and coupling to the extrac-
tor, which was not consistent with the simulations. Further analysis of the chamber mode
performance will be performed in the Additional Analysis section. The previously de-
scribed smooth scaling of the π-mode frequency with magnetic field makes interpretation
of the plot difficult, particularly because the frequency bifurcation observed at B ? 0.21 T
leads to two frequencies falling in the span observed during the smooth scaling observed at
lower magnetic fields. Further analysis of the shots at higher magnetic fields is left to the
Additional Analysis section.
The SBO power vs. dominant frequency is shown in Fig. 5.24b. These results were
perfectly consistent with expectations, with the 2 GHz 7π/8-mode consistently generating
significantly less extracted microwave power than the 2.02 GHz π-mode. This is consistent
with the results from simulations and the isolated SBO configuration.
Electrical characteristics for the MFRPM are shown in Fig. 5.25. As discussed pre-
viously, the currents (and therefore impedances) in Figs. 5.25a and 5.25b were disrupted
relatively early in the series by damaging shots. Shot-to-shot variability was considerable,
and while it is difficult to say whether that was due primarily to damage or the nonuni-
form magnetic field, a limited shot series conducted after component refurbishment pro-
duced similar results at lower average currents. It is therefore likely that the variability
was due primarily to the nonuniform magnetic field. The higher average currents lead to
impedances that were uniformly less than the 100–150 Ω MELBA-C specification, which
negatively impacts voltage pulse rise-times, as described in Appendix C.
The LBO start and peak power voltages vs. magnetic field are shown in Fig. 5.25c.
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(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.














(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.







































(c) Voltage at time of LBO start and peak power.









































(d) Voltage at time of SBO start and peak power.
Figure 5.25: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Electrical characteristics vs.
magnetic field.
Linear scaling of the peak power voltage changes at B ' 0.21 T, which is the point at
which frequency bifurcation begins. This is consistent with a change in operating mode
or a region of mode competition, which was precisely what was observed at B ? 0.21 T.
This was also reflected in the start voltages, although the change in start voltage manifests
at a lower magnetic field of approximately 0.19 T, which is not surprising given that a
competing mode might start earlier, but not be the dominant mode at a given magnetic
field.
Similar behavior was observed for the SBO in Fig. 5.25d. The jump in linear scaling
for the peak power voltage occurred at B ' 0.21 T, which is consistent with the results
of Fig. 5.22b on page 96, which shows that B ? 0.21 T was the range in which the π-
mode was the consistently dominant mode. However, the start voltages in this magnetic
field range were higher than the peak power voltages. As shown by Fig. 5.27b (discussed
shortly), this was due to the significantly later times at which peak power was observed. The
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(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.















(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.26: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Energy conversion metrics
vs. magnetic field.
later times led to greater diode closure and therefore higher current, which is the origin of
the lower voltage at later times. An example of a shot exhibiting this behavior is discussed
in the Additional Analysis section.
Energy conversion metrics are shown in Fig. 5.26. Efficiencies were generally low
at B > 0.21 T, although even in the region of optimal operation, efficiencies were less
than 5% and exhibited considerable shot-to-shot variability. This is reflected in the total
pulse energies, although it is interesting that there was considerable variability at B ?
0.21 T, and a high degree of consistency at B > 0.21 T. It appears likely that the primary
pulse-shortening mechanism changed at B ' 0.21 T. Cathode plasma expansion appears
to be the source of pulse-shortening at B > 0.21, which is consistent with constant-energy
behavior [104]. AtB ? 0.21 T, it is likely that the higher magnetic fields help to reduce the
closure velocity of the cathode plasma [112], and that the higher observed powers in this
range led to RF-induced cavity plasma formation that was observed in the pulse-shortening
configurations discussed at the end of this chapter.
Temporal metrics are shown in Fig. 5.27. In most cases, the LBO started before the
SBO, which is consistent with expectations based on the discussion of cavity fringe fields
in § 2.1. The LBO peak power times in Fig.5.27a scale linearly with magnetic field up to
B ' 0.19 T. Later times correspond to greater gap closure during the MELBA-C voltage
flat-top. At B ? 0.21 T, there was high variation in the peak power time.
The SBO exhibited similar behavior, although it is interesting to note that the peak
power times in Fig. 5.27b actually decrease with increasing magnetic field up toB ' 0.21 T.
This result is difficult to explain because the region of magnetic fields B > 0.21 T corre-
sponds to considerable mode competition between the 7π/8-mode and π-mode, although
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(a) LBO microwave start and peak power times.







































(b) SBO microwave start and peak power times.














(c) Absolute time difference |∆t| between oscilla-
tor peak powers vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.27: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Temporal metrics vs. mag-
netic field.
Fig. 5.22b shows that 7π/8-mode was generally the more dominant of the two. This fact,
coupled with both the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays and the un-
usual electric field pattern of the 7π/8-mode (discussed in greater detail in § 3.3.1), makes
an intuitive explanation exceptionally difficult, but it is clear that the optimal beam veloc-
ity (determined by the voltage and magnetic field) leading to peak power production at the
7π/8-mode that does not scale in a way that is consistent with the theory presented in § 2.2.
Finally, Fig. 5.27c shows the scaling of the peak power |∆t| with magnetic field. It is
clear that the oscillators did not behave as a coupled unit at any magnetic field magnitude.
All shots saw a significant difference between the times at which peak power was observed
for the two oscillators, and shot-to-shot variation was very large. Table 5.5 on page 64
summarizes the standard metrics in the region of optimal operation.
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5.5.2 Additional Analysis
Several interesting operational attributes were observed in this data set, including: 1)
several shots in which the SBO operated in the 7π/8-mode, 2) several shots where the
LBO operated in the parasitic chamber mode, 3) the frequency bifurcation of the LBO at
B ? 0.21 T, 4) the harmonic relation between the dominant LBO and competing SBO
modes, and 5) individual shots exhibiting clear mode competition. These points will be
addressed in order.
Unlike shots conducted using the isolated SBO configuration, this data set provided an
ample number of shots in which the SBO operated in the 7π/8-mode, enabling accurate
frequency and power determination. The range of magnetic fields best suited for 7π/8-
mode operation was identified by inspecting Fig. 5.22b on page 96 and locating the region
of minimal mode competition with the π-mode, which was B ' 0.14–0.17 T. Table 5.6
on page 64 summarizes the performance metrics for the MFRPM in this magnetic field
range. The analysis enabled the identification of the SBO 7π/8-mode frequency with high
confidence, and also proved that the 7π/8-mode powers, even during pure operation, were
consistently lower than the π-mode powers.
For the parasitic chamber mode, no single range of magnetic fields produced consistent,
dominant operation. Instead, the LBO occasionally exhibited dominant operation in the
parasitic chamber mode across the entire range of tested magnetic fields. Since this range
covers different regions of operation for the SBO, only the LBO power and frequency are
reported in the summary provided by Table 5.7 on page 64. The appearance of the mode at
all magnetic fields with powers as high as 15 MW was not expected based on the simulation


































(b) Expanded frequency view.
Figure 5.28: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: LBO dominant frequency
and 0.5×SBO competing frequency vs. magnetic field.
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results.
As previously mentioned, the LBO exhibited frequency bifurcation at B ? 0.21 T, as
shown in Fig. 5.28b. This phenomenon is likely related to the harmonic relation between
the dominant LBO and competing SBO modes. These modes clearly show identical scaling
in the same figure. This effect was not observed in simulations, so it may relate to the
magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays because the magnetic field variation
was omitted from simulations. In any case, it is apparent that a mode supported by the SBO
was capable of coupling to the LBO and producing harmonic frequency-locked behavior,
though a phase analysis cannot be performed because the competing SBO mode was not
dominant.
As discussed in the Standard Metrics section, the 6π/8-mode of the SBO likely falls
near 1.94 GHz, but a competing mode consistently near this frequency was only observed
inB ? 0.21 T. Given the smooth scaling of the frequency with magnetic field at lower mag-
netic fields, it appears that the SBO 6π/8-mode frequency-locked to the second harmonic
frequency of the dominant LBO mode only when B > 0.21 T. The conditions under which
this occurred were probably related to the conditions that led to the smooth frequency scal-
ing of the LBO π-mode, viz. that the hub height variation effect on the resonant frequency
of the LBO π-mode was sufficiently strong in B > 0.21 T. In B ? 0.21 T, the effect is
weak, leading to distinct π-mode and 5π/6-mode frequencies similar to those observed in
the isolated LBO shots. Additionally, in this higher magnetic field range, a decoupling
of the SBO 6π/8-mode from the second harmonic frequency of the LBO π-mode appears
to occur, leading to the “free-running” SBO 6π/8-mode frequency observed in the shots
conducted using the isolated SBO configuration. Thus, B = 0.21 T marks a transition
point below which a competing SBO mode (likely the 6π/8-mode) frequency-locks to the
second harmonic frequency of the dominant LBO mode (likely the π-mode).
Two shots illustrate the existence of the three distinct modes for the two oscillators,
namely the 5π/6-mode, π-mode, and chamber mode for the LBO, and the 6π/8-mode,
7π/8-mode, and π-mode for the SBO. The first shot, shown in Fig. 5.29, focuses on the
LBO. Figure 5.29a shows the shot plot, where the LBO initially shows considerable swings
in output power, followed by a relatively constant power output at a much lower magnitude
prior to oscillation cessation. The time-integrated Fourier transform in Fig. 5.29b reveals
the presence of all three modes in this single shot. The time-resolved TFA in Fig. 5.29c
supports the interpretation of the power trace, where the π-mode and chamber mode appear
to be in competition during the first part of the pulse, followed by stabilization at a lower
frequency corresponding to the low-power 5π/6-mode later in the pulse. Furthermore, the
frequency-resolved TFA in Fig. 5.29d suggests the beginning of the pulse actually saw
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(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power for shot
13630.



















Shot 13630: LBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the
LBO RF voltage signal from shot 16320.















(c) Time-resolved TFA of the LBO RF voltage
signal from shot 13630 using the Born-Jordan
RIK.















(d) Frequency-resolved TFA of the LBO RF volt-
age signal from shot 13630 using the Born-Jordan
RIK.
Figure 5.29: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Analysis of the LBO on shot
13630.
competition between all three modes, not just the π-mode and parasitic chamber mode.
Figure 5.30 shows the analysis of a shot focusing on the SBO. Again, within the single
shot, all three SBO-supported modes were observed. Figure 5.30a shows the shot plot,
which reveals a smooth, beating increase in the SBO power output, followed by a signif-
icant drop in output power before a second burst followed by oscillation cessation. The
time-integrated Fourier transform in Fig. 5.30b confirms the presence of the three modes.
A time-resolved TFA shows that the initial beating in the microwave pulse was consistent
with simultaneous operation in different modes, although it does not have enough frequency
resolution to say whether the mode competing with the 6π/8-mode was the 7π/8-mode
or π-mode. Figure 5.30d suggests the competing mode was the π-mode, with the 7π/8-
mode starting once the 6π/8-mode ceases. Subsequent operation was bimodal, and the two
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(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power for shot
13626.



















Shot 13626: SBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the
SBO RF voltage signal from shot 13626.















(c) Time-resolved TFA of the SBO RF voltage sig-
nal from shot 13626 using the Born-Jordan RIK.















(d) Frequency-resolved TFA of the SBO RF volt-
age signal from shot 13626 using the Zhao-Atlas-
Marks RIK.
Figure 5.30: Standard Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Analysis of the SBO on shot
13626.
modes, which have very closely-spaced frequencies, explain the low beat frequency.
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5.6 MFRPM with Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic
Field
This shot series tested the MFRPM using the uniform magnetic field described in
§ 4.2.2. The purpose was to obtain the second of two data sets necessary to determine
how the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays impacted operation of the
MFRPM under ideal operating conditions with well-matched microwave loads. A total
of 95 shots were obtained with no MELBA-C self-triggers, magnet triggering failures, or
failed crowbars. The base pressure was 1.1 µtorr, and a residual gas analyzer indicated the
background gas composition was 60% H2, 15% He, 12% air, 7% H2O, and 6% other trace
gasses. The range of tested magnetic fields was 0.12–0.26 T.
5.6.1 Standard Metrics
Figure 5.31 shows the peak output powers from both oscillators vs. magnetic field. Op-
eration in the range of magnetic fields B > 0.17 T was excellent from the standpoint of
consistency, with the region of optimal operation falling in the range of B = 0.16–0.18 T.
The Buneman-Hartree magnetic field BBH for synchronism with the π-mode is approx-
imately 0.16 T, so these data were also in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
Operation at higher magnetic fields displayed greater variability, and power production
from the SBO was considerably lower, both of which were expected due to the insufficient
velocity of the electron beam to synchronize with the 5π/6-mode or π-mode. Interestingly,
at the limits of electromagnet operation, the SBO returned to high power operation, al-
beit with greater variability. One possibility for this behavior is synchronism with the next





































Figure 5.31: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak output powers for both
oscillators vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.






















(b) SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.32: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing fre-
quencies of both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
space harmonic of the π-mode, also termed the 3π-mode. However, the expected magnetic
field for 3π-mode operation based on theory would be approximately three times that of
the Buneman-Hartree magnetic field BBH = 0.16 T, so this explanation is not compelling.
The frequency metrics are shown in Fig. 5.32. The range of LBO frequencies shown
by Fig. 5.32a was remarkably consistent at all tested magnetic fields. There did not appear
to be any transitions to other operating modes, though a few shots occasionally had mode
competition with the parasitic chamber mode near 1.04 GHz. Since the dominant operating
frequency was consistently near 0.985 GHz, the LBO likely operated in the π-mode on ev-
ery shot. However, the π-mode frequency was susceptible to variation, with one consistent
frequency in the range of B > 0.18 T, and another consistent frequency in the range of
B ? 0.22 T, with a gradual transition region between the two. This property appears to be
closely related to the operation of the SBO.
The range of SBO frequencies is shown in Fig. 5.32b. The results illustrate a clear tran-
sition point between two different operating frequencies at B ' 0.18 T. There were three
distinct regions of mode competition. The first appears at the lowest tested magnetic fields,
where a mode near 1.95 GHz was in competition with a mode near 1.97 GHz. In this range,
some shots exhibited the 1.97 GHz frequency as the dominant frequency and the 1.95 GHz
frequency as the competing frequency, and some shots saw the 1.95 GHz frequency as the
dominant frequency and the 1.97 GHz frequency as the competing frequency. The second
region was at B > 0.18 T, where the 1.97 GHz mode was in competition with a 2.02 GHz
mode, though the competition was not extreme and the number of instances was relatively
small. The third region was at B ? 0.18 T, where the 2.02 GHz mode is in consistent
competition with a mode having a spread of frequencies near 2 GHz. Representative fre-
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(a) LBO frequency histogram. (b) SBO frequency histogram.
Figure 5.33: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing fre-
quency histograms for both oscillators.




















(a) Peak LBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.




















(b) Peak SBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
Figure 5.34: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak oscillator powers vs. dom-
inant operating frequencies.
quencies for these four modes can be determined using the frequency histograms discussed
next.
The two dominant peaks in the LBO frequency histogram (Fig. 5.33a) are simply due to
the gradual transition in the π-mode operating frequency with changes in the magnetic field
(Fig. 5.32a), which was likely related to the SBO transition from 1.970 GHz to 2.02 GHz.
The competing frequencies near 1.04 GHz are consistent with the parasitic chamber mode
identified in § 3.3.1. The SBO frequency histogram in Fig. 5.33b confirms the presence of
four frequencies. Three manifest as dominant peaks (1.95 GHz, 1.97 GHz, and 2.02 GHz),
and the fourth has a spread of frequencies between 2 GHz and 2.01 GHz.
The relation between operating power and dominant frequency is shown in Fig. 5.34.
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(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.














(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.









































(c) Voltage at time of LBO start and peak power.











































(d) Voltage at time of SBO start and peak power.
Figure 5.35: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Electrical characteristics vs.
magnetic field.
For the LBO, Fig. 5.34a shows no significant difference between the powers produced
by the different π-mode frequencies despite evidence of SBO influence on LBO operation
(where the LBO π-mode frequency changed slighly when the SBO operating mode shifted).
The same cannot be said of the SBO in Fig. 5.34b, which clearly shows the 1.97 GHz mode
producing the highest power (on average), followed by the 2.02 GHz mode (albeit with
significant variation in power), followed by the few shots exhibiting dominant operation
close to 1.95 GHz. Given the similarities in SBO operation between this configuration
and the results from both simulations and experiment for the isolated SBO configuration,
it appears that the 1.955 GHz, 2.00 GHz, and 2.02 GHz modes correspond to the 6π/8-
mode, 7π/8-mode, and π-mode, respectively. Discussion of the origin of the 1.97 GHz
mode, which was observed as neither a dominant nor a competing mode in the isolated
SBO configuration, is left to the Additional Analysis section.
Electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.35. With the exception of the lowest and
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highest magnetic fields tested, the currents shown in Fig. 5.35a exhibit excellent shot-to-
shot consistency. The gradual reduction in current vs. magnetic field was consistent with
expectations. This outcome was also reflected in the impedances shown in Fig. 5.35b. The
results show that the MFRPM was nearly perfectly matched to the 100–150 Ω specification
for MELBA-C in B > 0.18 T, which includes the region of optimal operation. Shot-to-
shot impedance variability was exceptionally low, and the scaling with magnetic field was
smooth and consistent with expectations.
The start and peak power voltages for the LBO are shown in Fig. 5.35c. Both quanti-
ties exhibit two clearly defined linear regions which, as discussed previously, suggest two
different modes of operation or a transition from operation during the voltage rise to opera-
tion during the flat-top portion of the voltage pulse. Given the appreciable powers observed
from the LBO over the range of magnetic fields tested, and given the proximity of the range
of observed dominant frequencies to the π-mode frequencies observed in the experiment
and in the isolated LBO experimental configuration, it is unlikely that a transition to the
5π/6-mode occurred in this data set. Low power production by the LBO operating in the
5π/6-mode was demonstrated in both simulation and in the isolated LBO experimental
configuration. Instead, it appears that the SBO transition from the 1.97 GHz mode to the
2.02 GHz mode affected the synchronous velocity of the LBO π-mode, which is reason-
able given the change in the dominant LBO frequency from approximately 0.984 GHz to
0.989 GHz. From the discussion in § 2.2, a change in frequency necessitates a change in
synchronous velocity for dispersive structures, which includes planar cavity arrays, so this
result supports the interpretation that the LBO π-mode underwent a change in coupling to
the SBO, which slightly modified the LBO π-mode frequency. While this is a possible
explanation for the shift in the LBO π-mode frequency, it should be noted that the SBO
frequency transition was sharper than the LBO frequency transition, which suggests that
other factors were also involved.
For the SBO, the clear transition in operating frequency illustrated in Fig. 5.32b on
page 107 is also reflected in Fig. 5.35d. The trends are similar to those observed for the
LBO, as shown by Fig. 5.35c. A region of transition between the linear scaling for both the
start and peak power voltages inB ' 0.19–0.21 T coincides with the region of transition in
Fig. 5.32b. The peak powers in B ? 0.21 T are constant, suggesting operation during the
flat-top portion of the voltage pulse. However, the start voltages (which are lower than the
peak power voltages) continue a linear increase with a different slope than was observed
in B > 0.21 T, which is evidence of transition to a different mode having a different
synchronous velocity.
The energy conversion metrics are shown in Fig. 5.36. Efficiency peaked near 10% in
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(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.













(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.36: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Energy conversion metrics vs.
magnetic field.
the region of optimal operation, and shot-to-shot consistency was acceptable. As with the
powers in Fig. 5.31 on page 106, efficiencies at higher magnetic fields were less consistent.
Figure 5.36b shows total pulse energies vs. magnetic field. It is interesting to note that
the region of B ' 0.14–0.17, which includes most of the region of optimal operation, ex-
hibited nearly constant pulse energies, with an increase over the magnetic field range of
only about 3%. This conflicts with the increase in powers over the same range, where both
oscillators produced 31–35% greater power at the upper end of the magnetic field range
relative to the lower end of the magnetic field range. As with the previous experimental
configurations, the near constant-energy phenomenon is consistent with cathode-plasma
expansion leading to pulse-shortening, as postulated in the literature [104]. However, the
smooth increase in pulse energies at lower magnetic fields up to the peak near B ' 0.17 T
suggests the cause of pulse-shortening may be different in the MFRPM. One possible ex-
planation is oscillation disruption at high powers due to RF-induced cavity plasma forma-
tion, which is discussed in the pulse-shortening imaging section at the end of this chapter.
These data do not conclusively support one pulse-shortening mechanism over the other.
Temporal metrics are illustrated in Fig. 5.37. The approximately constant scaling of
the start and peak power times of the LBO in Fig. 5.37a may appear to be at odds with
the previous discussion of the start and peak power voltages (which did not have a constant
scaling across the entire range of magnetic fields), but the discrepancy is easily explained by
recognizing that the MFRPM generally starts before the MELBA-C voltage pulse reaches
flat-top at lower magnetic fields, and starts during the flat-top at higher magnetic fields.
Thus, the voltage scaling changed with magnetic field, but the scaling of the times with
magnetic field did not.
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(a) LBO microwave start and peak power times.





































(b) SBO microwave start and peak power times.













(c) Absolute time difference |∆t| between oscilla-
tor peak powers vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.37: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Temporal metrics vs. magnetic
field.
The performance of the SBO was slightly different because some changes occurred in
the scaling of the start and peak power times with magnetic field. This change in behavior
at B ' 0.18 T is explained by the fact that the times of SBO operation no longer coincided
with the LBO, which is clearly evident in Fig. 5.37c. Also shown by Fig. 5.37c is the
remarkably small peak power |∆t| in the region of optimal operation, which suggests the
MFRPM operated not as two independent oscillators, but as a coupled system. This obser-
vation reinforces the discussion of the harmonic frequency-locked state in the Additional
Analysis section below. Standard performance metrics for the region of optimal operation
are summarized in Table 5.8 on page 65.
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5.6.2 Additional Analysis


















Figure 5.38: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: LBO dominant frequency and
0.5×SBO dominant frequency vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.38 shows the relation between the LBO and SBO frequencies, with the SBO
frequencies divided by two in the plot for easy comparison. Immediately apparent is the
integer-multiple relation between the dominant LBO frequency and dominant SBO fre-
quency in B ' 0.14–0.18 T, which shows locking between the LBO second harmonic
frequency and the SBO fundamental frequency. In a transition region B ' 0.18–0.22 T,
the SBO switches to operation at 2.02 GHz. In the same transition region, the LBO also
undergoes a change in operating frequency from approximately 0.984 GHz to a new consis-
tent, higher frequency near 0.990 GHz, but far less abrupt. Considering the exceptionally
low peak power |∆t| shown in Fig. 5.37c, the MFRPM evidently operated as a single device
with both oscillators in a state of harmonic frequency-locked operation inB ' 0.14–0.18 T.
This condition was dominant throughout the region of optimal operation.
The complete absence of the locked 1.970 GHz SBO frequency in both simulations and
shots obtained using the isolated SBO configuration makes identification of the 1.970 GHz
mode particularly difficult. If there existed a resonant mode at 1.970 GHz capable of pro-
ducing the high powers observed in this data set, it should have been observed in a shot
such as 14970, which was shown in Fig. 5.17 on page 89 and previously discussed in § 5.4.
Despite the uncertainty in the identity of the 1.970 GHz SBO mode, it must have π-mode-
like fields at the microwave extractor due to the high powers generated by the oscillator.
The odd modes, such as the 5π/6-mode for the LBO and the 7π/8-mode for the SBO, have
zero phase advance per vane at the extractor, and therefore couple very poorly to the output.
This assertion is supported by both simulations and the previously discussed experimental
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configurations. High SBO powers therefore constitute strong evidence that the 1.970 GHz
mode must be either the 6π/8-mode or π-mode pulled to the second frequency harmonic
of the LBO π-mode in the locked state. Notably, the LBO π-mode frequency in the locked
state was approximately 0.984 GHz, which is very close to the free-running 0.986 GHz
π-mode frequency, meaning it had a far greater effect on the operation of the SBO than
the SBO had on the LBO. An alternate possibility is that a new mode supported by the
SBO was introduced by replacing the smooth drift section with the LBO in the MFRPM
configuration, but no evidence for such a mode was found in either cold- or hot-tube simu-
lations. Instead, these data support the existence of the same modes observed in the isolated
configurations with minor changes in frequency.
Harmonic frequency-locking between the SBO 6π/8-mode and LBO π-mode second
frequency harmonic was demonstrated in § 5.5 using the nonuniform magnetic field. How-
ever, in that configuration, the 6π/8-mode manifested exclusively as a competing mode
to the more dominant 7π/8-mode and π-mode, and a cursory comparison of the standard
metric plots clearly shows that the nonuniform magnetic field drastically affected operation
of the MFRPM. Any direct comparison between § 5.5 and the present configuration would
therefore be premature, but those results proved that the SBO was capable of supporting
oscillation at the second frequency harmonic of the dominant LBO frequency, and that the
SBO mode in question was likely the 6π/8-mode.
Further evidence supporting the SBO 6π/8-mode as the locked mode can be found in
the quality factors from the cold test discussed in § 4.1.3. While the hot Q-factors are
not exactly known, it is very likely that the loaded Q of the SBO π-mode was too high,
and the frequency difference between the SBO π-mode and the LBO second frequency
harmonic too great, to support locking of the SBO π-mode off-resonance at 1.97 GHz.
By constrast, the Q of the 6π/8-mode appeared to be lower in the cold test, and its free-
running frequency was much closer to the second LBO frequency harmonic. Considering
the analogous behavior to the previously discussed results from the nonuniform magnetic
field configuration and the likely suitable locking conditions of the 6π/8-mode free-running
frequency and Q-factor, the 1.97 GHz locked mode was most likely the 6π/8-mode.
Evidently, the MFRPM demonstrated consistent, harmonic frequency-locked operation
as a single device, with both oscillators producing peak output power nearly simultane-
ously within experimental uncertainty. The remaining question of relative phase needed
to be answered to fully characterize the locked state as one of frequency-locked operation,
wherein the relative phase between the oscillators was randomly selected on a shot-to-shot
basis, or whether phase-locking occurred, wherein a consistent, repeatable phase difference
between the oscillators was observed for each shot.
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The procedure used to conduct the phase analysis was described earlier in § 5.2. To
illustrate and validate the approach, several plots were generated. Figure 5.39 illustrates
the results for an example of a locked shot, with Fig. 5.39a showing the standard shot
plot. The power traces suggest a high degree of mode purity due to the absence of a
beat frequency, and the power for each oscillator peaked nearly simultaneously. The time-
integrated Fourier transforms for the LBO and SBO, shown in Figs. 5.39b and 5.39c, con-
firm the harmonic relation between the frequencies and the absence of competing modes.
To analyze the relative phase difference between the oscillators, a processing time window
was determined during which both oscillators were operating at powers ≥ 67% of their re-
spective peak powers. This temporal window forms the horizontal axis limits of Figs. 5.39d
and 5.39e, with the former showing the splined and filtered RF voltage traces for the oscil-
lators, and the latter showing the relative phase difference after extracting, processing, and
filtering the phases from the Hilbert transform.
To aggregate the results from the individual shots, a metric was needed to determine
a representative number for the phase difference over the course of the processing win-
dows, and to quantify the degree of “lockedness,” since not all shots with nonzero temporal
processing windows demonstrated locked operation. The representative phase difference
∆φ of a shot was defined as the mean of the values of the phase difference ∆φ within the
processing window. A measure of “lockedness” for each shot was defined as the standard
deviation σ∆φ of the phase difference ∆φ in the respective processing windows of the shots.
To avoid confusion between this quantity and standard deviations obtained for other plotted
quantities, the standard deviation of the relative phase difference in the temporal processing
window, σ∆φ, is termed the phase variation.
If a shot had a temporal processing window width less than 5 ns, it was not consid-
ered in the phase analysis because very small windows almost always appear locked. The
“locked” description is not meaningful over these small timescales, and in most of these
instances, the MFRPM failed to operate as a single device because the oscillators behaved
independently, with peak power production at very different times (hence the small tempo-
ral processing window).
Figure 5.40 shows several plots of the representative phase differences ∆φ vs. magnetic
field. To ensure the digital filtering and processing of the phase was performing as intended,
artificial phase shifts were introduced to the LBO signal. These shifts were produced by
shifting the signal by a specific time relative to the SBO signal. Shifts of approximately
45◦, 90◦, and 180◦ were used to produce the plots shown in Figs. 5.40b–5.40d. The shifts
were approximate because they were determined from fractions of a period of a 1 GHz
signal, which does not exactly correspond to the LBO frequency. Nonetheless, the plots
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(a) Plot of voltage, current, and RF power.



















Shot 14588: LBO FFT
(b) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the LBO
RF voltage signal.



















Shot 14588: SBO FFT
(c) Time-integrated Fourier transform of the SBO
RF voltage signal.

















(d) Splined and filtered RF voltage traces from
both oscillators in the high-power time window.









(e) Phase difference ∆φ between the oscillators in
the high-power time window.
Figure 5.39: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Analysis of shot 14588.
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show the processor was operating as intended. From the discussion in § 5.2, the phase
difference ∆φ was obtained by subtracting the LBO phase from the SBO phase. Note
that, prior to the subtraction, the LBO phase was multiplied by two prior to the modulo
360 operation in order to obtain unique phase differences per LBO cycle. The expectation
based on this processing method was that a 45◦ shift in the LBO phase should produce a 90◦
phase difference. Figure 5.40b confirms this expectation. In the plot, values that dropped
below 0◦ due to the phase shift are wrapped to the negative value plus 360, then reflected
about 180, as expected. Similarly, a 90◦ shift should appear as a 180◦ change in the plot, or
a mirroring of the values about 180◦. This is clearly the case in Fig. 5.40c. Finally, a 180◦
shift in the raw LBO signal should appear as a 360◦ shift in ∆φ, which should produce
an identical result to the unshifted values. Figure 5.40d confirms that the original plot is
nearly perfectly recovered. Minor differences are due to the aforementioned imperfection
in the assumption of a 1 GHz signal to produce the desired shifts.
Phase analysis results for the MFRPM are shown in Fig. 5.41. To better understand the
trends and stability of the locked states in Fig. 5.40a, Figs. 5.41a and 5.41b were produced.
Each point and error bar was computed using the method outlined in § 5.2. For Fig. 5.41a,
a single point represents a collection of eight shots, with the plotted value corresponding
to the mean value of ∆φ for those shots eight, and the error bars representing the standard
deviation of ∆φ for those eight shots. Similarly, for Fig. 5.41b, each point again represents
a collection of eight shots, but the plotted value corresponds to the mean of the phase
variation σ∆φ for those eight shots, and the error bars represent the standard deviation of
σ∆φ for those eight shots.
Figure 5.41a reveals a clear trend in the phase difference between the oscillators, and it
is evident that relative phase selected by the MFRPM was not random. Instead, the prefer-
entially selected phase difference of the locked state was a function of the magnetic field,
provided that a shot occurred in the range of B ' 0.12–0.19 T where harmonic frequency-
locking occurred. The magnetic field exhibiting the greatest shot-to-shot consistency in the
representative phase difference ∆φ corresponded exactly to the magnetic field exhibiting
the highest peak powers observed in Fig. 5.31 on page 106, indicating superior consistency
at the point of optimal operation.
Since the error bars of Fig. 5.41a only communicate the shot-to-shot consistency of the
representative phase difference ∆φ, the second plot (Fig. 5.41b) was needed to understand
how much the phase difference varied during the temporal processing windows. The results
corroborate the observation of consistent operation at the point of optimal operation, with
the average variation in the phase not exceeding approximately 10◦. This condition meets
the standard for strict frequency-locking utilized in similar studies appearing in the litera-
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(a) Mean phase differences ∆φ vs. magnetic field
with zero phase shift.














(b) Mean phase differences ∆φ vs. magnetic field
with 45◦ phase shift.














(c) Mean phase differences ∆φ vs. magnetic field
with 90◦ phase shift.














(d) Mean phase differences ∆φ vs. magnetic field
with 180◦ phase shift.
Figure 5.40: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Mean phase differences ∆φ vs.
magnetic field for a variety of phase shifts applied to the LBO RF voltage signal.
ture [13, 40]. Thus, the MFRPM conclusively demonstrated repeatable frequency-locked
operation and preferential phase selection as a function of magnetic field. Because there
was an approximately 17◦ shot-to-shot variation in the selected phase difference at constant
magnetic field, this does not meet the strict accepted phase-locking criterion of variation
≤ 10◦.
Figure 5.41c shows the phase variation vs. frequency ratio. On initial inspection, it
appears as though several unlocked shots (near f2/f1 = 2.04) underwent locked operation
(a phase variation less than 10 degrees), which should be impossible. However, the rep-
resentative frequencies f1 and f2 for the LBO and SBO used in the plot were determined
from the dominant peak in the time-integrated Fourier transform. A detailed investigation
of those shots revealed that segments did indeed lock, but earlier or later operation occurred
outside the locking window at a different frequency, usually at a lower power, for long du-
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(a) Mean phase differences ∆φ and associated
standard deviations of the means vs. magnetic
field.
















(b) Means and associated standard deviations of
the phase variation σ∆φ vs. magnetic field.
















(c) Phase variation σ∆φ vs. frequency ratio f2/f1.


















(d) Temporal window sizes vs. phase variation
σ∆φ.

















(e) Peak power |∆t| vs. phase variation σ∆φ.
Figure 5.41: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Phase analysis of shots having
temporal windows ≥ 5 ns during which each oscillator produced at least 67% of their
respective peak powers.
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rations leading to larger peaks in the time-integrated Fourier transform. As expected, the
majority of shots with low phase variation occurred at f2/f1 = 2. Again, minor variation
in this ratio near 2 was due to the temporal integration of the Fourier transform.
Further inspection of Fig. 5.41b reveals that locked states were relatively common in
the range of magnetic fields B ' 0.12–0.19 T, provided that the definition of “locked” is
modified to include variations up to 20◦. However, as discussed previously, the strength
of the locked state depends on the duration, with longer locking durations being more
desirable than durations of only a few ns. To determine if locked states occurred over
meaningful durations, a plot of the size of the processing windows vs. phase variation was
generated, which is shown in Fig. 5.41d. In almost all cases, locked states having a phase
variation > 15 degrees persisted for durations of 10–20 ns. Typical pulses had a power full-
width at half-maximum equal to approximately 20 ns, which suggests these data constitute
a significant average locking duration relative to an average microwave pulselength.
The relation between the peak power |∆t| and phase variation σ∆φ is shown in Fig. 5.41e.
Most of the points fall in the bottom-left of the plot, which validates the conclusions from
Fig. 5.37c on page 112. Locked states with small phase variation correlate with minimal
temporal separation in peak power production from the two oscillators.
Approximately 10 shots were conducted in the vicinity of the magnetic field range
yielding peak power production and optimal frequency-locked behavior. The stringent
criterion for phase-locking necessitated the definition of a narrower magnetic field range
than the previously defined region of optimal operation in the Standard Metrics section.
The results of the analysis within this range were shown in Table 5.9 on page 65. Results
are tabulated for the phase difference, phase variation, and processing window duration
as a proxy for the locked duration. To summarize the interpretation of the phase metrics:
1) The phase difference and associated uncertainty reflects the consistency with which the
same phase difference was observed between the oscillators on a shot to shot basis; 2)
The phase variation and associated uncertainty conveys the stability of the locked states,
viz. the variation in the phase difference during the shots’ respective temporal processing
windows and the standard deviation of that variation; and 3) The mean and associated
standard deviation of the temporal processing window size serves as a proxy for the locking
duration. The table results show that even the best operation did not meet the criterion for
phase-locking, but the evidence for preferential selection of a relative phase is compelling.
The change in the phase difference between the oscillators with changes in the magnetic
field suggests the locking mechanism occured through the electron kinetics. If the second
frequency harmonic of the LBO-modulated electron beam provided the coupling between
the LBO and SBO, then changes in the beam velocity should lead to changes in the phase
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difference between the LBO and SBO. The electron beam velocity (and therefore the
transit time of the beam from the LBO, around the cylindrical bend, to the SBO) depends
on the magnetic field because vd ∝ E/B ∝ V/B. Dependence on the magnetic field was
precisely what was observed in the optimal locking region B ' 0.13–0.17 T in Fig. 5.41a.
To summarize the frequency-locking effect, the evidence suggests that excitation of the
6π/8-mode occurred at a frequency off-resonance. The excitation was possibly driven by
the harmonic content of the LBO-modulated electron beam, and the relative phase between
the oscillators was controlled by modifying the transit time of the beam from the LBO to
the SBO using the magnetic field. The comparison between the analytic locking condition
and the experimental results is the subject of the next section.
5.6.3 Comparison with Theory
The harmonic frequency-locked operation can be compared with the theory presented
in § 2.3. From that discussion, the analytic model predicted that locking should occur when
the left-hand side of Eq. 2.23 on page 25, denoted by κ (termed the locking parameter), is
less than some constant C. Furthermore, the free-running power and frequency of both
the LBO and SBO need to be known because the theory evaluates whether the coupled
oscillators, which independently would run at those powers and frequencies, would be
capable of locking.
The power fed from one oscillator to the other is not precisely known because, unlike
previous magnetron locking experiments, the locking in the MFRPM occurs internally,
not through the extractor. The extracted powers must therefore be used as a proxy for
the power fed from one oscillator to the other. Unfortunately, the free-running power of
the SBO 6π/8-mode is also unknown known because, in the isolated configuration, only
a single shot exhibited dominant operation in the 6π/8-mode. A single shot is not suffi-
cient to characterize the power, and it occurred at a magnetic field outside the range where
locking was observed in the present configuration. For these reasons, a strictly valid com-
parison with the experimental theory was not possible with this experimental configuration.
However, an attempted comparison was nonetheless made using the free-running LBO and
SBO frequencies from their respective isolated configurations and the locked powers in
the present configuration. Note that the free-running SBO 6π/8-mode frequency is known
because several shots in the isolated configuration exhibited some mode competition with
that mode.
Using the frequencies from the free-running configurations and the powers from the
present configuration, a comparison with the theory still required a set of shots with the
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SBO operating in the same mode, where some shots were locked, and some were not.
The reason for this requirement is that the theory was derived under the assumption of
single-mode operation, so evaluation of the analytic locking condition using a comparison
between experimental results for locked and unlocked states cannot be performed using a
set of shots operating in different modes. If there was a threshold constant C for which
κ < C corresponded to locked operation, and for which κ > C corresponded to unlocked
operation, then determination of the threshold requires shots in the same mode, some of
which were locked, and some of which were unlocked.
From the discussion of the lowest magnetic fields in Fig. 5.38 on page 113, there ap-
peared to be a set of shots from the present configuration where the SBO operated in the
6π/8-mode and exhibited both locked and unlocked operation. These shots were therefore
appropriate for comparison with the analytic locking criterion. From § 2.3, the locking
parameter κ = |ω2− 2ω1|/(P1/
√
P2). For the comparison, ω1 and ω2 correspond to the re-
spective free-running LBO π-mode and SBO 6π/8-mode frequencies, whereas the powers
P1 and P2 correspond to the extracted microwave powers from the LBO and SBO in the
present configuration.
Figure 5.42 illustrates the comparison between the theory and the experiment. The
first plot in Fig. 5.42a shows the phase variation vs. the locking parameter κ. The phase
variation, which was defined in the previous section, is a measure of locking quality. Those
shots having σ∆φ > 10 exhibit strong locking. As described previously, the quantity σ∆φ
is defined only for shots having a nonzero temporal processing window, which was used
for the phase analysis. Unlocked shots that were excluded from the phase analysis were
therefore included at the top of Figs. 5.42a and 5.42b, a region indicative of an unlocked
state (corresponding to large σ∆φ).
Good agreement with theory would manifest as a cluster of points in the lower-left and
upper-right of Fig. 5.42a. The lower-left region should correspond to locked shots having
a small phase variation σ∆φ and a locking parameter κ that is smaller than some constant.
The upper-right region should correspond to unlocked shots having a large phase variation
σ∆φ and a locking parameter κ that is larger than the same constant. While the results
do suggest a weak trend in which larger phase uncertainties correlate with larger κ, there
are several shots that deviate from the trend. Specifically, some unlocked shots should be
locked due to their small κ, and some locked shots should be unlocked due to their large
κ. Furthermore, there does not appear to be a clear transition point κ = C below which
locking occurs, and above which locking does not occur. However, despite the deviations
from expectations, these results do not appear to conclusively invalidate the analytic model.
Figure 5.42b shows the phase variation vs. the dominant SBO frequency. Most shots
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(a) Phase variation σ∆φ vs. locking parameter κ.
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(b) Phase variation σ∆φ vs. SBO dominant fre-
quency.
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(c) Locking parameter κ vs. SBO dominant fre-
quency.
Figure 5.42: Comparison between operation metrics and the analytic locking condition.
fell between 1.965–1.975 GHz. However, a few shots fell near 1.955 GHz, which appeared
to be close to the free-running SBO 6π/8-mode. The expectation was that these shots
would be clearly unlocked. Of the seven shots near the free-running frequency, two fell
under the approximate threshold for strong locking, where σ∆φ > 10. This outcome was
particularly surprising given the results of Fig. 5.42c, which shows that these near-free-
running frequencies correspond to larger values for κ relative to the average κ associated
with locked shots. These ususual shots corresponded to instances where the SBO exhibited
locked operation during part of the pulse, and unlocked operation during a different part of
the pulse. The time-integrated FFT was not restricted to the locked portion only, which is
why these frequency metrics appeared to show locking for two cases where the frequencies
did not appear to exhibit a harmonic relation.
As previously stated, a strictly valid comparison with the analytic theory should use the
power fed between the oscillators. However, determination of those powers is functionally
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impossible and further confounded by the beam kinetics, which likely modify the degree
of coupling between the structures as the magnetic field is changed. The reasoning for
this assertion is that higher magnetic fields, which correspond to a slower electron drift
velocity, allow greater time for electrostatic forces to demodulate the electron beam as it
circulates from the LBO to the SBO. Yet another confounding factor is the dependence of
the beam interaction efficiency on magnetic field. Finally, the Q-factors could be different
for the isolated LBO and SBO configurations relative to the MFRPM. These results and the
aforementioned considerations mean a compelling statement cannot be made regarding the
agreement or disagreement between these data and the analytic theory. Adequate validation
or invalidation would require a controlled experiment specifically designed for such testing.
5.6.4 Comparison with Simulation
As described in § 3.3.2, three simulation configurations were run over a range of mag-
netic fields to model the MFRPM. These sets varied the applied DC voltage and the elec-
tron emission area. Specifically, two DC voltage excitation models were used: Dynamic
Voltage (DV) and Constant Voltage (CV). The DV model allows the voltage to vary with
changes in magnetron impedance, which depends on the operating mode and magnetic
field, among other factors. The CV model eliminates the applied voltage as a variable by
using a feedback function to apply a constant voltage regardless of changes in magnetron
impedance. The different emission areas included a Limited Emission (LE) model, which
duplicated the experimental configuration of electron emission from 10% of the cathode
area, and a Full Emission (FE) model, which emits from the full cathode area.
Figure 5.43 compares the individual oscillator performance metrics from simulations
and the experiment. Figures 5.43a and 5.43b show the powers for the LBO and SBO,
respectively. No single set of simulations accurately duplicated the experimentally ob-
served powers over the tested range of magnetic fields. For the LBO, both DV models
qualitatively reproduced the experimentally observed reduction in microwave power at low
magnetic fields relative to the peak output powers, which should be the case as the mag-
netron impedance is reduced due to the reduction in applied magnetic field. The CV model
does not reproduce this behavior because the DC excitation magnitude was increased at
low magnetic fields to maintain the intended voltage despite the high currents pulled by the
magnetron, hence the unrealistically high output powers. Experimentally observed powers
lay between the simulation results for the LE and FE configurations using the DV excita-
tion, suggesting the existence of an “experimentally equivalent” emission area that would
bring simulated powers into closer agreement with the experiment. However, because the
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(a) LBO powers vs. magnetic field.
























(b) SBO powers vs. magnetic field.






















(c) LBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















(d) SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.43: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Individual oscillator perfor-
mance comparison between simulation and experiment.
simulated currents did not increase linearly with the increase in emission area, it is difficult
to predict what simulated emission area would yield the best agreement with the experi-
ment. In all simulation sets, extreme dips in the LBO powers at some magnetic fields were
due to cases exhibiting extreme mode competition or operation in the 5π/6-mode.
As with the LBO, the SBO power comparison plot shown in Fig. 5.43b reveals generally
poor agreement. Qualitatively, the best simulation set used the DV excitation and LE for
the cathode area. With the exception of the lowest simulated magnetic field, the trend in
microwave powers for the DV+LE model over the range of magnetic fields was reasonably
close to the experimentally observed trend. However, unlike the LBO, simply increasing
the emission area did not bring the results into closer agreement with experiment. Both FE
sets did yield higher output powers, but in some cases, these were less than one-third of the
powers observed in the experiment. As with the LBO, the dips in simulated SBO powers
were a result of mode competition or operation in the 7π/8-mode.
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(a) Currents vs. magnetic field.


















(b) Impedances vs. magnetic field.


















(c) Efficiencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 5.44: Standard Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Overall MFRPM performance
comparison between simulation and experiment.
Figures 5.43c and 5.43d compare the dominant frequencies observed in simulation and
experiment for the LBO and SBO, respectively. Predicted frequencies for the LBO exhib-
ited good agreement, though at low magnetic fields, the FE sets suffered mode competition
or slight π-mode frequency variation that was not observed in the experiment. Generally,
with the exception of one simulation that operated in the 5π/6-mode, the LE set yielded
a consistent and stable frequency that changed little with magnetic field, a result that is
supported by the experiment.
Unlike the LBO, the results for the SBO shown in Fig. 5.43d did not exhibit good agree-
ment. In nearly all simulations, the π-mode was the preferred operating state. Harmonic
frequency-locking was never achieved in any simulation. A few simulations exhibited op-
eration at a non-π-mode frequency, but all cases were instances of mode competition with,
or operation in, the 7π/8-mode. As has been discussed at length, the 7π/8-mode couples
poorly to the microwave extractor, which leads to very low output power. It is therefore
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very unlikely that the experimentally observed harmonic frequency-locked SBO mode was
the 7π/8-mode despite the closer agreement between the simulated 7π/8-mode frequency
and experiment vs. the simulated π-mode frequency and experiment. From the discussion
in Appendix B, fully converged simulations were infeasible, so all simulated SBO frequen-
cies were lower by approximately 20 MHz than would be the case if full convergence was
achieved. Therefore, the apparently close agreement between the simulated 7π/8-mode
frequency and the experimentally observed locked SBO frequency is misleading. While
the experimentally observed frequency-locked mode was likely the 6π/8-mode, the ab-
sence of any frequency-locked behavior eliminates simulation results from assisting in the
identification of the locked state (apart from ruling out the 7π/8-mode).
Figure 5.44 compares simulation results to the experiment for metrics describing the
MFRPM as a whole. Currents and impedances are compared in Figs. 5.44a and 5.44b,
respectively. The best agreement was obtained using the DV excitation model and the
FE cathode area. Figure 5.44c compares simulated and experimental efficiencies. Again,
the simulation set using the DV excitation model and the LE cathode area yielded the
best agreement, with the exception of two simulations that experienced significant mode
competition or operation in one of the odd modes (LBO 5π/6-mode or SBO 7π/8-mode).
5.7 Impact of Magnetic Field Optimization
The impact of the magnetic field optimization for uniformity was significant for all in-
vestigated operating metrics. Optimization of the field yielded higher powers with greater
consistency, a reduction in shot-to-shot variation in frequencies, and higher efficiencies.
Additionally, the harmonic frequency-locking effect between the competing mode on the
SBO and the dominant LBO mode in the nonuniform magnetic field configuration was
stabilized and became the dominant operating state in the uniform magnetic field configu-
ration.
Table 5.10 on page 66 compares metrics for individual oscillators, and includes the re-
sults from the isolated oscillator configurations. All comparisons utilize results from the
regions of optimal operation for each configuration. Relative to the isolated oscillator con-
figuration, the LBO appeared to be largely unaffected by the presence of the SBO in the
MFRPM configuration with the uniform magnetic field. Outside of harmonic frequency-
locked operation, the LBO π-mode frequency shifted only slightly, and relative to the iso-
lated LBO configuration (in the same range of magnetic fields that produced locked oper-
ation in the MFRPM), the LBO frequency was nearly identical. The same cannot be said
of the SBO, which suffered a 28% power reduction from the isolated configuration. It is
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possible that this is due to the different operating mode because the 6π/8-mode should
have a lower electronic efficiency relative to the π-mode. Shot-to-shot variation in the SBO
operating frequency was reduced by a factor of 2. The LBO saw a similar reduction in
shot-to-shot frequency variation by a factor of 3.
Table 5.11 on page 66 compares metrics for the MFRPM operating as a whole. The
magnetic field optimization produced a 48% improvement of the total power, a 60% reduc-
tion in shot-to-shot variation, and a 250% improvement in total efficiency. The optimiza-
tion also brought the MFRPM into the specified impedance range for MELBA-C. Finally,
the improved magnetic field led to the MFRPM operating as a single unit during locked
operation, bringing the peak power |∆t| to less than 5 ns.
5.8 Pulse-Shortening Analysis
This section discusses a series of shots conducted to image plasma-related microwave
pulse-shortening in the MFRPM anodes. While these results are preliminary and tangen-
tially related to this dissertation, the findings may explain some of the observations both
this and the next chapter. Note that, as outlined in § 4.6 of Chapter 4, the imaging config-
uration differed from all the other configurations used for this dissertation in that it lacked
power extraction. This was necessary to enable axial imaging of the anodes.
Two data sets were acquired using the isolated LBO and SBO configurations. Each
set first imaged the anodes using an SLR camera to obtain time-integrated photographs at
different magnetic fields of interest, which were determined from the analysis earlier in
this chapter (e.g., a field that produced optimal operation for a given anode, or a field that
produced lower power due to operation in a different mode). After the SLR images were
acquired, the process was repeated using the fast framing camera with exposures ranging
from 25 ns to 250 ns.
Figure 5.45 shows some SLR photographs obtained using the isolated SBO configura-
tion. The baseline image (Fig. 5.45a) shows the location of the SBO for context relative to
the shot image (Fig. 5.45b). The image shows clear evidence of plasma on the surface of
the MCC-2 cathode, as well as plasma in the cavities of the SWS. The depth of the cavity
plasma appeared to correlate with the simulated relative amplitudes of the cavity electric
fields for the SBO π-mode, which are shown in Figs. 5.45c and 5.45d. Note the profile
across the structure, where the highest fields reside in the center cavities, and the lowest
fields reside in the end cavities. The plasma in the SLR images and the observed microwave
frequencies depended on the magnetic field, which was expected as the operating mode
changed. The π-mode, which had an unloaded frequency of approximately 2.03 GHz, was
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(a) SLR baseline photograph.
(b) SLR photograph of shot 15023.
(c) HFSS simulated SBO π-mode RF electric field.
(d) MAGIC simulated SBO π-mode RF electric field.
Figure 5.45: Comparison between experimental pulse-shortening images and simulated RF
electric fields for the SBO π-mode.
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consistently observed in B > 0.22 T, and had a plasma profile like that of Fig. 5.45b. The
7π/8-mode, which had an unloaded frequency of approximately 2 GHz, was observed in
B < 0.22 T, and had a different plasma profile. The 7π/8-mode plasma profile did not
match as well with cold-tube simulations compared to the π-mode, although some hot-tube
simulations exhibited similar electric field profiles to the experimental 7π/8-mode plasma
observations.
Figure 5.46 shows an example of the images obtained using the isolated LBO config-
uration and the fast framing camera. For this shot, the exposures were 50 ns. Early in the
shot, plasma formed on the surface of the cathode, which persisted through the remainder
of the pulse. The plasma can be seen on the left side of Fig. 5.46b, where the bright red
outlines the surface of the cathode bars. This frame did not indicate the presence of plasma
on the anode, which is outlined in yellow, despite being in the middle of the microwave
pulse shown by Fig. 5.46a. The next frame occurs during the onset of microwave pulse-
shortening, which is clearly shown in Fig. 5.46c. The camera image (Fig. 5.46d) indicates
that plasma had begun to form in the cavities (shown by the red circle), which suggests a
correlation between microwave pulse-shortening and cavity plasma formation. The cavity
plasma persists (Fig. 5.46f) after the microwave pulse extinguished (Fig. 5.46e). Due to the
angle of the images, it is difficult to make any definitive statements about the expansion of
cathode plasma into the AK gap.
While these results are still the subject of ongoing analysis, the presence of cavity
plasma was a surprising result that may explain microwave pulse-shortening under some
circumstances in the MFRPM. Despite these experiments being conducted using an un-
loaded configuration, it is conceivable that cavity plasma forms in the MFRPM when high
microwave powers are observed because simulations suggested the cavity fields remain
high due to the relatively low power extracted from the anode structures by the axial ex-
tractors, as indicated by their relatively high Q-factors. Cavity breakdown is known to
occur in magnetrons extracting powers > 2 GW [105]. However, at lower powers (such as
those observed using a de-tuned electron beam velocity for a given mode), the widely ac-
cepted explanation of cathode plasma expansion from the velvet emitters remains the best
explanation [17, 104, 105, 112].
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(a) Frame 2: Mid-pulse microwave amplitudes. (b) Frame 2: Camera image showing formation of
cathode plasma.
(c) Frame 3: Microwave amplitudes at onset of
pulse-shortening.
(d) Frame 3: Camera image showing first cav-
ity plasma formation in red circle during onset of
pulse-shortening.
(e) Frame 4: Extinguished microwave pulse. (f) Frame 4: Camera image showing persistent
cavity plasma in red circle.
Figure 5.46: Microwave amplitudes and corresponding colorized fast framing camera im-
ages during shot 15104. Images were provided by Dr. Nick Jordan.
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CHAPTER 6
Experimental Results for the Taper Load
This chapter reports the results and analysis of shots conducted using the waveguide
taper load described in § 4.5.2. Two MFRPM configurations were tested. The first used a
nonuniform axial magnetic field, and the second used a magnetic field that was optimized
for uniformity throughout the MFRPM. The different magnetic field configurations were
described in §§ 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
The chapter begins with a Summary of Findings section, which contains all the results
tables that summarize the notable aspects of operation. Brief comments accompany each
table to provide context and condense the table results into the most important points. The
choice of plotted parameters, method of visualization, and structure of result discussion
were addressed in § 5.2 in the preceding chapter. However, configuration differences and
emphasis on the analysis of frequency harmonics necessarily modify how the metrics are
interpreted, and the following Operation Metrics section of this chapter addresses these
differences. That section is followed by the experimental results for the aforementioned
configurations, and a discussion of the effects of the magnetic field optimization on opera-
tion concludes the chapter.
6.1 Summary of Findings
6.1.1 MFRPM with Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the MFRPM with the taper load and nonuniform magnetic field produced
four tables for two regions of operation and a separate analysis of the SBO 6π/8-mode. Ta-
ble 6.1 (the first region) shows the performance of the fundamental modes nearB = 0.17 T,
as well as the MFRPM as a whole. The LBO operated in the π-mode, and SBO was a mix
between the π-mode and the 6π/8-mode. The 6π/8-mode frequency was a harmonic of the
dominant LBO fundamental mode, suggesting some operation in a harmonic frequency-
locked state. The SBO 6π/8-mode power was 28% lower than the SBO π-mode power,
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which was the same reduction seen in Chapter 5. Shots exhibited high variability in power
and moderate variability in frequency. The LBO frequency was strongly affected (specif-
ically, reduced from the typical 0.980–0.985 GHz to 0.969 GHz) by the presence of the
waveguide taper load. Table 6.2 shows the performance of the LBO harmonics in this re-
gion. The second harmonic powers were ' 200 kW, and the fourth harmonic powers were
' 10 kW.
Table 6.3 (the second region) shows the performance of the fundamental modes in the
region of optimal operation in B = 0.22–0.23 T. The optimal magnetic field was 0.23 T.
Both oscillators operated in the π-mode. There was moderate variability in the powers and
frequencies. There was some harmonic correlation between the competing frequencies on
the oscillators, but no dominant, harmonic frequency-locked operation was observed. Ta-
ble 6.4 shows the performance of the LBO harmonics in this region. The second harmonic
powers were ' 300 kW, and the fourth harmonic powers were ' 4 kW.
Consistent, dominant SBO 6π/8-mode operation was observed in B = 0.13–0.17 T,
which enabled accurate determination of the frequency and power. Table 6.5 shows the
results. The average frequency for the SBO 6π/8-mode (1.945 GHz) was near the free-
running 6π/8-mode frequency from Chapter 5 (1.94 GHz).
In general, analysis of this configuration provided further evidence of coupling be-
tween the LBO π-mode (and possibly the 5π/6-mode) and the SBO 6π/8-mode. In addi-
tion, high-power operation of the LBO at its fundamental frequencies correlated with lower
power generated at its harmonic frequencies.
Table 6.1: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
near 0.17 T.
LBO π-Mode Power: 24 ± 6 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.969 ± 0.003 GHz
SBO π-Mode Power: 7 ± 2 MW
SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.019 ± 0.004 GHz
SBO 6π/8-Mode Power: 5 ± 1 MW
SBO 6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.937 ± 0.007 GHz
Total Power: 26 ± 7 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 52 ± 25 ns
Impedance: 114 ± 15 Ω
Efficiency: 5 ± 2 %
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Table 6.2: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
near 0.17 T for the LBO harmonics.
LBO Second Harmonic Power: 218 ± 65 kW
LBO Second Harmonic Frequency: 1.986 ± 0.038 GHz
LBO Fourth Harmonic Power: 13 ± 5 kW
LBO Fourth Harmonic Frequency: 3.913 ± 0.052 GHz
Table 6.3: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
in the region of optimal operation in B = 0.22–0.23 T.
LBO π-Mode Power: 28 ± 5 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.972 ± 0.002 GHz
SBO π-Mode Power: 11 ± 3 MW
SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.021 ± 0.005 GHz
Total Power: 32 ± 7 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 27 ± 12 ns
Impedance: 206 ± 15 Ω
Efficiency: 9 ± 2 %
Table 6.4: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
for the LBO harmonics in the region of optimal operation in B = 0.22–0.23 T.
LBO Second Harmonic Power: 291 ± 143 kW
LBO Second Harmonic Frequency: 1.986 ± 0.041 GHz
LBO Fourth Harmonic Power: 4 ± 2 kW
LBO Fourth Harmonic Frequency: 4.009 ± 0.022 GHz
Table 6.5: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
for the SBO 6π/8-mode in B = 0.13–0.17 T.
6π/8-Mode Power: 5 ± 1 MW
6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.945 ± 0.009 GHz
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6.1.2 MFRPM with Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field
Analysis of the MFRPM with the taper load and uniform magnetic field produced two
tables for the region of optimal operation, which occurred near 0.17 T. Table 6.6 sum-
marizes the results for the fundamental modes of the individual oscillators, as well as the
MFRPM as a whole. Harmonic frequency-locked operation was observed between the
LBO first, second, and fourth harmonics frequencies, and the SBO fundamental frequency.
The LBO operated in the π-mode, and the SBO operated in the 6π/8-mode. The harmonic
frequency-locked state was associated with reductions in the variability of both power and
frequency, and the MFRPM operated more like a single device due to the low time de-
lay between peak powers from each oscillator. Microwave pulse-shortening in the LBO
reduced some of the effect of the waveguide taper load on the operating frequency. The
analysis also suggested the SBO affects the LBO second frequency harmonic.
Table 6.7 shows the performance of the LBO harmonics. The second harmonic powers
were ' 180 kW, and the fourth harmonic powers were ' 5 kW. The highest LBO second
harmonic powers were produced at the same frequency as the free-running SBO 6π/8-
mode, and occurred when the SBO competing mode corresponded to the same.
Table 6.6: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
near 0.17 T.
LBO π-Mode Power: 39 ± 4 MW
LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.980 ± 0.003 GHz
SBO 6π/8-Mode Power: 10 ± 2 MW
SBO 6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.969 ± 0.003 GHz
Total Power: 47 ± 4 MW
Peak Power |∆t|: 10 ± 8 ns
Impedance: 132 ± 15 Ω
Efficiency: 12 ± 1 %
Table 6.7: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Summarized performance metrics
near 0.17 T for the LBO harmonics.
LBO Second Harmonic Power: 178 ± 60 kW
LBO Second Harmonic Frequency: 1.962 ± 0.013 GHz
LBO Fourth Harmonic Power: 5 ± 1 kW
LBO Fourth Harmonic Frequency: 3.916 ± 0.018 GHz
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6.1.3 Comparison of Metrics
Three tables compare the operation of the MFRPM and the LBO frequency harmonics
using the uniform and nonuniform magnetic fields. All metrics were taken from the regions
of optimal operation for the respective configurations.
Table 6.8 compares the performance metrics for the individual oscillators. The LBO
saw a 39% improvement in microwave output power using the uniform magnetic field,
whereas the SBO saw a 9% reduction in microwave output power. This was likely due to
the shift in the SBO operating mode from the π-mode to the harmonic frequency-locked
6π/8-mode. The choice of magnetic field configuration did not substantially change the
variability of the powers and frequencies.
Table 6.9 compares the performance metrics for the MFRPM as a whole. Performance
of the MFRPM was improved by the use of the uniform magnetic field. The total power
increased by 47%, and the time difference between peak powers from the two oscillators
(Peak Power |∆t|) was reduced from 27 ns to 10 ns.
Table 6.10 compares the performance of the LBO frequency harmonics. The second
LBO harmonic power was reduced by 39%, and the fourth harmonic power increased by
25%. However, for both magnetic field configurations, the variability was high.
Table 6.8: Taper Load: Comparison of metrics for individual oscillators.
CONFIGURATION METRIC VALUE STD. DEV. UNITS
Nonunif. B LBO π-Mode Power: 28 ± 5 MW
Unif. B LBO π-Mode Power: 39 ± 4 MW
Nonunif. B LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.972 ± 0.002 GHz
Unif. B LBO π-Mode Frequency: 0.980 ± 0.003 GHz
Nonunif. B SBO π-Mode Power: 11 ± 3 MW
Unif. B SBO 6π/8-Mode Power: 10 ± 2 MW
Nonunif. B SBO π-Mode Frequency: 2.021 ± 0.005 GHz
Unif. B SBO 6π/8-Mode Frequency: 1.969 ± 0.003 GHz
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Table 6.9: Taper Load: Comparison of MFRPM metrics.
CONFIGURATION METRIC VALUE STD. DEV. UNITS
Nonunif. B Total Power: 32 ± 7 MW
Unif. B Total Power: 47 ± 4 MW
Nonunif. B Peak Power |∆t|: 27 ± 12 ns
Unif. B Peak Power |∆t|: 10 ± 8 ns
Nonunif. B Impedance: 206 ± 15 Ω
Unif. B Impedance: 132 ± 15 Ω
Nonunif. B Efficiency: 9 ± 2 %
Unif. B Efficiency: 12 ± 1 %
Table 6.10: Taper Load: Comparison of metrics for the LBO frequency harmonics.
CONFIGURATION METRIC VALUE STD. DEV. UNITS
Nonunif. B LBO Second Harmonic Power: 291 ± 143 kW
Unif. B LBO Second Harmonic Power: 178 ± 60 kW
Nonunif. B LBO Second Harmonic Frequency: 1.986 ± 0.041 GHz
Unif. B LBO Second Harmonic Frequency: 1.962 ± 0.013 GHz
Nonunif. B LBO Fourth Harmonic Power: 4 ± 2 kW
Unif. B LBO Fourth Harmonic Power: 5 ± 1 kW
Nonunif. B LBO Fourth Harmonic Frequency: 4.009 ± 0.022 GHz
Unif. B LBO Fourth Harmonic Frequency: 3.916 ± 0.018 GHz
6.2 Operation Metrics
Like the previous chapter, the presentation and discussion of the results is divided into
two sections: Standard Metrics and Additional Analysis. The standard metrics were shared
diagnostics that were applied to both experimental configurations for later comparison.
However, due to the differences between the present configuration and that of the previ-
ous chapter, the interpretation and meaning of some of the metrics change. Also like the
previous chapter, the Additional Analysis sections include plots and metrics that were spe-
cific to the individual configurations, or discuss operating behavior that was unique to the
shot series. The Additional Analysis sections also discuss the analysis of the frequency
harmonics.
For brevity, much of the analysis from Chapter 5 is either referenced or the conclusions
and interpretations are restated, rather than explained for a second time. An example would
be the analysis and reasoning that supports the conclusion that the 1.04 GHz mode corre-
sponds to the parasitic chamber mode. Whereas the previous chapter described the analysis
of the mode, this chapter includes a reference to the previous analysis and treats the identity
of the mode as an accepted conclusion.
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6.2.1 Standard Metrics
The same plotted quantities were analyzed as those in the previous chapter. These were
common to both experiments conducted in this chapter. The standard metrics include the
following plots: 1) Power vs. Magnetic Field, 2) Frequency vs. Magnetic Field, 3) Fre-
quency Histograms, 4) Power vs. Frequency, 5) Current vs. Magnetic Field, 6) Impedance
vs. Magnetic Field, 7) Start and Peak Power Voltages vs. Magnetic Field, 8) Efficiency
vs. Magnetic Field, 9) Energy vs. Magnetic Field, 10) Start and Peak Power Times vs.
Magnetic Field, and 11) Peak Power |∆t| vs. Magnetic Field.
Although these metrics are the same as those found in the previous chapter, their inter-
pretation changes because of the differences between the configurations. This is because
the LBO waveguide taper load used in the configurations investigated in this chapter re-
flected >99.9% of the power back to the magnetron, which limited the mechanisms for
power dissipation prior to pulse-shortening to ohmic resistance in the circuit and kinetic
losses through acceleration of electrons into the anode. The LBO waveguide taper modifi-
cation therefore constituted an extremely high-Q configuration relative to the standard load
despite good coupling to the microwave extraction assembly. Modification of the oscillator
loaded quality factor QL and load characteristics has a significant impact on the operation
of magnetrons [6, 7, 49, 51, 66, 114, 115]. The consequences of this fact for LBO operation
include artificially higher powers, less informative pulse energies and efficiencies, longer
pulselengths, differences in operating frequencies, and possible changes in current due to
the modified RF voltage amplitudes across the cavities [116]. Because of these differences,
direct comparison with the results of the previous chapter would be unsound.
Despite these caveats, the affected metrics still convey useful information. Powers,
energies, and efficiencies remain useful for comparing the effects of the magnetic field
optimization and understanding the results of the previous pulse-shortening study, and
longer pulselengths can be beneficial for precise frequency identification, especially when
attempting to establish the relation between the frequencies of the fundamental modes and
the harmonics.
6.2.2 Additional Analysis
In addition to any behavior unique to a shot series, the Additional Analysis sections also
discuss the results for the MFRPM harmonics, including the powers, frequencies, and the
relation between the different oscillators. Due to the complexity introduced by having both
dominant and competing frequencies at multiple harmonics for two oscillators, the figures
that present different frequencies include explicit labeling of the oscillator, the approximate
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frequency (1, 2, or 4 GHz), and whether the quantity was competing or dominant. Domi-
nant and competing frequencies are defined as the first- and second-highest peaks near the
frequency of interest (1, 2, or 4 GHz) in the time-integrated Fourier transform of an RF
voltage signal. For clarity, modes near 1 GHz for the LBO are termed the fundamental
modes, which are also called the first harmonics, and those near 2 GHz or 4 GHz are the
second and fourth harmonics, respectively. Similarly, for the SBO, modes having frequen-
cies near 2 GHz are the fundamental modes of the oscillator. Higher frequencies were not
observed for the SBO, so this dissertation contains no discussion of SBO harmonics.
6.3 MFRPM with Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic
Field
This shot series tested the MFRPM using the nonuniform magnetic field described in
§ 4.2.1. The purpose was to obtain the first of two data sets necessary to determine how
the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays impacted operation of the LBO
frequency harmonics. A total of 81 shots were obtained with no MELBA-C self-triggers,
magnet triggering failures, or failed crowbars. The base pressure was 3 µtorr, and the range
of tested magnetic fields was 0.13–0.23 T.
6.3.1 Standard Metrics
As discussed in both the previous chapter and in § 4.2.1, the variation in the magni-
tude of the nonuniform magnetic field along the planar cavity arrays was 40%, with a field





































Figure 6.1: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak microwave output powers
for both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
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maximum in the center of the planar cavity arrays, and a field minimum in the cylindrical
recirculation bends. Differences in the magnitude of the magnetic field led to a large vari-
ation in both the electron hub height and ~E × ~B drift velocity. Thus, the Buneman-Hartree
prediction of the threshold magnetic field for operation was not expected to be supported
by the experiment because the analytic derivation assumed that the magnetic field was uni-
form, which was not the case for the nonuniform experimental magnetic field. In addition,
as previously discussed, changes to the LBO load were also expected to have a consider-
able impact on LBO operation. Considering these different aspects of the configuration,
relative to the results from Chapter 5 for the nonuniform magnetic field, the LBO was ex-
pected to operate differently. By comparison, the SBO was not expected to run differently
compared to the standard load and uniform magnetic field configuration because the load
and magnetic field were not changed.
Figure 6.1 shows the peak microwave output powers from both oscillators vs. magnetic
field. The powers from the SBO were not appreciably different from the results shown by
Fig. 5.21 on page 95 in Chapter 5, as expected. However, the LBO results were indeed
different. Here, the LBO exhibited two magnetic fields at which power was maximized.
The first was at B ' 0.17 T, which was relatively close to the Buneman-Hartree magnetic
field BBH = 0.16 T. This result was surprising for two reasons. First, the experimental
agreement with the Buneman-Hartree condition was good despite experimental violation
of the derivation’s assumption of a uniform magnetic field. Second, a similar peak was not
observed in the analogous configuration found in Chapter 5. This fact implies that the dual-
peak power effect is probably due to the addition of the waveguide taper load. It is unlikely
that the variation in the magnetic field precisely negates the effects from the waveguide
taper load such that the analytic predictions remained accurate.
The second LBO power peak was at B = 0.23 T, which was the experimental magnetic
field limit. In Chapter 5, the LBO also exhibited dual-peak powers in the isolated configu-
ration. However, that configuration used the uniform magnetic field and standard load, so
the analogous behavior was likely due to a different effect. In the case of the isolated LBO
configuration, the reduction in output power was consistent with operation in the 5π/6-
mode. Similar behavior was not observed in the present configuration, as addressed in the
discussion of the frequencies below. It remains possible that the high power at magnetic
fields B > 0.22 T was due to synchronism with the next space harmonic of the π-mode,
also termed the 3π-mode. Periodic peaks in output power with increasing magnetic field
are consistent with synchronism with π-mode space harmonics. However, as was the case
at B = 0.17 T, direct comparison with the theoretically predicted values of the magnetic
fields for these output power peaks would be unsound because the theoretical assumption
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(a) LBO frequencies near 1 GHz vs. magnetic
field.






















































(b) SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.2: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing fre-
quencies of both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
of a uniform magnetic field is significantly violated by the experimental configuration. For
both oscillators, the region of optimal operation lay at the highest magnetic fields tested, a
narrow range between B = 0.22–0.23 T.
Figure 6.2 shows the dominant and competing frequencies of the fundamental modes of
both oscillators vs. magnetic field. The LBO results in Fig. 6.2a were significantly different
compared to the results of Chapter 5. The inclusion of the waveguide tapers, which resulted
in a high-Q configuration, had a stabilizing effect on the frequency. The sensitivity of a
magnetron’s operating frequency to changes in the electrical characteristics of the load is a
well-known phenomenon, and is termed frequency-pulling [6]. Note that frequency-pulling
is not the same as frequency-pushing, also known as beam-loading, which is a different
effect. Nearly all shots oscillated near 0.970 GHz, although at B ? 0.17 T, some shots
occurred at slightly lower frequencies. With one exception, the parasitic chamber mode
was observed only as a competing mode near 1.04 GHz. The frequency of the parasitic
chamber mode was consistent with the results of the previous chapter, which suggests that
it was not affected by the modifications to the LBO load.
SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field are shown by Fig. 6.2b. These results were quali-
tatively similar to the observations from the isolated SBO configuration with the uniform
magnetic field, where both the 7π/8-mode and π-mode were seen at relatively high mag-
netic fields B > 0.2 T. For the present configuration, in the lower range of magnetic fields
B > 0.17 T, the distinction between the 7π/8-mode and the π-mode was less pronounced.
On average, the 2.02 GHz π-mode was the dominant mode, and the 2 GHz 7π/8-mode
was the competing mode. The SBO also demonstrated several instances of both dominant
and competing operation in the 6π/8-mode near 1.94 GHz. In most cases, dominant 6π/8-
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(a) LBO frequency histogram near 1 GHz. (b) SBO frequency histogram.
Figure 6.3: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing fre-
quency histograms for both oscillators.
mode operation occurred at B > 0.17 T, and competing 6π/8-mode operation occurred at
B ? 0.17 T.
Frequency distributions are shown by Fig. 6.3. In the figure, the darker, brown shade
represents overlap between the dominant and competing frequencies. In other words, that
frequency bin had shots that were competing, and shots that were dominant. The bars were
overlaid because the use of separate bars at the same frequency led to plots that were visu-
ally more challenging to interpret. In both cases, the distributions confirm the impressions
given by Fig. 6.2. The LBO results in Fig. 6.3a show the very narrow dominant π-mode
frequency range and competition from the 1.04 GHz parasitic chamber mode. Notably,
there are a few instances of dominant LBO shots occurring at slightly lower frequencies
relative to the large peak. These few instances may correspond to the 5π/6-mode, but the
lack of a discrete peak precludes any conclusive statements.
The SBO results in Fig. 6.3b show that, despite the reduced clarity between the π-mode
and 7π/8-mode due to slight variations in their respective frequencies with magnetic field,
a noticeable peak for the 7π/8-mode exists at 2 GHz that is distinct from the 2.02 GHz π-
mode peak. Relative to both the 7π/8-mode and the π-mode, the 6π/8-mode had a broad
distribution that was comparable to the results for the nonuniform magnetic field discussed
in the previous chapter. However, closer inspection of the distribution for the 6π/8-mode
suggests it actually consists of two overlapping distributions: one for shots where the 6π/8-
mode was the dominant mode, and one for shots where the 6π/8-mode was the competing
mode. Further analysis of this observation occurs in the following Additional Analysis
section.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the relation between the oscillators’ output powers and their re-
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(a) Peak LBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.




















(b) Peak SBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
Figure 6.4: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak oscillator powers vs. domi-
nant operating frequencies.
spective dominant frequencies. As expected from the previous discussion, the results for
the LBO in Fig. 6.4a reveal that most shots occurred near 0.97 GHz and that there was a
significant range of powers produced at that single frequency due to the variation in output
power with magnetic field. Figure 6.4b shows the results for the SBO. Due to the frequency
variation of both the 7π/8-mode and π-mode with magnetic field, it is difficult to make any
definitive statements about the powers of the two modes. However, the histogram results
showed that the 7π/8-mode existed primarily as a competing mode, which explains the ab-
sence of 7π/8-mode frequencies in Fig. 6.4b, which shows only the dominant frequencies.
This result is consistent with the poor coupling between the 7π/8-mode and the microwave
extractor. This configuration also demonstrated a collection of shots operating primarily in
the 6π/8-mode, all of which exhibited lower powers than the π-mode. Further analysis of
6π/8-mode operation can be found in the Additional Analysis section.
Electrical characteristics for the MFRPM are shown by Fig. 6.5. B ' 0.17 T rep-
resented a point of operational transition, which agrees with the results for the power of
the LBO and frequencies of the SBO. The currents at peak power, which are illustrated
in Fig. 6.5a, had approximately consistent means with high variability in B > 0.17 T,
whereas B ? 0.17 T corresponded to a gradual, smooth reduction in drawn current and a
significant reduction in shot-to-shot variability. The results for the impedances in Fig. 6.5b
were analogous. At B > 0.17 T, the impedance at peak power of the MFRPM was, on
average, well-matched to MELBA-C specifications. While this magnetic field range does
include the first power peak for the LBO, the MFRPM did not appear to benefit materially
from the good match to the pulsed power source.
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(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.














(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.









































(c) Voltage at time of LBO start and peak power.











































(d) Voltage at time of SBO start and peak power.
Figure 6.5: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Electrical characteristics vs. mag-
netic field.
Start and peak power voltages for the LBO are shown in Fig. 6.5c. The start voltage
increase was approximately linear with increasing magnetic field, which was the expected
result considering the LBO consistently operated near the same frequency, and therefore
likely operated in the same mode on the majority of shots. While a similar linear scaling
was observed for the LBO peak power voltage, there was considerably greater shot-to-shot
variation, particularly in the range of B > 0.17 T. The lower consistency of the peak power
voltages relative to the start voltages is reasonable when the waveguide taper load is viewed
as a disruptive element. Initially, the influence of the reflected power is low, meaning the
LBO operates somewhat normally during start-up. At peak power production, the reflected
power is nearly equal to the produced power, which explains the variable operation. A
temporal delay is expected before the reflected power disrupts operation because the output
waveguide, acting like a high-Q cavity, takes time to fill with electromagnetic energy. The
fill time is proportional to Q [3], so the high-Q configuration implies a relatively long fill
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(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.












(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.6: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Energy conversion metrics vs.
magnetic field.
time. Further evidence of this effect can be found in Fig. 6.8 on page 148, which will be
discussed later in the Additional Analysis section.
The voltages for the SBO are shown in Fig. 6.5d. Start voltages were approximately lin-
ear, although the region of B > 0.17 T corresponded to higher shot-to-shot variation. This
is not surprising considering the conclusions from Fig. 6.2b on page 141, which revealed
this magnetic field range to be susceptible to mode competition between the 6π/8-mode,
7π/8-mode, and π-mode, with both 6π/8-mode and π-mode frequencies occurring as the
dominant frequencies in roughly equal proportion. Interestingly, the mean peak power volt-
age was approximately constant for the SBO. Near the upper limit of tested magnetic fields,
several shots saw the SBO produce peak power at a lower voltage than the start voltage.
This was due to relatively late peak power production by the SBO. At these late times,
greater diode closure led to higher currents and subsequently lower voltages.
Energy conversion metrics are shown by Fig. 6.6. The efficiencies depicted in Fig. 6.6a
suggest that, under the best circumstances, the MFRPM was as efficient as the best results
observed in Chapter 5. However, this was largely due to the LBO, which effectively had
no microwave load. Similar caveats apply for the pulse energy results in Fig. 6.6b. The
scaling of the efficiency with magnetic field was consistent with expectations based on
the results from the plots of the electrical characteristics in Fig. 6.5 and the microwave
powers in Fig. 6.1 on page 139. The range of magnetic fields B > 0.19 T corresponded
to pulse energies that were approximately 50% greater than at B ? 0.19 T. These results
can be interpreted using the results from the pulse-shortening sections in Chapter 5. In
those cases, high cavity RF fields resulted in plasma formation in the microwave cavities.
Here, it appears that the relatively low peak powers in B > 0.19 T likely failed to generate
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(a) LBO microwave start and peak power times.







































(b) SBO microwave start and peak power times.
















(c) Absolute time difference |∆t| between oscilla-
tor peak powers vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.7: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Temporal metrics vs. magnetic
field.
cavity plasma, which acts as a microwave absorber (or a short, depending on the plasma
density). In the absence of cavity plasma, normal pulse-shortening due to cathode plasma
expansion led to the cessation of constant power production, but oscillations continued
to be detected for a long duration due to the high-Q configuration and the absence of a
microwave load. An example of these long-duration oscillations with decaying amplitude
is shown in the Additional Analysis section. At B ? 0.19 T, it is plausible that the cavity
plasma rapidly disrupted oscillations and absorbed the microwave energy, which resulted
in lower-energy microwave pulses detected by the extraction assembly. This also explains
why, in the extreme case at the highest magnetic fields, some shots exhibited LBO operation
near 0.980 GHz, which is more consistent with normal LBO π-mode operation based on
the results of Chapter 5. A more thorough explanation occurs in the Additional Analysis
section, and further clarity was provided by the uniform magnetic field configuration in
§ 6.4 of this chapter.
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Temporal metrics are shown in Fig. 6.7. The LBO results in Fig. 6.7a were consistent
with the previous discussion of the voltages. The start times were consistent due to the
delayed disruption by the reflected power, whereas the combination of the nonuniform
magnetic field and large reflected power led to inconsistent peak power times. Figure 6.7b
shows that the results for the SBO were more consistent, as expected given that the load was
not modified. However, like the results for the SBO in Chapter 5, the nonuniform magnetic
field led to relatively high shot-to-shot variability. The peak power |∆t| for the oscillators
is shown in Fig. 6.7c. No range of magnetic fields saw ideal MFRPM operation as a single
device, where the peak powers from both oscillators were nearly simultaneous. The time
difference between peak powers was routinely > 20 ns, and across the range of tested
magnetic fields, shot-to-shot consistency of |∆t| was low. The region of optimal operation
at the highest magnetic fields corresponded to a lower average |∆t|, but the results were
still variable.
The standard metrics were summarized for two regions of operation. The first was the
region near the Buneman-Hartree magnetic field (approximately 0.16 T), where the first
power peak for the LBO was observed at 0.17 T. That region saw mixed operation by the
SBO, with some shots in the 6π/8-mode and some shots in the π-mode. Results for the two
modes were analyzed separately. The outcome of the analysis can be found in Table 6.1 on
page 133. The second region of operation was the region of optimal operation inB = 0.22–
0.23 T, where maximum powers were observed from both oscillators. These results were
listed in Table 6.3 on page 134.
6.3.2 Additional Analysis
Several observations in the previous section were referenced for additional discussion,
including the dual-peak distribution of 6π/8-mode frequencies, analysis of 6π/8-mode
powers, and the high-Q configuration of the taper load leading to long-duration oscillations.
This section also analyses the LBO harmonics. The high-Q configuration will be discussed
first because it reveals an important effect that must be considered during the analysis of
the other observations.
As discussed previously, the waveguide taper load led to reflection of>99.9% of the ex-
tracted microwave power from the LBO, which produced a high-Q configuration where the
extraction waveguide functioned like a high-Q cavity. Figure 6.8 shows an example of the
consequences of this configuration. Figure 6.8a was generated using a Hilbert transform of
the RF voltage to extract the amplitude envelope, which was then normalized to the max-
imum and slightly smoothed. As shown by previous shot plots, typical microwave pulse
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(a) Normalized RF voltage amplitude vs. time for
shot 14733 and associated fit to determine the
quality factor.















(b) TFA of the LBO RF voltage signal from shot
14733 using the Zhao-Atlas-Marks RIK.
Figure 6.8: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Effects of the waveguide taper
load on LBO operation.
durations were approximately 40 ns. Here, oscillations continue for an extremely long
duration, with detectable RF voltage out to nearly 3 µs. This result clearly illustrates the
exponential decay of the oscillation amplitude due to ohmic loss. Assuming V = V0e−αt,
where α = 2πf0/2Q and f0 = 0.971 GHz from the time-integrated Fourier transform, the
Q-factor was determined to be 2396 with a fit quality R2 = 0.996. The data used for the fit
began at approximately 430 ns. Since most magnetrons use Q-factors around 200 or less,
this conclusively proves that the waveguide taper configuration is indeed characterized by
an extremely high Q.
Figure 6.8b shows a TFA for the shot. Here, it is clear that the actual π-mode fre-
quency during microwave production is closer to the 0.980 GHz frequency observed in
previous data sets, and that the long-duration oscillations occur at the lower frequency near
0.97 GHz. In this shot, crowbar occurred at approximately 350 ns. Note that the TFA
appears to indicate that oscillations terminate at 600 ns. This is an artifact of the time
window used to generate the plot, which was chosen to reduce TFA computation time; os-
cillations actually continue much longer. Since the time-integrated FFT was used in the
post-processor code written for this dissertation to determine the dominant and competing
operating frequencies, the long-duration oscillation frequency appeared as the dominant
frequency, so LBO π-mode shots routinely appeared to have slightly lower frequencies than
in reality during the interaction between the electron beam and the LBO. This nuanced
point must be kept in mind when interpreting the LBO frequencies from the waveguide
taper configuration.
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(b) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(c) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.9: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: First comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Inspection of Fig. 6.3b on page 142 revealed that there appeared to be two overlap-
ping frequency distributions for the 6π/8-mode, with the higher-frequency distribution
near 1.945 GHz appearing to correspond to dominant 6π/8-mode operation, and the lower-
frequency distribution near 1.935 GHz appearing to correspond to competing 6π/8-mode
operation. Determining the relation between dominant and competing fundamental and
harmonic frequencies is difficult, but several relations appear to exist for the two different
SBO 6π/8-mode frequency distributions. As with the fundamental modes, relations be-
tween frequencies can be determined using plots of frequency vs. magnetic field, and with
frequency histograms that collapse the aforementioned plots onto the vertical axis to deter-
mine the frequency distributions. Plots of frequency vs. magnetic field will be discussed
first.
Dominant SBO 6π/8-mode operation occurred primarily at B > 0.17 T. Figure 6.9a
suggests that this magnetic field range demonstrated dominant 6π/8-mode SBO operation
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(b) LBO competing 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(c) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(d) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.10: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Second comparison set of dom-
inant and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
at a fundamental frequency that was approximately a harmonic of the dominant LBO fun-
damental frequency. Some correlation was also observed in Figs. 6.9b and 6.9c, which
show approximate harmonic relations between the SBO dominant 6π/8-mode frequency
and both the dominant LBO second and fourth harmonic frequencies, respectively.
AtB ? 0.17 T, the SBO 6π/8-mode manifested as a competing mode because the dom-
inant modes shifted to the 7π/8-mode and π-mode. In this magnetic field range, there also
appeared to be several correlating metrics, although these were less compelling than those
for the dominant 6π/8-mode operation. Figure 6.10a shows that the harmonic relation be-
tween the 6π/8-mode and the dominant LBO fundamental frequency continued, though
now with the SBO competing 6π/8-mode frequency. The average frequency of the corre-
lation in B ? 0.17 T was near 0.966 GHz, which was lower than the 0.975 GHz (from
1.95 GHz/2) average SBO 6π/8-mode correlation frequency in B > 0.17 T. As previ-
ously discussed, the lower 0.966 GHz LBO frequency may be the 5π/6-mode, whereas the
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higher LBO frequency was very likely the π-mode. Some correlation in B ? 0.17 T was
also observed between the competing 6π/8-mode and the fundamental LBO competing fre-
quency, as shown by Fig. 6.10b. Correlation with the competing LBO second harmonic in
Fig. 6.10c and with the dominant LBO fourth harmonic in Fig. 6.10d was considerably less
pronounced. In general, these correlations did not appear to be as strong as those observed
for B > 0.17 T.
These results can also be interpreted using frequency histograms. From the previous
section, Fig. 6.3b on page 142 showed that the dominant and competing SBO 6π/8-mode
frequencies were approximately 1.945 GHz and 1.935 GHz, respectively. The fundamental
frequency histogram for the LBO, shown by Fig. 6.3a, suggests that the dominant SBO
6π/8-mode frequency was, on average, a near harmonic of the most frequently observed
fundamental LBO frequency, which was likely the LBO π-mode. The competing SBO
6π/8-mode frequency also appeared to be a harmonic of a fundamental LBO frequency, but
at a frequency slightly below the peak in Fig. 6.3a. In previously observed configurations
discussed in Chapter 5, those frequencies were usually determined to correspond to the
LBO 5π/6-mode.
Thus, to summarize, the best explanation for the dual-peak distribution of SBO 6π/8-
mode frequencies is as follows: 1) The dominant 1.945 GHz mode was observed in a
magnetic field range that was sychronous with the 6π/8-mode, and arose primarily during
LBO π-mode operation, and 2) the competing 1.935 GHz mode was observed in a magnetic
field range that was not synchronous with the 6π/8-mode, and arose primarily during LBO
5π/6-mode operation. Based on the results of Chapter 5, it is plausible that the mechanism
for the coupling between the LBO modes and the SBO 6π/8-mode was the LBO-modulated
electron beam, and that it continued to affect the SBO 6π/8-mode even when the 6π/8-
mode was not synchronous with the electron beam.
Figure 6.12 on page 153 (shown later during the harmonic analysis) shows the fre-
quency histograms for the LBO second and fourth harmonics. Comparison with Fig. 6.3b
on page 142 suggests the dominant SBO 6π/8-mode was equal to the most frequently ob-
served frequency for the LBO second harmonic, whereas the competing SBO 6π/8-mode
frequency does not appear to correspond to any LBO second harmonic histogram peaks.
This reinforces the observation of a lack of compelling correlation between the competing
SBO 6π/8-mode and the quantities in Figs. 6.10c and 6.10d. Finally, both dominant and
competing SBO 6π/8-mode frequencies have corresponding points on the LBO fourth har-
monic histogram in Fig. 6.12b, though distinct distributions with corresponding peaks were
not observed due to the relatively large spread of frequencies for the LBO fourth harmonic.
These data suggest some harmonic frequency-locking was evident between the LBO π-
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mode and SBO 6π/8-mode, and that the locking was also observed through measurement
of the LBO harmonic frequencies. While precise identification of the LBO 5π/6-mode
frequency was infeasible, it seems likely that some LBO 5π/6-mode competition occurred
at B ? 0.17 T. Both the LBO 5π/6-mode and π-mode appear to have excited the SBO
6π/8-mode at a frequency off its natural resonance, and frequency-locking occasionally
occurred as a result. The strongest interaction between the LBO and SBO occurred at B >
0.17 T, where nearly pure LBO π-mode was observed alongside instances of dominant SBO
6π/8-mode operation. Thus, the overlapping frequency distributions of the SBO 6π/8-
mode appear to be a consequence of SBO excitation at a frequency off of the natural SBO
6π/8-mode resonance by two different LBO modes. As stated earlier, these observations
appear to be consistent with the interpretations and conclusions of Chapter 5. At B >
0.17 T, the dominant SBO 6π/8-mode shots were analyzed to determine a representative
power and frequency. The results were shown in Table 6.5 on page 134.
The final portion of this additional analysis section analyzes the LBO frequency har-
monics. Figure 6.11 shows the extracted microwave powers for the second and fourth
harmonics vs. magnetic field. Unlike plots for the fundamental frequencies, error bars have
been omitted to better illustrate the distinct jumps between regions of operation and spread
of results. Comparison with Fig. 6.1 on page 139 reveals several observations correspond-
ing to distinct regions of operation. First, the region for B ? 0.17 T was characterized by
consistent LBO π-mode operation with a local power maximum at B ' 0.17 T, and the
SBO was characterized by roughly equal numbers of shots exhibiting dominant operation
in the 6π/8-mode and π-mode, with some 7π/8-mode competition. In this region, LBO
second harmonic powers were consistent and relatively low, typically < 400 kW. The LBO
fourth harmonic was comparatively less consistent, exhibiting a large relative spread of
powers that were approximately 5 kW on average.
The next region, 0.17 > B > 0.19 T, appeared to be one of transition. Here, the
LBO second harmonic began to exhibit powers approximately four times greater than in
B > 0.17 T, and the LBO fourth harmonic exhibited peak powers as high as 18 kW. This
region was associated with the first observations of lower LBO fundamental frequencies,
which were possibly due to the 5π/6-mode, and the transition by the SBO from 6π/8-mode
and π-mode operation to competition between the 7π/8-mode and π-mode.
In 0.19 > B > 0.22 T, maximum LBO second harmonic power was observed near
1.3 MW, though there was considerable spread in the extracted powers. This region was
also associated with a local minimum in LBO power at the fundamental frequency, as
shown by Fig. 6.1 on page 139. LBO fourth harmonic powers consistently decreased as B
was increased.
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Figure 6.11: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak LBO output powers at
harmonic frequencies vs. magnetic field.
(a) LBO frequency histogram near 2 GHz. (b) LBO frequency histogram near 4 GHz.
Figure 6.12: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing LBO
harmonic frequency histograms.
The final region corresponded toB ? 0.22 T, which was the highest tested range. Here,
powers at the fundamental frequencies from both oscillators were maximized, and powers
for both LBO harmonics were minimized. High-power operation by the LBO appeared
to correlate with relatively low harmonic power generation, whereas regions of transition
were associated with higher harmonic powers.
Figure 6.12 shows the frequency histograms for the LBO harmonics. The LBO second
harmonic frequencies will be discussed first. The largest LBO second harmonic frequency
peak at 1.946 GHz in Fig. 6.12a correlates best as a near-harmonic of the 0.972 GHz LBO
fundamental frequency. Another near-harmonic correlation exists in Fig. 6.12b for the
fourth harmonic at 3.892 GHz, although the distribution of frequencies was broader and the
number of counts relatively few. As previously discussed, this 1.946 GHz second harmonic
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(a) LBO 2 GHz harmonic power vs. dominant op-
erating frequency.



















(b) LBO 4 GHz harmonic power vs. dominant op-
erating frequency.
Figure 6.13: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Peak LBO harmonic powers vs.
dominant operating frequencies.
frequency was also nearly identical to the SBO 6π/8-mode when the 6π/8-mode was the
dominant operating SBO mode.
The other notable distribution of LBO second harmonic frequencies occurred near
2.008 GHz. This distribution appears to be half the 4.016 GHz frequency of the peak
LBO fourth harmonic frequency distribution in Fig. 6.12b. The distribution also appears to
correlate with instances of dominant SBO π-mode operation in Fig. 6.3b on page 142. A
corresponding peak was not observed in the distribution of fundamental LBO frequencies
in Fig. 6.3a, which suggests both the 2.008 GHz and 4.016 GHz peaks in the LBO second
and fourth harmonic histograms were the result of excitation by the SBO π-mode. This rein-
forces the previous discussion of Figs. 6.9b and 6.9c on page 149. Analogous to the results
discussed at length in Chapter 5, it is possible that oscillations on the LBO at the funda-
mental and second harmonic frequencies of the SBO were driven by the SBO-modulated
beam exiting the SBO and entering the LBO.
The LBO fourth harmonic peak near 3.924 GHz does not appear to correlate with
any other modes, and therefore is likely a competing mode supported by the structure.
Cold simulations conducted using HFSS suggested many such modes exist, as do the cold
tests discussed in § 4.1.3. Finally, a distribution of LBO fourth harmonic frequencies near
3.852 GHz approximately correlates with frequencies for the 5π/6-mode, although no cor-
responding peak exists for the second harmonic.
Figure 6.13 shows power vs. dominant frequency for the LBO harmonics. The pow-
ers for the second harmonic, shown by Fig. 6.13a, conclusively illustrate that the second
harmonic of the LBO π-mode frequency was not associated with high harmonic power
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generation. Instead, the powers generated at 2.008 GHz were observed to be the highest.
As previously discussed, this frequency appears to be strongly correlated with SBO opera-
tion, though it cannot be stated conclusively whether this was due to the 7π/8-mode or the
π-mode because of the minimal frequency separation between the modes.
Figure 6.13b shows the fourth harmonic powers for the LBO. Maximum power ap-
peared to be generated by modes near 3.860 GHz and 3.924 GHz. The former frequency
is most nearly associated with the 5π/6-mode, and the latter with the competing mode that
relates with neither the LBO fundamental frequency, nor the second harmonic frequency,
nor a harmonic of the SBO.
Figures F.1, F.2, and F.3 in the appendix show all the plot sets comparing dominant and
competing fundamental and harmonic frequencies for both oscillators. They were included
for completeness, and the aforementioned conclusions were drawn from a combination of
these figures and the previously discussed histograms and other harmonic metrics. Most
plots were used to confirm the absence of any meaningful integer-multiple correlation be-
tween different frequencies. Note that the plots omit SBO harmonics because they did
not appear to have been generated at detectable power levels. Also omitted were plots in-
cluding the competing LBO fourth harmonic because, from the histogram in Fig. 6.12b,
the competing frequencies were generally noisy and spread over a broad frequency range,
whereas the dominant frequencies were more meaningful. Generally, the trends and pat-
terns exhibited in Figs. F.1, F.2, and F.3 were noisier and less compelling than the results
of Chapter 5.
To remain consistent with the analysis of the Standard Metrics section, characterization
of the LBO harmonics was performed for the previously identified regions of operation
described in that section. The results are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.4 on page 134.
To summarize the behavior analyzed by this section, 1) the LBO π-mode (and possibly
also the 5π/6-mode) interacted with the SBO 6π/8-mode, 2) the high-Q LBO load con-
figuration and the time-integrated FFT used in the post-processor led to misleadingly low
LBO frequencies, 3) high-power operation of the LBO appeared to correlate with lower
LBO harmonic powers, and 4) during high power SBO π-mode operation, the LBO second
and fourth harmonic appear to be affected by the SBO.
6.4 MFRPM with Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field
This shot series tested the MFRPM using the uniform magnetic field described in
§ 4.2.2. The purpose was to obtain the second of two data sets necessary to determine how
the magnetic field variation along the planar cavity arrays impacted operation of the LBO
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harmonics. A total of 47 shots were obtained with one crowbar failure on the sixth shot.
The base pressure was 5 µtorr, and the range of tested magnetic fields was 0.14–0.26 T.
6.4.1 Standard Metrics
Figure 6.14 shows the peak output powers from both oscillators vs. magnetic field. At
B > 0.17 T, the LBO results were comparable to those in Fig. 5.31 on page 106 in Chap-
ter 5 for the standard load and uniform magnetic field, although the LBO powers were
higher in the present data set due to the high-Q waveguide taper configuration. Relative to
the LBO microwave powers for the nonuniform magnetic field and waveguide taper load
in Fig. 6.1 on page 139 in the previous section, the LBO powers were uniformly higher
across all tested magnetic fields (with the exception of the highest tested magnetic field in
the nonuniform field configuration). Performance of the SBO was also comparable, which
was expected because neither the magnetic field nor the microwave extractor were mod-
ified in this configuration relative to the analogous configuration in Chapter 5. For both
oscillators, the power smoothly increased from the lowest magnetic field tested near 0.14 T
to a magnetic field near 0.17 T, which was slightly greater than the Hartree magnetic field
BBH = 0.16 T. Near B ' 0.17 T, power from both oscillators was maximized, which is in
good agreement with the analytic model from § 2.2. The region of optimal operation there-
fore lay at 0.17 T. InB ? 0.18 T, neither oscillator exhibited much shot-to-shot consistency
in extracted microwave powers, although the LBO did appear to settle near a steady average
power near 37 MW. The field B ' 0.18 T therefore represented a point of transition from
a region of consistent, predictable operation, to a region of reduced microwave powers and
greater operational variability.





































Figure 6.14: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak output powers for both oscil-
lators vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO frequencies near 1 GHz vs. magnetic
field.




















































(b) SBO frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.15: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing frequen-
cies of both oscillators vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the frequencies vs. magnetic field for the oscillators. The LBO
results in Fig. 6.15a show relatively consistent operation in B > 0.20 T. In this region,
dominant operation was consistently near 0.98 GHz, with a minor decrease as the magnetic
field was increased. The competing frequency was consistently near 0.967 GHz. Given
the previous experimental discussion of Chapter 5 and the simulation results discussed in
Chapter 5, the 0.98 GHz and 0.967 GHz modes were likely the π-mode and 5π/6-mode,
respectively. At B ? 0.2 T, the π-mode frequency increased to a maximum near 0.99 GHz.
This may be explained by beam-loading because the trend approximately follows the cur-
rents shown by Fig. 6.18a. From the discussion in § 2.1, a decrease in current (which
occurs as the magnetic field is increased) should result in an increase in the operating fre-
quency [6].
The results for the SBO are shown in Fig. 6.15b. The plot reinforces the observa-
tions from Fig. 6.14 in that B ' 0.18 T represented a point of operational transition. In
B > 0.18 T, the dominant operating frequency was consistently near 1.97 GHz. Some
competition was observed near 1.95 GHz at the lowest magnetic fields, and near 2.02 GHz
closer to B ' 0.18 T. In B ? 0.18 T, the dominant operating frequency was consis-
tently near 2.02 GHz. From the discussion of Chapter 5, the best explanation is that the
1.95 GHz, 1.97 GHz, and 2.02 GHz modes correspond to the free-running 6π/8-mode, har-
monic frequency-locked 6π/8-mode, and π-mode, respectively. Here, free-running is used
to distinguish the operating frequency of the unlocked mode from the harmonic frequency-
locked mode, wherein the operating frequency of the SBO was a harmonic of the operating
LBO frequency. The observation of harmonic frequency-locked operation between the
SBO and LBO will be discussed in greater detail in the Additional Analysis section. Given
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the results from Chapter 5, the observation of harmonic frequency-locked operation was
not surprising because the magnetic field and microwave load were not changed for the
SBO, and the addition of the waveguide taper load to the LBO appeared to only increase
the detected RF power with relatively little impact on the operating frequency.
It is interesting to note that the waveguide taper load had a substantial impact on the
LBO frequency in the previous section for the nonuniform magnetic field, which was not
the case for the uniform magnetic field. One possible explanation is the formation of cavity
plasma at high microwave powers. A comparison with the results of the previous section
using the nonuniform magnetic field yields two observations. The first is that, as previously
mentioned, the performance of the LBO using the uniform magnetic field was, with the
exception of the highest magnetic fields, consistently higher-power than the performance of
the LBO using the nonuniform magnetic field. The second observation is that, as discussed
in the previous section, the distinct regions of pulse energies in Fig. 6.6b on page 145
likely corresponded to two different mechanisms that were responsible for the microwave
pulse-shortening, depending on the magnetic field. Those results suggested cavity plasma
formation occurred at the highest powers observed in that configuration. Since the powers
in the present configuration are as high or higher than those that possibly produced cavity
plasma in the previous configuration, it is plausible that cavity plasma formed consistently
in the present configuration as well.
The presence of cavity plasma may explain why the present configuration did not ex-
hibit the same frequency-stabilizing effect that was observed in the previous data set ob-
tained using the nonuniform magnetic field. In that configuration, the powers at lower
magnetic fields were hypothesized to be too low to form cavity plasma, which would allow
RF to continue propagating between the slow-wave structure and the WR-650 to WR-340
waveguide taper because the only mechanism to dissipate power would be ohmic losses,
even if cathode plasma expansion disrupted interaction between the electron beam and
the fields on the slow-wave structure. This would lead to the effect shown by Fig. 6.8 on
page 148, where the LBO frequency was close to the normal 0.980 GHz frequency during
the interaction between the SWS and the electron beam, and close to the reduced 0.970 GHz
frequency during the long-duration decay of oscillations. However, when cavity plasma is
present, the plasma may act as a microwave absorber. Some or all of the power reflected
back to the slow-wave structure could be absorbed. If this was the case, any shift in fre-
quency due to the waveguide taper load functioning as a high-Q cavity might be negated
by the rapid power absorption due to cavity plasma. This is precisely the effect observed
in the TFA shown by Fig. 6.8b on page 148. Thus, cavity plasma formation, which oc-
curs at high microwave powers, may be the origin of the discrepancy between the observed
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(a) LBO frequency histogram near 1 GHz. (b) SBO frequency histogram.
Figure 6.16: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing frequency
histograms for both oscillators.
LBO frequencies in the data sets for the uniform and nonuniform magnetic fields. Plasma
formation due to air breakdown in the waveguide at the taper may also be responsible for
this behavior, although no diagnostics were present to confirm or eliminate this possibility.
Since the formation of cavity plasma was confirmed to occur based on the pulse-shortening
imaging analysis in § 5.8, it remains the best explanation.
Histograms for the fundamental frequencies of both oscillators are shown in Fig. 6.16.
The LBO results in Fig. 6.16a confirm the impressions from Fig. 6.15a, with distinct peaks
occurring at 5π/6-mode and π-mode frequencies, with the former and latter manifesting
as competing and dominant modes, respectively. The apparent dual-peak distribution for
the π-mode at approximately 0.980 GHz and 0.988 GHz was due to the gradual increase
in the π-mode frequency as the magnetic field was increased. Figure 6.15a showed that
this frequency increase stabilized at high magnetic fields, likely because the drawn current
in Fig. 6.18a also stabilized. This resulted in several shots oscillating consistently at the
higher 0.988 GHz frequency, thereby producing the second, smaller π-mode frequency
peak in the LBO frequency histogram.
Figure 6.16b shows the frequency histogram for the SBO. The histogram visualization
reveals the presence of competing frequencies near 2 GHz, which was not immediately
apparent from Fig. 6.15b. Based on the results and discussion in Chapter 5, this was likely
the 7π/8-mode. The dominant peaks were near 2.02 GHz (the π-mode) and 1.97 GHz (the
harmonic frequency-locked 6π/8-mode), as expected from Fig. 6.15b. An additional set
of competing frequencies appeared to be distributed near 1.95 GHz, likely corresponding
to the free-running 6π/8-mode. This conclusion is based on the relatively good agreement
between the experimental results and simulations discussed in detail in § 5.4.3 of Chapter 5.
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(a) Peak LBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.






















(b) Peak SBO power vs. dominant operating fre-
quency.
Figure 6.17: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak oscillator powers vs. dominant
operating frequencies.
The relation between the microwave powers and the dominant operating frequencies is
shown in Fig. 6.17. The LBO results in Fig. 6.17a reveal that the highest powers were asso-
ciated with the 0.98 GHz operating frequency observed in the harmonic frequency-locked
region, and that the second highest powers were observed near 0.988 GHz at the higher
range of tested magnetic fields. The set of shots that transitioned from the lower 0.98 GHz
to the higher 0.988 GHz were associated with the lowest observed powers, which suggests
these two frequencies corresponded to distinct operating states from the perspective of the
LBO, with one occurring when harmonic frequency-locked operation with the SBO was
observed, and the other occurring when no harmonic frequency-locking was observed.
The SBO results in Fig. 6.17b confirm that the highest SBO powers were observed
near 1.97 GHz, which corresponds to the harmonic frequency-locked 6π/8-mode. The
remaining shots occurred near 2.02 GHz, which corresponds to the π-mode. These were
associated with lower microwave powers.
Electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.18. As previously referenced, the currents
in Fig. 6.18a were crudely constant in the range ofB > 0.20 T, with an average near 1.8 kA.
The current then decreased steadily with increasing magnetic field before stabilizing at a
lower value of 1.5 kA. This behavior mimics the trends observed in the LBO π-mode
frequency observed in Fig. 6.15a, which suggests part of the shift in the LBO frequency
may be due to beam-loading, which is also termed frequency-pushing [6].
Impedance vs. magnetic field is shown by Fig. 6.18b. Unlike the currents in Fig. 6.18a,
the increase in impedance with magnetic field was fairly linear. This necessarily implies
that the voltage at peak power, which will be discussed shortly, must scale differently to
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(a) Current at peak power vs. magnetic field.















(b) Impedance at peak power vs. magnetic field.







































(c) Voltage at time of LBO start and peak power.









































(d) Voltage at time of SBO start and peak power.
Figure 6.18: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Electrical characteristics vs. mag-
netic field.
reconcile the differences between the plots of impedances and currents. The impedances
in B > 0.18 T, wherein harmonic frequency-locked operation was observed, were well-
matched to the 100–150 Ω MELBA-C specifications [98].
Start and peak power voltages for the LBO are shown by Fig. 6.18c. The peak power
voltages clearly show a distinct change in linear scaling near B ' 0.18 T, which was
previously identified to be a point of transition. A similar conclusion results from inspec-
tion of the start voltages. As discussed in Chapter 5, a linear scaling in operating voltage
with magnetic field implies a constant, synchronous beam velocity favored by the operating
electromagnetic mode. Changes in this scaling suggest a change in operation or delayed op-
eration on the flat-top portion of the voltage pulse. However, the peak power voltages were
not high enough to occur during the voltage flat-top. This fact, plus the aforementioned
evidence from the other metrics, suggests that the operating characteristics of the harmonic
frequency-locked LBO π-mode were distinct from the free-running π-mode characteristics
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(a) Peak total efficiency vs. magnetic field.













(b) Total pulse energy vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.19: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Energy conversion metrics vs. mag-
netic field.
despite being the same electromagnetic mode.
Start and peak power voltages for the SBO are shown by Fig. 6.18d. The distinct op-
erating regions separated by B ' 0.18 T are apparent, but unlike the LBO results, they
are not distinguished by changes in linear scaling of the voltage with magnetic field. In-
stead, the peak power voltages transition from a constant, linear scaling in B > 0.18 T,
to a region of highly variable peak power voltages that cannot conclusively be described
as linear. This result is not unexpected given the inconsistent SBO powers and variable
operation observed in that magnetic field region in Fig. 6.14. A similar conclusion can be
drawn from the start voltages, which also exhibit relatively constant, consistent scaling in
B > 0.18 T, and transition to a region of greater variability in B ? 0.18 T.
Energy conversion metrics are shown in Fig. 6.19. The peak total efficiency vs. mag-
netic field shown by Fig. 6.19a reveals a result that is consistent with expectations based
on the powers observed in Fig. 6.14. Peak efficiency near 12% occurred at the same mag-
netic field as the peak output power, though as previously discussed, this result cannot be
compared directly to the performance of the MFRPM configuration using the standard load.
Total microwave pulse energies vs. magnetic field are shown by Fig. 6.19b. The results
are surprising because, unlike the plots of powers and efficiencies, the pulse energies re-
main largely constant across the range of magnetic fields tested. From prior discussions in
Chapter 5, constant pulse energy despite changing peak powers suggests cathode-plasma
expansion was responsible for the pulse-shortening. However, cavity plasma was also iden-
tified as a pulse-shortening explanation when operating at high power, and seems espe-
cially likely given the prior analysis of the LBO frequency shifts compared to the nonuni-
form magnetic field results. It appears that cavity plasma may also lead to constant-energy
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(a) LBO microwave start and peak power times.







































(b) SBO microwave start and peak power times.













(c) Absolute time difference |∆t| between oscilla-
tor peak powers vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.20: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Temporal metrics vs. magnetic field.
pulses.
Temporal metrics are shown in Fig. 6.20. While the scale in Fig. 6.20a makes it diffi-
cult to discern because the axes limits were set to be the same between the LBO and SBO
plots for comparison, there is a slightly different linear progression in the start and peak
power times for the LBO in B > 0.18 T compared to B ? 0.18 T, which agrees with
the prior voltage analysis. By comparison, the SBO results in Fig. 6.20b show clear evi-
dence of the transition from the frequency-locked 6π/8-mode to the π-mode, with the latter
achieving peak power at much later times compared to the LBO or SBO frequency-locked
6π/8-mode. The SBO π-mode also experienced considerably more shot-to-shot variabil-
ity. Interestingly, the SBO start times did not undergo the same jump to later times in the
region of π-mode operation, possibly because early SBO oscillations are induced by the
harmonic content of the LBO-modulated beam before full synchronism was achieved via
gap closure.
Figure 6.20c shows the absolute time difference |∆t| between the peak powers from
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the oscillators vs. magnetic field. Relative to the results for the nonuniform magnetic field
in Fig. 6.7c, the results of the present configuration represent a substantial improvement
through the reduction of |∆t|. During optimal harmonic frequency-locked operation atB '
0.17 T, the oscillators reached peak power nearly simultaneously, which is analogous to
the results of Chapter 5. Also like the Chapter 5 results, the differences between harmonic
frequency-locked operation and unlocked operation are substantial according to this metric.
As mentioned earlier, the region of optimal operation was near the 0.17 T. The standard
metrics for this region are summarized in Table 6.6 on page 135.
6.4.2 Additional Analysis
Figure 6.21 shows the second and fourth LBO harmonic powers vs. magnetic field. The
results can be divided into three operating regions. The first corresponds to B > 0.18 T,
wherein frequency-locked operation was observed. Here, the mean second harmonic power
was 198 kW, and the mean fourth harmonic power was 5.0 kW. The second region lay in
0.18 > B > 0.22 T, which corresponded to the same region where the SBO transitioned
from the frequency-locked 6π/8-mode to the π-mode, as shown by Fig. 6.15b on page 157.
In this region, the mean LBO second harmonic power was 292 kW, which was the highest
of the three regions, and the mean fourth harmonic power was 4.9 kW. The last region lay in
B ? 0.22 T, where the LBO π-mode frequency steadily increased before stabilizing at the
higher 0.99 GHz frequency in Fig. 6.15a. In this region, the mean LBO second harmonic
power was 226 kW, and the mean fourth harmonic power was 2.8 kW. In all regions, there
was considerable spread in the power of both the second and fourth LBO harmonics.
Figure 6.22 shows the frequency histograms for the LBO harmonics. The histogram





































Figure 6.21: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak LBO output powers at har-
monic frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO frequency histogram near 2 GHz. (b) LBO frequency histogram near 4 GHz.
Figure 6.22: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Dominant and competing LBO
harmonic frequency histograms.
for the second harmonic, shown by Fig. 6.22a, shows three significant peaks of interest at
1.934 GHz, 1.950 GHz, and 1.966 GHz, with the first corresponding to a competing mode,
and the others corresponding to primarily dominant modes. The histogram for the fourth
harmonic, shown by Fig. 6.22b, shows a single peak at 3.908 GHz with a significant spread
in the distribution skewing toward higher frequencies.
Comparison of these peaks with the histograms for the fundamental frequencies in
Fig. 6.16 on page 159 suggests several relations, although the situations in which they
arise are complicated because they depend on the applied magnetic field. Since the his-
tograms are a simplification of this fact, a complete understanding of the relations between
these frequencies can only be achieved by analyzing how the different frequencies change
with the magnetic field. This analysis will be discussed shortly.
Figure 6.23 shows the relation between the LBO harmonic powers and the dominant
harmonic frequencies. The only noteworthy feature of either plot is the fact that the highest
LBO second harmonic powers were consistently produced near 1.95 GHz, which is the
same frequency as the SBO free-running 6π/8-mode.
Figures G.1, G.2, and G.3 in Appendix G on page 212 show the dominant and com-
peting fundamental and harmonic frequencies for both oscillators. As with the previous
configuration using the nonuniform magnetic field, the plots omit SBO harmonics because
they did not appear to have been generated at detectable power levels. Also omitted were
plots including the competing LBO fourth harmonic. These plots show the complete, com-
plicated set of relations that exist between these different frequencies, as well as their de-
pendence on the magnetic field. The most relevant plots are duplicated here, and the notable
conclusions follow. For convenience, the previously described magnetic field regions will
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(a) LBO 2 GHz harmonic power vs. dominant op-
erating frequency.





















(b) LBO 4 GHz harmonic power vs. dominant op-
erating frequency.
Figure 6.23: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Peak LBO harmonic powers vs.
dominant operating frequencies.
be termed Region 1, 2, and 3, which correspond to B > 0.18 T, 0.18 > B > 0.22 T, and
B ? 0.22 T, respectively.
A brief note on terminology is required. In the strictest sense, a harmonic is an ex-
act integer multiple of some fundamental frequency [47, 117]. Throughout this chapter,
the term harmonic has been used as a convenient means of referring to the set of frequen-
cies that is approximately twice that of the fundamental oscillator frequencies. As will be
discussed momentarily, there are many integer-multiple relations between the frequencies
that are approximate, and many that are exact. Thus, it should be understood that only
exact integer-multiple relations prove that a previously termed second- or fourth-harmonic
frequency actually correspond to a true harmonic.
Region 1 was of greatest interest, and will be addressed first. Inspection of Fig. 6.24a
suggests a near, but not exact, harmonic relation between the fundamental frequencies of
the LBO and SBO. From the discussion in the previous section, the waveguide taper load
pulls the LBO frequency down from the typical 0.985–0.980 GHz π-mode frequency to
approximately 0.970 GHz during a shot when cavity plasma is absent and long-duration
oscillations can occur. However, a careful inspection of the TFA shown in Fig. 6.8b in
the previous section on page 148 reveals that, even during the lower power part of the
pulse immediately following the HPM burst (prior to the long-duration lower-frequency
oscillations), there is some reduction in the frequency. Even with the cavity plasma causing
rapid microwave pulse-shortening in the present configuration, which cuts the signals short
before the full frequency reduction to 0.970 GHz, some frequency reduction still occurs
during the low-power part of the pulse prior to full oscillation cessation. Since the results
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(b) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(c) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(d) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.24: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: First comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
were derived from the time-integrated FFT, this reduction in the LBO frequencies during
the low-power portion late in a pulse was reflected on the plots of frequency vs. magnetic
field in this section as a minor frequency reduction. The effect is therefore similar to the
observation of the previous section, but nowhere near as severe. Returning to Region 1
in Fig. 6.24a, the appearance of a near-harmonic relation is actually a case of confirmed
harmonic frequency-locking during the high-power portion of the pulses based on a closer
inspection of the results that accounted for the late-time impact of the waveguide taper load,
although the results were not as clean as those of Chapter 5 due to the presence of the taper
load.
Figure 6.24b reveals a similar near-harmonic relation between the dominant LBO fun-
damental frequency and dominant LBO second harmonic frequency in Region 1. Since
this is a relation between two LBO quantities, the taper load cannot explain the lack of an
exact harmonic relation because, if the load were responsible for a reduction in the LBO
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frequency, it should affect both the first and second harmonics. Inspection of Fig. 6.24c
confirms that the dominant LBO second harmonic frequency was locked to the dominant
SBO fundamental frequency instead of the LBO fundamental frequency. It is likely that
the SBO-modulated electron beam, upon entering the LBO, induces oscillations at the
SBO modulation frequency that are stronger than oscillations at the true LBO harmonic
frequency, and due to the proximity of these two frequencies, a distinction between the
two could not be resolved by the time-integrated FFT. This explains why the relation
between the fundamental frequencies of the LBO and SBO, as well as the relation be-
tween the LBO fundamental and second harmonic frequencies, appear as near-harmonics,
whereas the LBO second harmonic and SBO fundamental frequency appeared to be equal.
If the LBO true second harmonic were resolvable alongside the dominant SBO frequency,
Fig. 6.24d would show an exact harmonic relation between the LBO fundamental and com-
peting LBO second harmonic frequencies in Region 1. The competing quantity should
show the relation because the LBO second harmonic should be lower power than the SBO
fundamental. A few instances of this are apparent in 0.18 > B > 0.19 T (which lies in
Region 2) in Fig. 6.24d because that magnetic field range saw a significant reduction in the
SBO power.
Region 1 also exhibited a harmonic relation between the dominant LBO fundamen-
tal frequency and the fourth harmonic, as shown by Fig. 6.25a. This further supports the
supposition of the previous paragraph, where the true LBO second harmonic was not re-
solvable due to the strong frequency content at the SBO fundamental frequency induced
on the LBO by the SBO-modulated electron beam. The discrepancy between the dominant
second and fourth LBO harmonics is shown by Fig. 6.25b, which directly shows the near,
but not exact, harmonic relation in Region 1. Also supporting this discussion is the near,
but not exact, harmonic relation between the dominant SBO fundamental frequency and
the dominant LBO fourth harmonic frequency, which is shown by Fig. 6.25c.
To summarize the interpretation of the results for Region 1, when accounting for the
misleading effect of the taper load on the time-integrated FFTs, it appears that harmonic
frequency-locking between the LBO fundamental, second, and fourth harmonics, as well as
the SBO fundamental frequency, occurred during the high-power portion of the microwave
pulses. The analysis also showed that the SBO affected the second harmonic of the LBO,
possibly through the SBO-modulated electron beam if the mechanism is similar to the
findings from Chapter 5.
Region 2 represented a region of transition between a frequency-locked state and a state
where the oscillators operate independently. Since operation was mixed between multiple
modes, no concrete conclusions can be drawn because operation was highly variable.
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.25× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(b) LBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(c) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(d) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure 6.25: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Second comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Region 3 represented a region where the both the LBO and SBO operated in the π-
mode, so no frequency-locking occurred. In Region 3, the SBO powers were considerably
lower relative to Region 1, whereas the LBO powers were comparable between the two
regions. Figure 6.24b clearly shows the harmonic relation between the dominant LBO
fundamental frequency and the dominant LBO second harmonic. Some correlation also
existed between the dominant LBO fundamental frequency and the dominant LBO fourth
harmonic, as shown by Fig. 6.25a, although there is considerable spread in the data. A
similar result therefore appeared in Fig. 6.25b, which shows the dominant LBO second and
fourth harmonics.
In Region 3, the lower SBO power seemed to have a reduced effect on the second LBO
harmonic. From Fig. 6.24c, the dominant LBO second harmonic frequency was never
observed to be equal to the dominant SBO fundamental frequency. However, several shots
revealed equality between the dominant SBO fundamental frequency and the competing
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LBO second harmonic frequency, as shown by Fig. 6.25d. The SBO therefore still affected
the LBO.
To summarize the interpretation of the results for Region 3, it appears that the LBO and
its frequency harmonics operated independently of the SBO. The only relation between the
two oscillators appeared to be some induction of competing second harmonic oscillations
on the LBO by the SBO. In addition to the distinctly different frequencies of the π-mode
for each oscillator, two other factors may be responsible for the absence of any substantial
effect by one oscillator on the operation of the other. The first is that the SBO power levels
were considerably lower than in Region 1, which explains why it had a reduced impact on
the detected LBO second harmonic. The second is that Region 3 was a region of high mag-
netic fields, which corresponds to a slow electron beam drift velocity. A consequence of
this lower velocity is that the electron beam spends more time in transit around the cylindri-
cal recirculation bend from one oscillator to the other. This additional time permits greater
demodulation of the electron beam due to repulsive electrostatic forces, so the reduced
beam modulation would reasonably be expected to reduce the influence of the oscillators
on each other.
To remain consistent with the analysis of the Standard Metrics section, characteriza-
tion of the LBO harmonics was performed for the previously identified region of optimal
operation near 0.17 T. The results were shown in Table 6.7 on page 135.
6.5 Impact of Magnetic Field Optimization
Comparisons discussed in this section used results from the regions of optimal operation
from each configuration. The impact of the magnetic field optimization for uniformity was
significant for some investigated metrics. Table 6.8 on page 136 compared the results of
metrics used to evaluate the operation of the individual oscillators. The LBO microwave
power was observed to benefit the most from the uniform magnetic field, with an increase
of 39% relative to the nonuniform magnetic field. Surprisingly, the SBO microwave power
was not observed to change much, with a comparatively minor decrease of 9%. This was
likely due to the higher electronic efficiency of the π-mode experiencing some performance
reduction due to the nonuniform magnetic field, with the result being a minor difference in
power when compared to the frequency-locked 6π/8-mode in the uniform magnetic field
configuration.
As was discussed at length earlier in the chapter, the LBO π-mode frequency was re-
duced to 0.972 GHz due to the waveguide taper load in the nonuniform magnetic field con-
figuration, whereas the uniform magnetic field configuration resulted in frequencies that
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were more consistent with the frequencies near 0.980 GHz that were observed throughout
Chapter 5. Apart from the different degrees of impact from the waveguide taper load, the
LBO operated in the same mode, so the differences in frequency and associated uncertainty
were minor. By comparison, the SBO frequency changed substantially due to a change in
operating mode from the π-mode in the nonuniform magnetic field configuration to the
6π/8-mode in the uniform magnetic field configuration. The associated standard deviation
also saw a minor improvement, which was indicative of reduced shot-to-shot variability.
Table 6.9 on page 137 compared the metrics for the MFRPM as a whole. The magnetic
field optimization for axial uniformity improved the total power by 47% and resulted in a
33% improvement in efficiency. The change in peak power |∆t| was also significant, with
17 ns reduction observed due to the uniform magnetic field, as well as a reduction in the
standard deviation. The impedance also benefited from the uniform magnetic field, which
brought the MFRPM closer to MELBA-C specifications.
Table 6.10 on page 137 compared the LBO harmonic frequency metrics for the two
magnetic field configurations. Second harmonic powers were reduced by 39%, and shot-
to-shot variability was reduced by 58%. The fourth harmonic powers were approximately
the same given the large associated standard deviation of the two measurements. The sec-
ond harmonic frequency was reduced from 1.986 GHz to 1.962 GHz, with a significant
reduction in shot-to-shot variability from 0.041 GHz to 0.013 GHz. These changes were
likely due to the stabilizing effect of harmonic frequency-locked operation, and the fact that
the SBO was operating in the lower-frequency 6π/8-mode in the uniform magnetic field
configuration. A similar effect was observed for the fourth harmonic, although shot-to-shot




This chapter provides a summary of the most significant findings and the conclusions
drawn from the MFRPM experiment. The chapter concludes with suggestions for future
work.
7.1 Summary
Through a combination of analytic theory, computational modeling, and laboratory ex-
periments, a prototype MFRPM was designed, fabricated, and characterized to determine:
1) the identity of the observed fundamental operating electromagnetic modes, 2) the fre-
quencies, powers, and other electrical characteristics associated with those modes and the
LBO frequency harmonics, 3) the magnetic fields corresponding to optimal operation, 4)
the operational impact of a nonuniform axial magnetic field, and 5) the origin and perfor-
mance characteristics of the harmonic frequency-locked operating state. Six experimental
configurations were tested using three anodes (the isolated LBO, the isolated SBO, and the
MFRPM), two microwave loads (the standard load and the waveguide taper load), and two
axial magnetic fields (uniform and nonuniform). The configurations were: 1) the isolated
LBO with the uniform magnetic field and the standard load, 2) the isolated SBO with the
uniform magnetic field and the standard load, 3) the MFRPM with the nonuniform mag-
netic field and the standard load, 4) the MFRPM with the uniform magnetic field and the
standard load, 5) the MFRPM with the nonuniform magnetic field and the waveguide taper
load, and 6) the MFRPM with the uniform magnetic field and the waveguide taper load.
The standard load was used to characterize the fundamental modes of the magnetron.
Baseline operation of the individual oscillators was determined using the isolated LBO
and SBO configurations. For the LBO, the 5π/6-mode and π-mode frequencies were
0.972 GHz and 0.985 GHz, respectively. Optimal LBO operation produced 32 MW in
the π-mode at approximately 0.23 T. For the SBO, the 6π/8-mode, 7π/8-mode, and π-
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mode frequencies were 1.94 GHz, 2.00 GHz, and 2.022 GHz, respectively. Optimal SBO
operation produced 18 MW in the π-mode at 0.17 T.
For the standard load and the MFRPM, the uniform magnetic field exhibited supe-
rior performance by all metrics compared to the nonuniform magnetic field, although the
nonuniform field results provided crucial evidence that the harmonic frequency-locked
SBO mode was the 6π/8-mode. For the MFRPM and the uniform magnetic field, opti-
mal operation was observed at 0.17 T, where LBO produced 32 MW in the π-mode at
0.984 GHz and the SBO produced 13 MW in the 6π/8-mode at 1.970 GHz. Within exper-
imental uncertainty, this novel state was a form of harmonic frequency-locked operation
in which the SBO locked to the second frequency harmonic of the LBO. In B = 0.16–
0.17 T, the phase drift during a typical locked shot was 8 ± 4 ◦, and the lock duration was
14±3 ns. The average phase difference between the oscillators was 93±17 ◦. The minimal
change in the LBO microwave power and frequency relative to its isolated configuration,
as well as the shift of the SBO operating mode from the π-mode in the isolated config-
uration to the 6π/8-mode in the locked state, suggested the locked state was an instance
of Adler-like master-slave locking, where the LBO was the driving oscillator and the SBO
was the driven oscillator. In the locked state, changes in the relative phase difference be-
tween the oscillators correlated with changes in the magnetic field, which suggested the
locking mechanism occurred through the second harmonic content of the LBO-modulated
electron beam recirculating from the LBO to the SBO. The investigated metrics suggested
that the locked state was remarkably stable given the unusually small variation in powers,
frequencies, impedance, and timing.
A new theory for harmonic frequency-locking was developed by Y. Y. Lau [43], al-
though a comparison to the experimental results proved to be inconclusive. The reason is
that the experiment was not suitable for comparison to the theory because the theory re-
quired knowledge of the both the LBO π-mode power injected into the SBO, as well as
the SBO 6π/8-mode power. Furthermore, a set of results was required that exhibited both
locked and unlocked SBO 6π/8-mode shots. In this dissertation, the power delivered to
the LBO from the SBO was unknown, and an insufficient number of unlocked SBO 6π/8-
mode shots were obtained. For these reasons, validation of the new theory would require a
dedicated experimental configuration designed to isolate and control these variables.
The waveguide taper load was used to characterize the LBO harmonic frequencies and
powers. As with the results for the standard load, the standard metrics indicated that the uni-
form magnetic field exhibited superior performance of the fundamental modes relative to
the nonuniform magnetic field. The nonuniform field results provided additional evidence
that the LBO harmonic frequency affected operation of the SBO 6π/8-mode frequency.
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Together, both magnetic field data sets supported the speculation that cavity plasma may
be the dominant pulse-shortening mechanism at high microwave powers in the MFRPM,
which was observed in the microwave pulse-shortening imaging study.
Optimal operation of the fundamental modes using the waveguide taper load and uni-
form magnetic field occurred at 0.17 T. Within experimental uncertainty, harmonic frequency-
locking was again observed between the LBO π-mode, its frequency harmonics, and the
SBO 6π/8-mode. The LBO second harmonic power and frequency was 178 kW and
1.962 GHz, and the LBO fourth harmonic power and frequency was 5 kW and 3.916 GHz.
In general, LBO harmonic powers increased when the fundamental circuit modes were
operating at reduced power with considerable mode competition. Harmonic powers were
also as much as 150% higher using the nonuniform magnetic field relative to the uniform
magnetic field.
7.2 Conclusions
The MFRPM demonstrated the feasibility of generating simultaneous HPM pulses at
more than one frequency using a crossed-field device. Furthermore, through the harmonic
frequency-locking effect, the MFRPM operated as a stable harmonic frequency genera-
tor with some degree of phase control. The analysis of the LBO frequency harmonics
revealed that the SBO did not substantially prime harmonic frequency generation by the
LBO. Thus, appreciable powers at harmonic frequencies can be generated using a single
device composed of coupled structures designed to oscillate in their fundamental circuit
modes at frequencies related by an integer multiple.
While the possibility of some performance benefits from minor magnetic field varia-
tions cannot be ruled out, the substantial 40% variation in the nonuniform magnetic field
configuration consistently produced poor magnetron operation. Thus, for structures analo-
gous to the RPM and MFRPM, a uniform magnetic field is an advisable baseline configu-
ration.
7.3 Suggested Future Work
The MFRPM concept stands to benefit from several lessons learned as a result of this
dissertation. Foremost is the need for new designs to have a properly designed microwave
power extraction system with control over the loaded quality factor QL. By exerting con-
trol over QL, the harmonic frequency-locking mechanism can be studied more rigorously.
In addition, the locking mechanism is potentially exploitable. It is well known that very
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powerful, efficient magnetrons having a low QL need RF priming to start [76]. The beam
modulation method could be used as a form of internal priming, and the experiment sug-
gested the effects of priming may be considerable. Furthermore, the beam could be mod-
ulated using a small number of cavities designed solely for that purpose. By designing
the few beam-modulation cavities to be frequency-tunable and the driven cavities to have a
sufficiently low QL, it may be possible to create a high power, high efficiency, frequency-
agile microwave source without the considerable complexity introduced by an RF priming
system.
Other topics of future study include the consideration of MCC designs as resonant
structures, further investigation of the LBO frequency harmonics, and a detailed study of
magnetic field variations. During the course of this dissertation, the cathode was discov-
ered to oscillate strongly in the 600–700 MHz frequency range, which possibly impacted
operation. Treatment of the cathode as an additional resonant structure is a topic offering
potential benefits for RPM operation. Due to time limitations, the isolated LBO was never
tested using the waveguide taper loads. The baseline LBO harmonic powers therefore re-
main an open question. Finally, as previously mentioned, less extreme variations in the




The finite-element, frequency-domain code HFSS [44] was used to simulate the cold-
tube characteristics of the MFRPM. This appendix section documents some of the options
and methods used to obtain the results for this dissertation.
Broadly, HFSS supports a driven solver and an eigenmode solver. The former is useful
for performing frequency sweeps, and in the context of the MFRPM, driven modal solu-
tions are the simulation equivalent of S11 cold tests using a network analyzer. In general,
the driven solver was unable to reproduce most of the features of the experimental cold tests
presented in § 4.1.3 in Chapter 4, especially in the case of the SBO. The main reason was
the very weak coupling between the extractor and the structure. Since the main objective
of the cold-tube simulations was to identify the resonant frequencies of the different anode
electromagnetic modes, the eigenmode solver was used for all HFSS simulations in this
dissertation.
For the 2D simulations of the unit cell of a planar cavity array discussed in Chapter 2,
a 0.5 cm thick slice of the cavity was used with perfect H boundary conditions, which are
equivalent to a boundary through which no current can pass. This forces the eigenmode
solver to converge on TE solutions and makes the cell look infinitely long from an axial
perspective. Using the notation from the chapter, the phase advance per vane βL was
specified using master-slave boundaries at the AK gap to obtain the solution frequencies ω
corresponding to the fundamental and higher-order circuit modes. For these simulations,
HFSS was directed to converge on real frequencies only because the quality factor was not
of interest, and mixed-order basis functions were used to better handle sharp corners and
field enhancement points [118]. Convergence was defined as a < 0.1% change in the real
frequency when the mesh was refined, and two consecutive, converged mesh refinements
were accepted as a completed simulation. The 3D simulations used the same convergence





The 3D, finite-difference time-domain, Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code MAGIC [80] was
used to validate some HFSS cold test results and and to estimate hot tube operation. PIC
simulations have considerable flexibility in their configuration, so this appendix section
notes some of the important considerations and methods used to model the MFRPM.
The notable considerations for simulations included: 1) boundary conditions for the
simulation, 2) how the DC voltage excitation was applied to the simulation, and the choice
of rise-time, 3) the macroparticle emission model, including creation rate and macropar-
ticle weighting, 4) cathode emission area, 5) duration of the simulation, 6) spatial mesh
resolution, 7) validation checks of the physics, and 8) optimization of the configuration
used for parallel execution.
Boundary conditions were specified using the standard MAGIC PORT command, where
the coaxial power extraction ports were configured as ideal absorbers using a second-
order centered advection equation, although this approach adds constraints to the spatial
mesh [119]. The input port, which represents the coaxial transmission line from MELBA-C,
is also an ideal absorber of any incident RF, and therefore acts like an infinitely long coaxial
transmission line. Both the output and input ports are significant approximations. In real-
ity, the RF loads for the magnetron are imperfect, as shown by Fig. D.5 in Appendix D.2.2,
and for shots using the waveguide taper configuration, the LBO actually sees 99% of out-
put power reflected back from the extractor. Similarly, the input coax line terminates at
MELBA-C, so the method used to launch the DC voltage excitation must be implemented
carefully to accurately model the voltage applied to the magnetron in the experiment.
Since the input port appears to be infinitely long to the simulation, loads that are high-
impedance (relative to the characteristic impedance of the geometry of the input port) ex-
hibit behavior that deviates considerably from reality. For instance, if a model is config-
ured not to emit electrons, the forward-propagating excitation from the input port reflects
off the magnetron with identical magnitude and polarity, causing the effective voltage to
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be twice that which was specified. In reality, if MELBA-C were fired into an open cir-
cuit, the LTspice model (described in Appendix C) suggests the observed voltage would
be 370 kV, not the 600 kV that would be observed in MAGIC for a 300 kV excitation.
Therefore, two different approaches could be employed to model the applied voltage: 1) a
feedback approach wherein the magnitude of the port excitation was adjusted for changes
in magnetron impedance to maintain a constant voltage applied to the magnetron, or 2)
a carefully chosen constant excitation magnitude such that, for a set of simulations (usu-
ally a sweep of magnetic field values), the observed voltage would change in a manner
consistent with MELBA-C operation for different magnetron impedances. The former ap-
proach is an idealized model that eliminates the applied voltage as a variable, whereas the
latter attempts to model the actual physics leading to voltage changes due to the dynamic
magnetron impedance, which can be affected by the mode of oscillation, magnetic field
magnitude, emission mechanism, and emitting area, among other factors.
Maintaining a constant voltage using a feedback mechanism to compensate for impedance
changes was particularly challenging because the feedback can destabilize the simulation
or artificially reinforce oscillations at a given frequency. By using a low-pass filter, an
excitation model was developed to maintain a nearly invariant voltage across the mag-
netron. Simulations attempting to realistically account for the dynamic impedance had
the input port excitation magnitude adjusted such that the highest and lowest impedances
(usually dictated by the highest and lowest magnetic field values in a parameter sweep)
would yield voltages consistent with those observed in MELBA-C experiments, even if the
simulated current drawn by the magnetron deviated considerably from experiment. Once
an excitation magnitude was found that produced realistic voltages at the extremes of tube
impedance for a parameter sweep, the same magnitude was used for the remaining simula-
tions in the sweep.
The rise-time of the DC voltage excitation can also lead to unintended consequences.
A very fast (< 5 ns) voltage rise-time is occasionally used to shorten the computation
time of simulations. Such an excitation is shock-like, which can unintentionally prime the
excitation of some modes of oscillation due to the rich frequency content of the shock.
This can lead to artificially rapid magnetron start times and misleading mode stability.
While some pulsed-power sources do have extremely fast rise-times (' 20 ns), MELBA-C
does not, and simulations must account for the longer 150 ns rise-time. The shape of
the excitation can also unintentionally prime modes if abrupt ramp functions are used,
and in extreme instances, numerical destabilization can result. All simulations used the
SMOOTH RAMP function available in MAGIC, which is sufficiently numerically smooth to
avoid instability and unintentional shock.
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Figure B.1: SBO frequency vs. number of cells per SBO cavity.
The MAGIC emission model used for all simulations was the explosive emission model,
which obeys space-charge-limited emission physics [119]. The macroparticle weights in
each simulation set were chosen such that the total particle population at steady-state op-
eration was at least 200,000 and never more than 1,000,000. Two cathode emission areas
were used. The first emitted from 10% of the available surface between the endcaps, which
was consistent with the experimental configuration, and the second emitted from 100% of
the available surface area. These two extremes were chosen to 1) determine the amount of
beam-loading on the oscillator frequencies, 2) to determine how the emitted current might
scale with emission area, and 3) to evaluate the agreement between the MAGIC emission
model and the experimental results. The results of Chapter 5 showed that the 10% emission
area resulted in simulations that drew far less current than was observed experimentally.
Simulated currents were typically between 0.1 and 0.5 times the experimental current. If
the full emission area was used, currents were nearly identical to the experiment. Ion
formation and bipolar flow can increase emission up to 50% beyond the Child-Langmuir
limit [113, 120], which may explain the higher currents observed from the relatively small
experimental emission area.
The duration of simulations was chosen to be 250 ns at minimum. This was long enough
to resolve frequencies within 4 MHz, since the frequency bin width of the FFT algorithm
is given by df = 1/T , where T is the simulation duration. In some instances, simulations
did not reach steady state by the end. These simulations were run for longer durations until
steady-state operation was observed.
The chosen spatial mesh resolution was a compromise between full simulation con-
vergence and computational feasibility. Due to the small feature sizes relative to the rest
of the experiment geometry, the component with the most stringent meshing requirement
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was the SBO. Figure B.1 shows that full convergence was only achieved when eight cells
were used per SBO cavity. Simulation CPU times were approximately one week if the
full experimental geometry was modeled, which was unacceptably long to perform simu-
lations using different magnetic fields, emission areas, and DC voltage excitation models.
Ultimately, all simulations were conducted using only six cells per SBO cavity, which cor-
responds to a cell size of 1.6 mm3. The most sensitive diagnostic to changes in cell size
was the frequency of the SBO, which experienced far greater reductions in frequency due
to beam-loading when the mesh was coarse. Thus, while the simulations using 1.6 mm3
cells were not fully converged, the effects were understood and any interpretation of the











The reason for the close relation between simulation CPU time and mesh cell size is the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition shown by Eq. B.1, which requires that the numerical
domain of dependence include the mathematical domain of dependence [121]. Here, ∆t is
the time step, ∆x is the size of a mesh cell along one dimension (and similarly so for the
other two dimensions), and ux is the maximum propagation velocity of information dictated
by the physics along one dimension (and similarly so for the other two dimensions), which
would be the speed of light in vacuum in this case. The Courant number µ determines the
size of the maximum time step that remains stable. As seen by Eq. B.1, the time step ∆t
must decrease if the dimensions of a cell also decrease. Notably, the time step is limited
primarily by the smallest dimension of any cell in the simulation. Simply coarsening the
mesh elsewhere in the simulation therefore does relatively little to improve simulation CPU
times. Any change in mesh size in MAGIC must be done gradually because resolution
errors may result if the cell-to-cell variation exceeds 25% or if the cell aspect ratio exceeds
5:1 [119]. To avoid this possibility, a uniform mesh was used for all simulations.
Some physics validation checks were included in the simulations because not all com-
mercial PIC codes have self-consistent physics, depending on model approximations and
optimizations. The first check confirmed that the net emitted electron current was equal
to the input current at the input coaxial transmission line, which was measured using line
integration of the magnetic field around the cathode stalk. The integration path needed to
be very close to the cathode stalk to avoid enclosing any backstreaming endloss current,
which would reduce the apparent input current. A minor discrepancy in the input current
at the start of the simulation was due to the magnetron charging like a capacitor during
the voltage rise before electron emission began. The second physics check confirmed that
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the input power, calculated by an integration of the Poynting flux over the input port area,
agreed with the input power calculated by multiplying the magnetron voltage by the net
emitted current.
Since many simulations were required to estimate and understand the operation of the
different MFRPM configurations, an optimization study was performed to determine what
parallel computing configuration resulted in the shortest CPU times. The CPU used for
these simulations had six cores with hyperthreading, and therefore 12 logical CPUs were
available for use. Identical simulations were resumed from a saved state for a preset simula-
tion duration to determine how much CPU time was required for completion using different
parallel computing configurations. Table B.1 summarizes the results. A shared configura-
tion for one simulation used a single CPU core that was shared by two logical threads of ex-
ecution, whereas a dedicated configuration only assigned one thread of execution per CPU
core. For two or more simultaneous simulations, several configurations were tested. When
the total number of threads was less than the number of logical CPUs (12), a shared con-
figuration assigned two threads of execution per CPU core, but each thread corresponded
to a different simulation running in parallel, whereas the dedicated configuration assigned
only one thread per core. When the total number of threads was equal to the number of
logical CPUs (12), a shared configuration assigned two threads per core, where each thread
belonged to a different simulation, and a dedicated configuration assigned two threads per
core, where each thread belonged to the same simulation.
Two conclusions resulted from the study. The first found that, while MAGIC did sup-
port multi-threaded execution, the benefits were not significant compared to simply running
multiple simulations simultaneously using a single thread for each. All simulations were
therefore configured for single-threaded execution. The second conclusion was that hy-
perthreading was rarely beneficial, and typically resulted in performance degradation. All






















































































































































































































































































































































































Simulation of the MELBA-C Marx Generator
C.1 Overview
The Michigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator with Ceramic Insulator (MELBA-C)
Marx generator involves the coordinated operation of several components. The Marx erec-
tion process, which involves breaking down the switches to achieve high-voltage output,
can lead to floating potentials and voltage swings on different components due to par-
asitic capacitances. As component properties change over time (e.g. a resistor absorb-
ing oil leading to infinite resistance), the highly coupled nature of the design can lead to
complex behavior that is misleading and difficult to diagnose during the course of data
collection, particularly when the operating characteristics of the load, such as the Multi-
Frequency Recirculating Planar Magnetron (MFRPM), are not fully understood. In an
effort to better understand whether the features of MELBA-C voltage traces were the re-
sult of proper operation or failed components, several simulations were conducted using
the Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis developed by Linear Technology
Corporation (LTspice) [122] to gain insight into the features of MELBA-C voltage traces.
Prior analysis of simplified MELBA-C circuits has been conducted using various soft-
ware, including LTspice and its predecessors, by both the original architects (Pulse Sci-
ences, Inc.) and by previous students [98, 123]. While these simplified models could du-
plicate the overall qualitative behavior, they generally did not produce some of the interest-
ing features observed in nearly every MELBA-C pulse. Examples include the low-voltage
“knee” early in the erection of the Marx circuit. Those early models also did not explain
what failures might cause egregiously poor pulses, such as very long “knees,” ringing su-
perposed on the pulse, or substantial inflection points during the voltage rise, all of which




The simulation approach was to model all components present in the circuit diagram
for the MELBA-C design proposal [98], including changes made between the proposed de-
sign and the final product. The model also incorporated features that were not found in any
previous model. These features include: 1) the capacitance present between the cases of
the capacitors, 2) the transmission line characteristics between the magnetron and the Marx
generator output, 3) a switching model that could duplicate the finite breakdown voltage
threshold for the switches, and 4) the pick-off trigger network comprising the trigger resis-
tors, switch trigger planes, and the capacitor cases.
Several simplifications were included in the model. One example was the circuit model
used to include capacitances between resistor cases. The larger horizontal separation and
smaller area between adjacent capacitors led to the omission of their case-to-case capaci-
tance, while the capacitance between the capacitors stacked vertically was included due to
their close spacing and large area. The most significant simplification was the assumption
of time-invariant load parameters (inductance, capacitance, and resistance). The load char-
acteristics are emphatically not time-invariant; all loads eventually see impedance collapse.
However, because only the Marx erection and early voltage pulse stabilization were of in-
terest in this study, the assumption of a time-invariant load was surprisingly consistent with
experimental observations. This is due to the fact that it can take several hundred nanosec-
onds before plasma expansion in the load, whether from the cathode, anode, or both, begin
to reduce the effective Anode-Cathode Gap (AK gap) and change the load characteristics.
Closure of the AK gap leads to the subsequent, progressive reduction in load impedance on
longer timescales. Many studies in the literature confirm this through the study of plasma
closure velocities [17,88,91,99,105,112,113,124,125]. Thus, on timescales >300 ns, the
model becomes progressively less reliable.
The simulation circuit diagram is shown in Figs. C.1–C.3. Parameters were adjusted
to obtain good agreement with experimental observations. While this approach does not
imply the model is necessarily correct given the large number of parameters that can be
used to fit any given shot, it does provide insight into the effect of a given parameter on
the voltage trace once a reasonable range for each parameter is known. Furthermore, the
simulation was successfully used to reproduce several experimental voltage traces with
different loads, which provides some confidence in its predictive ability.
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Figure C.1: Left portion of the LTspice MELBA-C circuit model.
Figure C.2: Middle portion of the LTspice MELBA-C circuit model.
Figure C.3: Right portion of the LTspice MELBA-C circuit model.
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(a) RPM-12A with MCC cathode.



















(b) Rod cathode with stainless steel current collec-
tor.
Figure C.4: Comparison of LTspice voltage traces with experimental MELBA-C shots.
C.3 Comparison to Experiment
Figure C.4 shows two comparisons between a simulated voltage trace and an experi-
mental voltage trace using two different loads. In Fig. C.4a, the experimental voltage trace
was obtained using the Recirculating Planar Magnetron with Aluminum Anode (RPM-12A)
as the load. In Fig. C.4b, the load was a rod cathode emitting an electron beam that was
collected directly using a stainless steel plate, which was a configuration used for testing
MELBA-C operation, and for calibration of the current diagnostics. After adjusting the
characteristics of the different loads in the model, the simulations exhibited good agree-
ment with experiment.
Development of the LTspice model was also motivated by the installation of a new
fiber optic switch diagnostic on MELBA-C. By comparing switch closure times in simula-
tion and experiment, a clear trend was observed. Figure C.5 shows a comparison between
two simulations. The first trace used a switch model having a high voltage threshold for
breakdown and subsequent closure. This was the configuration that was generally consis-
tent with experimental observations. In the model, the voltage on the trigger plane in any
switch (Vtp) would only initiate breakdown if |Vtp| > 85 kV. The second trace shows rapid
switching with a much lower threshold for switch breakdown, with a breakdown criterion
of |Vtp| > 10 kV. The total time for all switches to close was 90 ns and 10 ns for the delayed
and rapid models, respectively. The significant observation from this analysis was the elim-
ination of the ringing superposed on the voltage trace. The ringing was due to the transient
voltage swings present on the cases of the capacitors due to the case-to-case capacitances.
If the switches fail to close with near simultaneity, large oscillations are excited, whereas
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Figure C.5: Comparison of delayed (90 ns) and rapid (10 ns) time to closure of all switches.
The delayed simulation is identical to that shown in Fig. C.4b.
rapid closure of all switches produces ideal Marx erection and smooth voltage traces. This
model might therefore be useful for exploring alternative trigger resistor placements that
maximize the voltage delivered to all switch trigger planes and minimize the time it takes
to occur.
C.4 Effect of Switch Timing on Marx Erection
The effects of the switch closure order and rapidity on the erection of the MELBA-C
Marx generator are illustrated by the switch diagnostic comprising fiber optic lines and
Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) described in § 4.5.1.3. By comparing the switch closure
times (indicated by sharp spikes in the PMT output voltages) with the MELBA-C voltage
trace, patterns emerge indicating proper operation and modes of failure.
Four shots were chosen to illustrate the basic types of operation: 1) excellent Marx
erection with a low-impedance load, 2) excellent Marx erection with a high-impedance
load, 3) normal Marx erection indicative of typical behavior, and 4) poor Marx erection
leading to a failed shot. From Figs. C.1–C.3, the proper triggering order of the switches
should be 1 & 5, followed by 4 & 6 & 7, followed by 3, followed by 2.
Figures C.6a and C.6b show the voltage and current traces from ideal shots using a
low- and high-impedance load, respectively. The associated switch PMT traces are shown
in Figs. C.6c and C.6d. Note that the failure of the voltage to rapidly reach a flat top
in Fig. C.6a is due only to the lower impedance of the load and not a switching failure,
which illustrates the importance of designing loads matching the 100–150 Ω specification
for MELBA-C. Shot 14772 has a switch closure order of 1 & 5, followed by 4, 6, and 7 in
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(a) Shot 14772 with a low-impedance load.



























(b) Shot 14650 with a high-impedance load.

























(c) Shot 14772 switch response.

























(d) Shot 14650 switch response.
Figure C.6: Sample shots illustrating ideal MELBA-C Marx erection.
rapid succession, followed by 3 and 2 in rapid succession. This precisely matches the ideal
switch order, and explains the flawless voltage rise. Shot 14650 has a switch closure order
of 1 & 5, followed by 4, followed by a slight delay to 6 & 3 & 7, followed by 2. The delay
is responsible for the small “knee,” which is a typical characteristic of MELBA-C voltage
traces. Otherwise, the switch order is nearly ideal, leading to very good voltage rise.
Figures C.6a and C.6b show voltage and current traces for standard shots illustrating
typical and poor behavior, respectively, with the switch PMT traces in Figs. C.6c and C.6d.
The normal characteristics of the “knee” are due to early closure of switches 4, 6, or 7
shortly after switches 1 & 5, followed by a delay to closure of the remaining switches.
A “knee” can also be produced by switches closing in an incorrect order, although this
typically results in a bad voltage pulse rather than the harmless “knee.” Shot 14650 is a
dramatic illustration of this effect, with a closure order of 1 & 5, followed by 4 & 7, fol-
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(a) Shot 14668 illustrating typical behavior.



























(b) Shot 14727 illustrating poor behavior.

























(c) Shot 14668 switch response.

























(d) Shot 14727 switch response.
Figure C.7: Sample shots illustrating typical and poor MELBA-C Marx erection.
lowed by 2, 3, 6, and 7 again, with significant time delays between each closure. Switch 7
appears to close twice, with an arc extinguishing due to the very long delay for all switches





D.1 LBSD Microwave Detectors
The LBSD microwave detectors were calibrated using the configuration illustrated in
Fig. D.1. A digital oscillator was configured to output a 1 GHz signal at low power to
a Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA), which was isolated from reflections using a
three-port circulator. After amplification, the signal was fed to a directional coupler to
sample the power using a bolometer. The signal was then fed to the microwave detector,
and the detector output was recorded using an oscilloscope terminated at 50 Ω. Despite
being calibrated under functionally Continuous Wave (CW) conditions, the 50 Ω termi-
nation was necessary because it was used during MELBA-C experiments to prevent cable
reflections, so the termination must be factored into the calibration. In order to precisely
map the power fed to the microwave detector at port 2 using the power measured by the
bolometer at port 3, a second bolometer was connected to port 2 to determine the exact
Figure D.1: Block diagram illustrating the LBSD microwave detector calibration configu-
ration.
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Figure D.2: Sample plot illustrating the calibration points obtained for LBSD HM01 used
for MELBA-C shots. The diode output was terminated at 50 Ω.
relation between the power measured at port 2 and port 3. The range of powers fed to the
microwave diode (approximately 0–26 dBm) were chosen so that the diode output voltages
recorded by the oscilloscope ranged from the noise floor (approximately 10 mV) to the
voltage output by the diode when fed the maximum short-time safe input power indicated
by the diode specifications.
The equipment used was: Agilent E4400B Signal Generator, HP 489A TWTA, JQL
JCC0962T1213 N15 Three-Port Ciculators, Narda 3042B-10 Coaxial Directional Cou-
pler, Agilent 8481A Power Sensor, HP 8481A Power Sensor, Agilent E4418B EPM Series
Power Meter, HP E4418B EPM Series Power Meter, Tektronix 3052 Oscilloscope, and all
diodes were HP 8472B Crystal Diodes. The directional coupler and circulator were con-
firmed to be functional at the calibration frequency (1 GHz) using the HP 8722D Network
Analyzer.
Figure D.2 shows a sample plot illustrating the calibration points for a diode used for
MELBA-C shots. A calibration curve was fit to these data using an equation of the form
f(x) = a ln(x + b) + cxd + e, where f(x) is the power fed to the diode in dBm, x is
the output voltage from the diode when terminated at 50 Ω, and a, b, c, d, and e are fit
parameters. Fits for all diodes were excellent, with R2 values of 1.000. Per specifications
for the diodes, these fits should be reliable at a broad range of frequencies, with a response
±0.3 dB from 10 MHz to 12.4 GHz.
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Table D.1: Calibration parameters for all diodes.
FIT PARAMETERS
DIODE SERIAL NO. a b c d e
HM01 1822A 13237 7.252 4.703 3.540e-4 1.441 -21.39
HM02 MY4224 2102 7.480 5.740 7.089e-5 1.681 -22.39
ML01 1822A 13230 7.704 6.765 1.111e-5 1.963 -23.22
ML03 MY4224 2127 7.902 7.732 9.044e-7 2.304 -25.03
D.2 Network Analyzer Calibrations
Several RF components required calibration to determine their frequency-dependent
responses. These calibrations were performed using an HP 8722D Network Analyzer.
D.2.1 Directional Couplers
Four directional couplers were used for this dissertation. In the standard load configu-
ration, WR-650 and WR-340 directional couplers were used to sample the LBO and SBO
output signals, respectively. In the configuration used to measure the harmonic power pro-
duced by the LBO, additional WR-340 and WR-187 were also used. Figure D.3 shows pho-
tographs illustrating the calibration configurations used to obtain the frequency-dependent
calibration curves depicted in Fig D.4.
It is important to note that all coupler ports not in use must be terminated using broad-
band 50 Ω loads, which was especially necessary for the neighboring port on the WR-650
directional coupler used for signal sampling. Failure to do so can affect the measurement
by as much as 3 dB. Additionally, the quality of the measurement was impacted by the
quality of the waveguide load. In each case, the best load was used. For the WR-650 cal-
ibration, this was a coax-to-waveguide antenna terminated using a broadband 50 Ω load.
For the WR-340 and WR-187 calibrations, tapered RF-absorbing wedges were used in the
waveguide. Load characteristics can be found in Appendix D.2.2. In each case, two cali-
bration curves were obtained using two network analyzer calibration techniques. The first
uses an Agilent SMA calibration kit to set the reference planes at the end of the analyzer
SMA cables. The second uses a Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) calibration, which sets the ref-
erence planes within the waveguide [126]. Due to the bandwidth limitations of the TRL
technique, the curves shown in Fig. D.4 show the results obtained using the SMA calibra-
tion. However, agreement was good in all cases between the SMA and TRL calibration
methods.
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(a) Calibration of the WR-650 directional coupler. (b) Calibration of a WR-340 directional coupler.
(c) Calibration of the WR-187 directional coupler.
















(a) Plot of S21 for the WR-650 directional coupler.














(b) Plot of S21 for the first WR-340 directional
coupler.














(c) Plot of S21 for the second WR-340 directional
coupler.












(d) Plot of S21 for the WR-187 directional coupler.
Figure D.4: Frequency-dependent attenuation of waveguide directional couplers.
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(a) Dark gray WR-650 waveguide load.













(b) WR-340 waveguide load.
Figure D.5: Examples of waveguide load matches.













Figure D.6: Sample plot illustrating the attenuation of cables A+B.
D.2.2 RF Load Characteristics
While not strictly a calibration, it was important to understand the quality of the match
of the RF loads over a range of frequencies. The WR-650 waveguide load was filled with
fibrous Eccosorb RF absorber. Figures D.5a shows the quality of the match using a mea-
surement of S11. The WR-340 load consisted of a tapered wedge of solid Eccosorb RF
absorber, which produced a significantly better match relative to the fibrous Eccosorb. Fig-
ure D.5b shows the measurement of S11.
D.2.3 Cables
The frequency-dependent attenuation of all cables used to sample the microwave signals
was determined by performing four measurements of the attenuation of two cables in series,
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Table D.2: Calibration parameters for all cables.
ATTENUATION [dB]
CABLE 1 GHz 2 GHz 4 GHz
A 4.9 7.4 11.4
B 4.8 7.4 11.6
C 4.8 7.4 11.7
F 5.7 9.0 16.6
Table D.3: Calibrated attenuation for other RF components at frequencies of interest.
ATTENUATION [dB]
COMPONENT 1 GHz 2 GHz 4 GHz
Splitter 1 3.2 3.3 3.6
Splitter 2 3.2 3.4 3.5
Splitter 3 3.2 3.3 3.6
Splitter 4 3.2 3.3 3.6
LBO Filters 1.3 - -
SBO Filters - 0.7 -
90◦ Bend - - 0.86
where one cable was connected to another in the screen room, and each cable end was
connected to one port on the network analyzer. Figure D.6 shows an example of a result
for cables A+B. The total attenuation of each set was determined at 1, 2, and 4 GHz. The
outcome of this approach is a set of four linear equations in four unknowns, the solution of
which provides the attenuation of each cable near 1, 2, and 4 GHz. Table D.2 summarizes
the results.
D.2.4 Other RF Components
The attenuation of several other RF components was measured and verified to be rela-
tively frequency-insensitive. Table D.3 shows the results.
D.3 Voltage Monitor
The MELBA-C voltage divider was calibrated using a pair of Febetron modules to ap-
ply negative-polarity high-voltage pulses from approximately 30–80 kV to the cathode
stalk with the MELBA-C shorting arm in a retracted position. The calibration standard was
a North Star high-voltage probe (PVM-5, 1000:1, Serial No. 1724804, using the paired
PVM-5 cable). The probe sampled the cathode stalk voltage from the Marx side of the
ceramic insulator, which is the same location from which the voltage monitor samples the
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Figure D.7: Plot illustrating the calibration points obtained for the MELBA-C voltage mon-
itor.
MELBA-C pulse. Per specifications, the PVM-5 probe was MΩ-terminated with no addi-
tional attenuation at a Tektronix 3052 oscilloscope, which was used to record the traces.
The Voltage Monitor (VOLM) signal was recorded using the same configuration used for
MELBA-C shots to incorporate the effects of all components into the calibration. The
VOLM cable was connected to a Tektronix 3054 oscilloscope with a 10x attenuator (iden-
tification #6) and terminated at 50 Ω to prevent cable reflections.
Figure D.7 shows the data obtained for the VOLM calibration. These data were fit using
a nonzero-offset function. With an R2 value of 0.9990, the function used for all shots in this
dissertation was f(x) = 1.004E5× x− 3010, where f(x) is the MELBA-C output voltage
in volts, and x is the VOLM voltage in volts. It is apparent that the calibration becomes
unreliable at very low voltages due to the non-zero offset of approximately 3 kV. Fits with
a forced zero offset were relatively poor, so the VOLM response is conclusively linear at
high voltages, but some nonlinearity exists at lower voltages outside the range of interest
for this dissertation.
D.4 Rogowski Coils
As discussed in § 4.5.1.1, the primary MELBA-C Marx generator diagnostic for mea-
suring the current delivered to a load, called the Entrance Current (ENTC), was a Rogowski
coil located in a recessed groove in the main MELBA-C flange. A failure of the coil SMA
connector at the beginning of MFRPM experiments led to the fabrication and calibration
of a new coil.
The replacement Rogowski coil was 102 inches long, with 1 turn per inch around a
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Figure D.8: Calibration configuration for the Rogowski coil current diagnostic.
center conductor composed of RG-58 with the braid and outer jacket removed, leaving
only the conductor and dielectric. The coils were formed using 20 AWG stranded wire,
which were soldered to the center conductor and insulated using shrink wrap at the far end
opposite the connector. At the end with the SMA connector, the coil was soldered to the
inner conductor of the SMA cable. The outer SMA braid was soldered to the coil RG-58
center conductor, and all connections were then insulated with shrink wrap.
The calibration standard was a Pearson current transformer (model 110A, label #4,
0.1 V/A, UM No. 209966), which is a commercial wideband current monitor generally
accepted as a reliable diagnostic in the pulsed power and microwave component commu-
nity [100]. Figure D.8 shows the calibration configuration. A stainless steel current collec-
tor was used as the target anode for an electron beam emitted from a velvet surface on the
end of an aluminum rod coated in Glyptal insulating enamel. A photograph of the cathode
is shown in Fig. D.9. The current was passed through the Pearson current transformer and
grounded on the vacuum chamber using the shortest path possible to minimize the induc-
tance. Two additional Rogowski coils, called the Magnetron Entrance Current (MEC) and
Endloss Current (ENDL) coils, were placed in the vacuum chamber to confirm the relia-
bility of the ENTC coil, though those coils did not provide reliable measurements in the
presence of HPM generated by the magnetron.
All Rogowski signals were captured using a Tektronix 3054 oscilloscope using 50 Ω
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Figure D.9: Photograph of the rod cathode with a velvet electron emitter used for calibrat-
ing the MELBA-C Rogowski coils.
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(b) Calibrated currents for shot 14323 (long pulse-
length).
Figure D.10: Calibrated currents for two MELBA-C shots using a rod cathode and stainless
steel current collector.
termination. The oscilloscopes had a sufficiently high sampling rate to resolve frequen-
cies up to 500 MHz. To avoid possible frequency artifacts due to higher frequencies, all
Rogowski signals were first passed through 500 MHz low-pass filters.
Figure D.10 shows two sample shots used to calibrate the ENTC Rogowski coil (replot-
ted using the new calibration). The calibration was produced by generating a multiplicative
factor to adjust the ENTC response to equal the Pearson coil current during the voltage
pulse time of interest, which was a temporal processing window defined as the middle-
most 75% set of data points in the range of time between the start and end of the voltage
pulse (defined as 70% of the peak voltage). This temporal range avoids the extremes of
voltage rise and fall, as well as unreliable measurements obtained post-crowbar (during
which considerable swings in ground potential are observed all over MELBA-C). During
the temporal processing window, stable operation of the MELBA-C pulser and consistent
current (or rate of current increase) was drawn by the load. Times falling outside of the
aforementioned processing window used a multiplicative factor equal to the mean of all
multiplicative factors in the processing window. The overall vector of multiplicative fac-
tors was then smoothed using a 50-point window width. Correction vectors from multiple
shots with a variety of pulselengths were then averaged to obtain a single representative
vector of correction factors for each digitized time step.
It is important to note that the validity of the ENTC Rogowski coil calibration is predi-
cated on the MELBA-C stack resistors having a large resistance relative to the magnetron.
The reason is that the ENTC coil measures both the current emitted from the cathode and
the current through the stack resistors because both current paths lie inside of the coil. As
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Figure D.11: Circuit diagram showing the paths of the current detected by the ENTC Ro-
gowski coil.
stated, the calibration used a precise measurement of only the cathode current and showed
very clear evidence in Fig. D.10 that the final calibration reliably recovered the desired
cathode current, but a simple mathematical argument also reinforces the reliability of this
calibration despite the stack resistor current.
Figure D.11 shows a simple circuit diagram of the paths of the current detected by
the ENTC Rogowski coil. In the diagram, It is the total current, Is is the current through
the stack resistors, Im is the magnetron current, Rs is the stack resistance, and Rm is the
magnetron impedance. During a shot, only the quantity Rs is static because the magnetron
impedance and MELBA-C voltage change over time. Current conservation implies It =
Is + Im, and for a MELBA-C voltage V , it follows that
V = IsRs = ImRm, (D.1)




































































































which is the desired relation for the current diagnostic. In the process of obtaining Eq. D.3,
Rs was assumed to be a constant, and it was further assumed that Rm  Rs. The latter
assumption is valid because Rm was typically < 200 Ω and Rs ' 8 kΩ.
The error can be estimated by finding dIt/dt − dIm/dt, since dIt/dt is what the coil















































which shows that the error depends on dV/dt and the stack resistance. However, to obtain
the current, the Rogowski coil response is integrated. Using V = 300 kV, a rise-time of
150 ns, and the stack resistance Rs ' 8 kΩ, the integrated error after the voltage plateaus
is 300 kV/8 kΩ, or 38 A. For a magnetron current of 3 kV, this error is 1.3%.
D.5 Magnetic Fields
Direct magnetic field measurement during magnetron shots was infeasible because the
interaction space in the magnetron AK gap was filled with an intense electron beam and
subjected to electric fields > 100 kV/cm. By necessity, determination of the magnetic
field involved a process that related the electromagnet current to magnetic field magnitudes
sampled using a Hall probe during an earlier calibration procedure. This section describes
that procedure and reports the calibration functions used for this dissertation.
Due to the absence of cylindrical symmetry in the MFRPM and its configuration varia-
tions, the magnetic field was sampled in a variety of locations to determine how the asym-
metry affected the magnetic field in the AK gap. The locations were described earlier in
Chapter 4 and shown by Fig. 4.8a. At each location, a Hall probe was used to sample the
magnetic field vs. time for a variety of magnet capacitor bank charges. Figure D.12a shows
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a photograph of the Hall probe positioned in the cylindrical bend, and Fig. D.12b shows
an example illustrating the traces from the Hall probe and electromagnet Pearson coil dur-
ing an electromagnet pulse. Figures 4.8b and 4.8c in Chapter 4 indicate that the magnetic
field profile was highly dependant on the Marx trigger delay separating the electromagnet
trigger time from the Marx trigger time. The reason for this dependence stems from the
magnetic field diffusion time through metals. Because the amount of metal through which
the field needed to diffuse was different depending on the location within the magnetron,
different Marx trigger delays produced substantially different magnetic field profiles along
the planar cavity arrays. Appendix E describes the process used to determine an optimal
Marx trigger delay time that produced a nearly uniform magnetic field.
The primary magnet diagnostic during magnetron shots was the electromagnet Pearson
coil, so a calibration curve was derived to relate data from the Pearson coil to the Hall
probe results. For each sampled location and electromagnet capacitor bank charge, the
magnetic field detected by the Hall probe at the time corresponding to the Marx trigger
delay was plotted against the peak electromagnet current. Curve fits were then applied to
the data to determine the calibration functions. Figures D.12c–D.12e show some of the
results. Therefore, for a given peak electromagnet current, the calibration curves provide a
representative magnetic field that is the average of the fields sampled at each location within
the magnetron. Note that the presence or absence of the large aluminum vacuum flange on
the front of the chamber was not found to affect the magnetic field in the magnetron.
Only the nonuniform magnetic field exhibited significant nonlinearity in the relation
between the magnetic field and the electromagnet current. From Figs. D.12c–D.12e, the
magnetic fields at the optimized trigger delay times exhibited strong linearity with elec-
tromagnet current. Therefore, significantly fewer capacitor bank charges were explored
during the magnetic field calibrations for the isolated LBO and SBO configurations. Ta-
ble D.4 summarizes the calibration functions used for each experimental configuration.
In all configurations, the cathode was the MCC-2. The electromagnet Pearson coil
was a Model 301X, 0.01 V/A, and was terminated at the oscilloscope at 50 Ω. The Hall
probe was a LakeShore HMNA-1908-VR controlled using a LakeShore 475 Gaussmeter
controller. Pin 2 was used to monitor the probe response, and the Gaussmeter was oper-
ated in “Peak” mode. The reliability of the Hall probe was confirmed using independent
measurements obtained using a Ḃ loop.
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(a) Photograph of the Hall probe positioned in
a cylindrical bend during magnetic field mea-
surements.

































(b) Example Hall probe and electromagnet Pear-
son coil traces vs. time.
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(c) Calibration curve for the uniform magnetic
field and isolated SBO configuration.
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(d) Calibration curve for the nonuniform magnetic
field and MFRPM configuration.
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(e) Calibration curve for the uniform magnetic
field and MFRPM configuration.
Figure D.12: Calibration of the magnetic field.
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Table D.4: Magnetic field calibration functions f(x) for the different experimental con-
figurations, where f(x) is the magnetic field in Tesla, and x is the peak voltage from the
electromagnet Pearson coil.
ANODE FIELD DESC. TRIGGER DELAY [ms] f(x)
Iso. LBO Uniform 12.7 0.515x
Iso. SBO Uniform 11.3 0.04972x+ 0.003376
MFRPM Nonuniform 9.7 −0.001606x2 + 0.05287x− 0.005302










































(a) Magnetic fields in two MFRPM locations and
electromagnet current vs. time. Current was mea-
sured using a Pearson coil.
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(b) Distribution of times of identical magnetic
fields for different MFRPM locations relative
to the cylindrical bends.
Figure E.1: Identification of the optimal Marx trigger delay time.
This appendix section describes the process by which a delay time was chosen between
the electromagnet trigger and the MELBA-C Marx generator trigger to produce a nearly
uniform axial magnetic field in the MFRPM. This process builds on the discussion of
the electromagnet in § 4.2 and uses the results from the calibration procedure outlined in
Appendix D.5.
Figure E.1a shows the magnetic fields in two different MFRPM locations vs. time.
Inspection of the figure reveals the existence of a time at which the magnetic field was the
same in both locations, which is shown by the vertical black line. By using the cylindrical
bends as the reference locations, a distribution of times was generated by identifying the
times at which the magnetic fields were identical in both a cylindrical bend and one of the
probed locations discussed previously and shown in Fig. 4.8a. An example distribution
for the MFRPM is shown in Fig. E.1b. The mean of the distribution was used as the
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optimal delay time between the electromagnet trigger and the MELBA-C Marx generator
trigger, less the delay time for the erection of the Marx generator. Since the timescales
of MELBA-C pulses were typically < 300 ns, the magnetic field was functionally static
and nearly uniform from the perspective of the magnetron. Any changes to the magnetron
configuration, such as the replacement of an oscillator by a smooth drift region for the
isolated configurations, required the optimization process to be repeated to determine the




MFRPM with Taper Load and Unoptimized
Magnetic Field: Plots of Frequencies vs.
Magnetic Field
This appendix section contains all the plots comparing the fundamental and harmonic
frequencies of the LBO and SBO vs. magnetic field. They are included for completeness.
Most plots were used to confirm the absence of any meaningful harmonic correlation be-
tween different frequencies. Note that the plots omit SBO harmonics because they did not
appear to have been generated at detectable power levels.
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(b) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(c) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(d) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(e) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.25× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(f) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure F.1: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: First comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(b) LBO competing 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(c) LBO competing 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(d) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.25× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(e) LBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.






















































(f) LBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure F.2: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Second comparison set of domi-
nant and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(a) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(b) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(c) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(d) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(e) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(f) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure F.3: Taper Load and Nonuniform Magnetic Field: Third comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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APPENDIX G
MFRPM with Taper Load and Optimized
Magnetic Field: Plots of Frequencies vs.
Magnetic Field
This appendix section contains all the plots comparing the fundamental and harmonic
frequencies of the LBO and SBO vs. magnetic field. They are included for completeness.
Most plots were used to confirm the absence of any meaningful harmonic correlation be-
tween different frequencies. Note that the plots omit SBO harmonics because they did not
appear to have been generated at detectable power levels.
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(a) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(b) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(c) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(d) LBO dominant 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(e) LBO dominant 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.25× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.




















































(f) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure G.1: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: First comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(a) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(b) LBO competing 1 GHz and SBO dominant
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(c) LBO competing 1 GHz and SBO competing
0.5× 2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.





















































(d) LBO competing 1 GHz and LBO dominant
0.25× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
0.13 0.18 0.23 0.28
Magnetic Field [T]


















































(e) LBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.






















































(f) LBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure G.2: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Second comparison set of dominant
and competing frequencies vs. magnetic field.
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(a) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(b) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(c) SBO dominant 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(d) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.



















































(e) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO competing
2 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.























































(f) SBO competing 2 GHz and LBO dominant
0.5× 4 GHz frequencies vs. magnetic field.
Figure G.3: Taper Load and Uniform Magnetic Field: Third comparison set of dominant





The significant jitter present in the erection time of the MELBA-C Marx generator cre-
ates the potential for magnetron damage due to crowbar failure and subsequent AK gap
closure. Given the rapid start-up of the magnetron and significant pulse-shortening, long
voltage pulselengths are unnecessary. This fact, coupled with the jitter, makes operation
especially difficult at low magnetic fields. The reason is that magnetron impedances are
unusually low at low magnetic fields, meaning the MELBA-C output voltage is relatively
low and the current drawn by the magnetron is relatively high, which also exacerbates the
process of impedance collapse. Since the trigger time for the crowbar switch is fixed, the
actual voltage pulse duration can vary by 200 ns, depending on the MELBA-C erection
time. If MELBA-C starts relatively late, the microwave pulse can be cut off by the crowbar.
However, if MELBA-C starts relatively early, the longer pulselength can lead to excessive
voltage droop, which reduces the voltage across the crowbar switch below the threshold
required to crowbar on command, leading to crowbar failure and subsequent magnetron
damage. An investigation into previous MELBA-C configurations revealed the fact that the
crowbar switch configuration was not optimized for operation at 300 kV, which motivated
the crowbar switch reconfiguration.
H.2 Switch Description
The two main components of the crowbar switch are shown in Fig. H.1. The trigger
electrode, seen protruding in Fig. H.1b and close up in Fig. H.1c, is an isolated, float-
ing conductor that is ungrounded. The bottom of this electrode, seen in Fig. H.1d, forms
one electrode of a spark gap termed the Trigger Isolation Gap (TIG). The purpose of the
floating trigger electrode is to introduce a conductor between the ground electrode and
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(a) High-potential (MELBA-C side) electrode of
the crowbar switch.
(b) Ground-potential electrode with protruding
trigger electrode for the crowbar switch.
(c) Zoomed photograph of the trigger electrode. (d) Bottom of the trigger electrode.
Figure H.1: Crowbar switch geometry.
high-potential MELBA-C electrode that 1) does not perturb the natural equipotential lines
in the switch to avoid breakdown during the pulse, and 2) introduces, at a preset time,
a high-voltage, positive-polarity pulse across the TIG to the trigger electrode to substan-
tially perturb the equipotential lines and induce switch breakdown. At breakdown, an arc
forms between the MELBA-C electrode in Fig. H.1a, the trigger electrode in Fig. H.1c, and
the ground electrode in Fig. H.1b, thereby shunting the MELBA-C Marx generator energy
safely and rapidly to ground. The gas pressure and composition (SF6) of the crowbar switch
and TIG are the same.
H.3 Modification
The key to the success of this general switch concept, termed the Trigatron [127], lies
in the shape of the trigger electrode. In the presence of an external electric field, a floating
conductor’s surface describes an equipotential. If the shape of the electrode naturally fol-
lows the equipotential lines, it is functionally invisible to the switch. The trigger electrode,
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which protrudes into the switch gap between the high-potential and ground electrodes,
therefore has a surface that is at an equivalent potential to the potential in the switch at
which the trigger electrode surface is located (which, again, follows the natural contour
of an equipotential). The electric field between the ball electrode and the ground plane
can be roughly approximated as a constant such that V0 = E × d, where V0 is the total
potential across the gap, E is the electric field, and d is the distance between the ball and
ground electrodes. At some position x describing the location of the flat surface of the
trigger electrode, V (x) = V0x/d. The potential of the floating trigger electrode is therefore
approximately known.
The question then becomes: how far should the trigger electrode protrude into the gap?
The answer is contingent on the following: 1) the TIG must hold off the potential of the
floating electrode, 2) the trigger electrode protrusion should not be so large that it may arc
to ground during crowbar in the coaxial stem (a constant distance) rather than under the
mushroom-shaped head (a distance that increases as the electrode protrudes further into the
gap), 3) the TIG must break down when a positive 85 kV pulse is introduced, and 4) the
disparity between the TIG and crowbar switch parameters falling on the Paschen curve for
SF6 (resulting from limitations in the TIG spacing) means the TIG will always be much
closer to breakdown than the crowbar switch, so the trigger electrode should be as far in
the gap as possible (subject to constrains 1, 2, and 3).
Calculation of the final parameters revealed the floating potential of the trigger elec-
trode approximately doubles when the new protrusion distance is set, which falls slightly
short of what might be desired with a reconfigured MELBA-C output voltage that is approx-
imately one third of its original 1 MV specification. Ultimately, the electrode protrusion
distance was changed from 0.394 cm to 0.777 cm (which is safely smaller than the constant
0.937 cm spacing in the coax section), with an estimated change in floating potential from
approximately -23 kV to -52 kV. Thus, when the crowbar switch is triggered, this intro-
duces a voltage swing at an equipotential surface during command crowbar in the crowbar
switch from -52 kV to 85 kV, a nearly 30 kV improvement over the old spacing. The TIG
was changed from 0.274 cm to 0.762 cm in to reliably hold off the -52 kV potential, but
still break down when 85 kV is introduced.
H.4 Outcome
Tests using the rod cathode and stainless steel current collecting plate demonstrated
the ability to regularly crowbar on command, though shots must start with a conserva-
tive crowbar pressure that initially produces self-crowbar events. During shots with the
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magnetron load, the crowbar pressure must be carefully adjusted so that MELBA-C self-
crowbars at a time slightly less than the command crowbar time. This provides sufficient
defense against shots at low magnetic field where the Marx generator erects unusually
quickly. In those cases, where the unexpectedly large voltage droop occurs as previously
described, the newly configured crowbar switch provides the voltage swing necessary to
force breakdown of the crowbar switch. However, if one relies entirely on the command
crowbar, shots at low impedance with rapid Marx erection may fail to crowbar.
It should be noted that this conservative approach is only necessary at low impedances
or with loads susceptible to rapid AK gap closure and impedance collapse. If a load ex-
hibits relatively constant impedance falling within MELBA-C specifications, the crowbar
switch pressure can be adjusted to eliminate self-crowbar events and only rely on com-
mand crowbar. Using this approach, two MELBA-C rebuilds successfully produced data




The following components were designed and fabricated for the MFRPM project:
1. SBO Anode
2. SBO Microwave Extraction Antenna
3. MFRPM Vacuum Flange
4. L-Band Microwave Window (Flange and Lexan Air-Vacuum Interface)
5. Lexan Vacuum Flange Insulator
6. WR-650 to WR-340 Waveguide Taper
7. WR-340 to WR-187 Waveguide Taper
Previously fabricated components used for this project, such as the LBO anode, recircula-
tion bends, coax-to-waveguide couplers, and cathode are detailed in [10]. O-ring grooves
were designed in accordance with the Parker O-Ring Handbook §4.3 (Face Type Seals) and
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